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Creative Thinking in Male and Female Vietnamese, 
Filipino, and Anglo-American College Undergraduate Students, 
as Measured by the Torrance Tests of Creativi.ty 
Abstract of Dissertation 
Purpose: The purpose of this study was "to examine (a) the degree <>f 
creative thinking o.f Vietnamese, Filipino, and Anglo-American college 
undergraduate students as measured by the Torrance tests of Thinking 
Creatively with Pictures (TCWP), form A, and Thinking Creatively with 
~· {TCWW), form A; (b) the degree of creative thinking between 
males and females .in the three groups of students tested; and (c) the 
differences, if any, between the. TCWP score-s and the TCW scores of the 
Vietnamese, Filipino, and Anglo-Ame·rican college undergraduate students 
tested. 
Procedure: A sample of 15 males and 15 females in each ethn-ic group was 
randomly select-ed f .rom the total Vietnamese, Filipino, and Anglo,...American 
college undergraduate students who enrolled in one university and two 
colleges in Northern California in the Spring semester of the 1979-80 
academic year. The TCWP and the TCWW were administered to students in 
each group; the T~scores were used in the data analyses. Ex pos-t ~ 
design was us.ed in this study because it was not possible to manipulate 
the indep·endent variables, namely, ethnicity and sex. The levei of 
sl.gnificanc·e for rejecting the null hypotheses was set a·t .05. Statis-
tical techniques used .in this study were the ~o-way ANOVA and the 
Pearson product-moment correlation. 
Conclusions: The findings of this study indicated that: (a) the 
Filipino college undergraduate· students scored higher on figural Fluency 
than the Vietnamese college undergraduate students; (b) f-emales had 
higher figura 1 Fluency scores than males; (c) the Anglo-American college 
undergraduate students scored higher on figural Flexibility than the 
Filipino college undergraduate students; (d) males had higher figural 
Originalit-y scores than females; (e) the Anglo-American college under-
graduate students scored higher on figural Elaboration than either the 
Filipino o.r the Vietnamese college undergraduate students; (f) there 
was no correlation between the TCWP scores and the TCWW scores on the 
factors of Fluency and Flexibility, hut a moderate positive correlation 
was found in the Originality scores among the three ethnic groups 
tested. 
Recommendations: (a) additional studies should be conducted using 
samples of other ethnic groups such as Chinese, Laotian, Korean, and 
Japanese to verify find'ings l.n this study artd to further examine cultural 
differences and the influence of specific cultural traditions; (b) an 
in-depth s·tudy, isolating specific cultural elements in the Vietnamese. 
Filipino, and American cultures should be undertaken to determine 
which traditions; mores, and values have the. greatest influence on 
creativity. 
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Chapter I 
The Prob.lem and D~f~nitiqn of Terms 
I • Introduction 
Creative thinking is one of the tnO$t valuable characteristics of the 
human being an:d perhaps one of the .most .difficult to . be investigat'ed. 11: 
is one of the mast va,luable charact.eri.stics because creative thinking 
expresses tn~ unique(less or origin-ality of a person's. thinking and actions. 
lt is also one .of i:lle mQst difficult abilities to study because "a person 
c_an bel)ave creatively in an altnost infinite ntiinber of ways" (Torrance. 
1974). 
Though many authors such as G.<~l to.n ( 1869); Te-rman 0925) • and Cox 
( 1926) may be considered pioneers in developing the understanding of 
creativity. Guilford (1965) can be credi ted with conducting the earliest 
programmatic investigation of the concept. He prop.osed that intellectual 
ability could be understood in terms of d.istinct intellectual operations 
which are c-onvergent production and divergent production. The former is 
the generation of information from given information in which cot1ven-
tionally the best answers are emphasized . The latter is the generation 
of informat:ion in which quality and variety of answers are emphasized. 
Divergent production sho~s fluency~ flexibility, originality, relevance. 
quality:, arid discipline (Meeker t 1-974) . 
Getzels and J,sck~:~on (1962)~ in identifying creative children, .devised 
a number of techniques and ·based t.heir ~esearch program on these techniques . 
For example, children were asked to give as many definitions as possible 
1 
1.• 
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for eotlll:lion words such as ttbolt" or ... bark." Creative ability .was inferred 
from the number of as-sociations and the Ol.$mber of categories into which 
definitions could be grouped. 
Torrance ( 1965) reviewed and further inve.s t iga ted the problem of 
creativity in young students. Based on Guilford•s factors, Torrance has 
devised what are called the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT). 
These tests purport to tneasufe the factors of Fluency, Fle~ibility, Origi-
nality, .and Elaboratioll · 
Because of the complexity of the process of creativity, many de fini;;. 
tions have been stated by a variety of ati thors. These definitions a 11 
have some coinmon characteristics such ~s originality or uniqueness; the 
outcome of a creative work is something new but th i s newes.s usually takes 
root in old experiences . 
As for the relat.ionship between cteativity and inteHigence, Guilford 
(1967) concluded from his research that, though high !Q may be seen as a 
necessary condi.t.ion for high divergent production, it i s not a sufUci~nt 
one. Getzels and .Jac·kson- (1962,) and :Wallach and Kagan (1965) pave 
co.mp-ared and contrasted characteristics of IQ arid cr·eativity in chillix:en •. 
After elabor;1te studies, the first two autl)ors· concluded that (a) the 
intelligence quotient and creativity are uncorrelated at higher le,.els of 
intelligence; (b) h.igh:-creativity students are le.ss known and liked by 
their teachers than high- I:Q students; (c) high-creativity s.t udents are 
socially n~n-c,onfotming and more independent than high-IQ students; and 
(d) highly-creative $ tudents ar:e also less success-oriented than high-'IQ 
students. 
The main difference b e tween creativity and problem solving resides 
1n the fact that creativity ca its f c:rr originality while pro.blem solving 
I 
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does not. In the latter. prior t:o the findings of the invesd.gator, 
someone already knows the right answer for the problem; the answer is 
already .there, ..lust ~nknown to the person who is solving the. problem. 
In the former, on. the contrary, a new and unique combination of exist'"' 
ing elements will produce what . doe.s not exist in many minds 01;' thoughts 
prior to the thinking and doing of the actor himself. 
An additional difference between crea·t~ive thinking and critical 
thinking. is noted by Russell 0956) who asserted that ct:itica l thinking 
invQlves reactions to others' ideas or to one's own ideas whereas crea:-
3 
tive thinking invo.lves producing new ideas; that is, creative thinking 
tends to achieve something which does not coinc:ide with previously deter-
mined conditions. 
To investigate the creative personality; two approaches are under 
cons·ideration. The first one is the holistic approach of whic:h Maslow 
was generally recognh.ed as its first .representative. He stressed that 
the c.J:eative per~Ol), must be considt>"red holistica~ly rathe·r than atomia-
ti<:ally, func. tionally ra~her than taxonomically, dynamically rather than 
statistically. Holistic creativeness "stressed first the personality 
r-ather than its achievements~' <.Mca.sl_ow., 1968; p. 145:). The second 
approach is the specific traits .one. In this approach, a number of 
characteristics are considered as differentiating .the highly creative 
person. Hirsh (f9Jl) enumerated six personality trait.s of the cret~tive 
Person While Torrance (1962) compiled a list of eighty-four creative 
f.eatures; including positive: and n~gatiVe ones . Some of these traits or 
fe:atures are making mistakes, oddities of habits, keeping unusual houx.s, 
persistence, courageJ S·incerity, introv.ersion, altruism~ constructiveness, 
originality, and speculation. 
t. 
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An author who has dealt with relationship bei:l.l'een culture and~ cre.a-
tive- thinking is Yacorzynsid (1954). He sta.ted that the evidence for t.he 
belief that creativity --the d.esire for se-lf-expression-- is the all-
prevalent urge of man "is limitless in scope't (p . 181). the human being 
is capable of adjusting himsel£/herself to h:is/her environment or to the 
culture and pro~ressing toward his./her full development. To say it differ-
ently, culture exerts some limits upon a human being's beha-vior and feelings, 
but when. a person accepts his/her culture, he/she may expect that this 
acceptance becomes a way for him/her to attain his/her self-expression or 
his/her creative urge in his/her oWn cultural direction. If .cult'l,lre 
varies from society to society·, then creativity will aho var.y from 
culture to culture. with diffe.rent degrees~ In the· next few paragraphs. 
some distin~uishing features of Vie tnamese, Filipino, and Anglo-American 
cultures will be briefly presented . 
For ~4ousands of years the Vietnamese have been greatly influenced 
by Confucianism which st~esSf!d a close relationship between members of 
the cultural group. Traditional rural society w:as usually r es tricted to 
the village surrounded by a thic.k living bamboo hedgerow. Regional 
differences were great because: of a lack of c:ommun-ication between self ... 
sufficient and isolated vilbges. A typical Vietnamese tends to feel 
comfortable only when he is a part of his/her large family circle. Smile 
for all occasions, that is the Vietnamese way. Most of the Vietnamese are 
very familiar with these word.s of the famous poet, Nguy~n-Du. ; 
Within us each there lies the ro.ot o.f .good: 
The heart means mor.e than all talents on. earth 
(translated by Huynh Sanh Thong, t973) 
The Vietnamese culture tends to foster loyalty, family cooperation., and 
i 
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social comformity rather than adventurous· performance, individual compti!-
tition, .and diversity in thinking. With regard to. the Vietnamese educa-
tional system~ itmight be seen as fostering rote learning because "Vietna-
mese students are accustomed to having their .teachers dee.iding everytnin:g 
for them" (Duong, 1975, p. 4). In addition, Vietnamese students --at 
least t1P to the 1930 1 s--}earnedt'only Chinese,. not Vietnamese,. history" 
('Tran, 1978, P• viii). 
The Filipino cult1,1re shares many cultural traits with the Vietnamese 
culture.. Though the Philippines comprises fll<)re than seven thousand 
islands .and has .a long history of numeJ:o,ls w:aves of iimnigrations, its 
coi!WIIOn culttiralcharacteristics are relatively simple (Catapusant 1940) . 
Obedience to authorities is considered a universal good. The Filipinos 
are peac~ful,. law abiding, and loyal to the groups of which .they are 
members. Suppression of individuality is evident in this cultuJ;e (Bula-
tao, 196:3; Hollr~stefner, 1963; Guthrie, 1966). Most parents have the right 
to contro 1 aU aQpeo ts of their ch.ildren' s behavior. Young persons are usually 
expected to think and to behave as all others of their age do. 
Sechrest (1969) found that the F.ilipino sees his/her identity in his/her 
family conn~ctions rather than as ari individual in his/her own right. 
He/she is ve·ry dependent on the decisions of. others because he/she is 
sometimes excessively eager to please authority figures,. especially family 
figures. 
When talking about the Fill.pino educatio11al systernj Bulatao (1969) 
pointed Qllt that ro~e learning was :considered as the best method of 
transferring knowledge. and cond_uc t. What a student was asked for was not 
how to analyze the prob le~, depending on his own judgement, but rather., 
how to faithful~y repeat -what he/she was told by h.is/her teacher.. In 
., 
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additic,m, a person is rar~·ly welcomed because of his/her ori~inal way of 
life, most frequently he/she is ac~e:pted bf!cause ol his/her conformity to 
customs and traditions set :by his old generations . 
With regard to American culture, Roger~; (1961) viewed it as fostering 
corifonnity and stereotypes; that is, students in this cou~try are taught 
how to 11completeu their education rather than how- to become freely crea-
t:ive and original in their think·ing. In Rogers • words. 11To be original, 
or different, is felt to be 'dangerous' u (p. 348) . Accord:ing to Jacob 
{1956), college experience is to '"shape-tlp 4 his values so that he can fit 
co~nfortably into the ranks of Ametican colle·ge alumni" (p. 6L Th.ere are 
other ways of: looking at Ame.rican culture, however. 
The Constitution of the Qnited S.tates, written. i.n 1787, .s.tateu 
''We the people of the unl.te.d States, in order to form a more perfect 
union • . •• and secure .the blessings of liberty to ourselves and out: .poster-
ity, do orda-in and e-stablish this Constitution for the United St4tes of 
America''. Liberty and freedom• moreover, were definitely linked to demo-
cracy which was seen. as "a soc-ial process for achieving man's highe.st 
~oalsi• (.Tanner & Tanner. 1975, p. 219). Ill addition, th~ American culture 
welcomes the thoughts -presented by people such as Galton (1869) and 
Lombroso 0891). In doing .so, this cult:ure has motivated res~archf'!~S who 
devoted their time and energy to the study of in.telligence and creativity 
such, as Terman (l925), Co~ and her colleagues (192.6), and Guilford (1956). 
Parson (1977) stated that ·~~e crea.tive-innovative aspect of the educa-
tional s:ystem [in the United States-] has increa~ed its momentum" {p. 191). 
With Getzels and Jackson (1962), Torrance ( 1965), and a varie-ty of o.ther 
authors • .American society and culture- .may be seen as leading in the area 
of nourishing creative process. 
t 
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Another factor to be considered in thi$ work is the relationship 
between ~ex and c.reative thihking. There a-re relatively few studies in 
thl.-s field and diffe~ent definitions of creativity lead to different 
outcomes. Girls have been fo1,1nd to be inferior to boys :i.n some creative 
aS:pe:Cts but also superJ Qr in so.me others. Tiley were lower than ·boys in 
their ability to .. break se~' or restructure a given problem, in a variety 
of intellectual .activities and in reali~ing their creative output and 
occupations (Macobby ,1966J. On the cont.rary, girls were superior to 
boys in performing divergent tasks, and in g~tting better gt:ades 
~hro~ghout their school years (Maccoby, 1966>. C.reative wotnen m.1themati-
:ciatl.S showed mqre simplification and integration in life .than cr~ative 
men mathematic i ans did (Maccoby, 1966; TrealiiQly, 1'964; Klaus]lle.ier & 
Wiersma, 1964; Helson, 1976). ·This study proposes tb find out i:f any 
differences in creative th i nking exist in male and female Vietnamese~ 
Filipino, and Anglo-American cohege undergraduate stud~nts. 
IT. The Problem 
Many approaches to the study of creativity have been made over the 
years . The definition of creati11ity itself has been difficult to develop 
and obtain agreement on. O:ne persistent question has been the effect of 
various environmental factors on the development of creativity. Different 
c~ltures s.tress different values~ and emphasize different behaviors as 
being 11correc t .. " Some o f , these values may result in ~re convergent 
types of thought an'd behaviors while others may result in divergent 
thought proce..sses and behaviors . Artists ana creative people develop in 
all cultures, however, and there is tit.tle resear~h data available that 
show culture and creativity are. ·related. Is there a relationship between 
culture and creativity? lf so • does it differ in its effect oh the two 
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c;ultures, that is tb.e A.nglo-Am.er:ican culture and the Odenral .culture? 
To say it differently, are tber:e any dLHerences in creative thinking 
between the male. and .female Anglo-:American college undergraduate .students 
and the male and female Vietnamese and Filipino college underg;raduate 
students? 
III. Purpose and Significance of the Studl 
P.urpose of the Study 
It was the purpose, of this study (a) to .investigate and compare the 
degree of creative thinking of Vietnames.e, Filipino and Anglo-American 
college undergraduate students as measured by the TTCT; (b) to examine 
the correlation of creative .thinking .between males and females in all 
these three groups of students; and (c) to determine the differences, if 
any ., of the two sub•tests of the TTCT among Vietnamese. Filipino, and 
·Anglo-Ame1;ican college undergraduate student·s. 
Significance of the Study 
Though many researchers have investigated creati'ITe thinking, ·this 
study is the fiut attempt to determine empirically the creative thinking 
of Vietnamese college undergraduate students who are now living in the 
United States.; rt is also the first time in the history of educational 
research that an attempt has been made to compare crea'tive thinking among_ 
the. Vietnamese, Filipino, and Ang.lo-Amed<:~n college undergraduate students~ 
The results of this study may enable educators and lay people to better 
understand Vietnamese, Filipino and Anglo-American coll~~ underg.raduate 
students, regarding their creative thinking abilities as defined by 
Torrance and e:xamined by the TTCT. It is recognized that so~e writers 
feel that the Vietnamese in thet.1nited States are "marginal people" and not 
tepreserttative of all Vietnamese;: however, ·.the students in the study are 
representative of Vietnamese living in the United States. As such, the 
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findings of this study are important in pr-oviding 1nfocmat·ion which can be 
used to help them in adapting, to th~ United States culture. 
lV. Res.eacch Methodology 
This study is concerned with test score analyses in an attempt to 
·investigate the degree of creative thinking in the three groups O·f 
stude~ts and between males and females in these group s ,; consequently, the 
researc~ methodology was that of .~ post facto design. In ~· post facto 
research~ the· investigator takes things as they are. As Sctx (1968) 
stated' i ·t is experimental because . an attempt is made to infer causal 
relationship; it is also descriptive in the sense that the. r .esearcher has 
no direct control of experimental conditions. To say it in other terms, 
1n its approach to a I>roblem; g post ~ is neithe.r completely· experi-
mental nor iS it completely descr:i:~tive. 
The ~·. post facto design is defined by Kerling.er (1964) as a design 
in which the independent varia-ble(s) have already occurred and in which the 
irivestig.at:or starts with the. observation of dependent variable(s); then he 
examines the ind~p~ndent: variables in ·retrospect for their· possible re la-
tions t:o ,and effects on the depend~nt variable(s). These variables are 
factors already present in the studied population. It is the researcher's 
responsibility to determine w~ich variables exert the grea.te.st impact 
upon a: particular factor being researched, and whether there is a causal 
relationship atn()ng them. 
The ~ post facto design has an inherent weakness whi¢h iS its inab;.. 
ility to point out accurately and to interpret thoroughly cat1salitY 
(Kerlinger, 1964). In this study, otte cannot say definitely what the rela-
tionship between creative behavior and students ide.ntified as. Vietnamese, 
Filipino, or Anglo-American is from a causal perspective; that is, did 
being F ·ilipino caus-e one group to respond in a particular way or was some 
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other variable interacting to 11cause" them to respond diffe-rently from 
the o~her two groups? 
In discus-sing the limitati6ns o-f ex post facto. interpretations, 
Ker1inger 0964) stated that it had three major weiiknes~es which are (a) 
flu~ - inability to manipulate ind¢pendent variables, (b) the lack of power 
.tc;> fully random.i.z.e, and (c) the l,ack Qf thorough control, hence the risk 
of improper interpretation. However, ·be also pointed oi.it some of the 
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values of this design by saying that many important variables in educational 
research are not manipulable, such as creativity, intelligence, aptitude, 
home background, puent<il upbrin~irig., teacher personality, and school 
atmosphere. Though many important social scientific problems .and educa-
tional ~esearch problems lend themselves to controlled inquiry of the ex 
post facto design, they do not lend themselves to experimentation . The ex 
·-
pos.t facto research design is the appropriate methqd o·f educational 
research for this study becaus.e- the dependent vadable, creativity, is one 
which is difficult to manipulate. exped.mentally but which does exist 
ubiquitously in all humans, thus .deservi"Qg study. 
V. Assumption and .Limitation 
Assumption 
The. assumptioJ) upon which this study was based was that male and 
female Vie.tnamese, :Filipino, a11d Anglo-American college undergraduate 
students who enrolled in the University of the Pacific, Stockton, the 
San Joaquin Delta College, Stockton, arid the Modesto Community College, 
Modesto, California, have a nor.mal creative potentiality and capacity as 
compared to all other ~le aod female Vie·tnamese, Filipino, and Anglo-
American college under~radua.te students who enroll in all other colleges 
and uni.versitie.s in the United States. 
' L-
ll 
Limitation. 
The investigation was. also. based upon limitations which were those 
set by i ncluding in the study only those male and' female Vietnamese and 
Filipino colle-ge undergraduate students \Jho are now living in the Uni ted 
£tat~.:s; and only those male and female Anglo-American college under_gra.-
duate stQdents who are white and non-Spaoi&h $peaking. 
'VI. Def'initions of Terms Used 
The following defirtitions of tenns have been used throughout this 
study: 
1. Vietnamese college undergraduate student~: Those Vietnamese students 
who are engaged in study toward a Bachelor's degree and who were born 
in Vietnam; .are now living in the Unit-ed States, and are still 
speaking their mother language at home. 
2. Filipino college undergraduate students: Those Filipino students who 
are engaged in study toward a Bache lor's de.gree, and who were- bo.rn in 
the Philippines; are now living in the United States, and are still 
speaking th~ir mother language a:thome. 
,3. Artglo-.American college undergraduate students; Thos.e Anglo-Ame-rican 
students who a·re engaged in study toward a Bachelor's degree arrd who 
are white, non•Spanish speal<.ing, and were born in the United Stiites. 
Moreover; English must be their mother language, 
4. Creativity: The behavior measured by the TICT, f1gura,l forn~A and 
verbal form A. Torrance defined creativity as 11<l process of becoming 
sensitive to problem~, deficiencies, gaps in knowledge, missing ele-
ments, disharmOnies, and so on; identifying the diffic;ulty; searching 
for solutions, makit'l& guesses, or formulating hypotheses about the 
deficiencies; testing and retesting these hypothes.es and poss{bly 
mOdifying and retesting them; and finally corrrnunicating the results'' 
-----
· ; 
l a 
(Torrance, 1974b., p. 8) .. 
5. F.luency: A sub-test of the TTCJ' which measures "the .production and 
ass<;>ciation of many ideas in a given period of time" (Torrance, 1965, 
p. 298). 
6. Fl.e.xibility: ~ sub-test of the TTCT which "enables .i person to 
keep out o£ ruts by ju~ping readily from one train of thought to 
another in thinking of new uses for devices or products" (Torrance, 
7. Originality: A sub-test of the TTCT which "invo:lves the production 
of c;.lt!ve~. or unc.o1m10n responses to specific situations" Ctorrance, 
1965, p. 75). 
8. Elaboration: A .sub,..;.tes.t of the TIGT which measures the ability dto 
develop, embroider, embellish, carry out, or otherwise elaborate 
ideas'' (Torrance, 1965, p. 75) . 
9.. D~vergent thinking: A creative. behavior me~st.tred qy the TTCT, 
f:lgural ~orm .A and verbal form A. If a student.'s answers to the 
test items cover many different categories of drawing .and 1o~dting 
as set by Torrance (1972, 19/4a), his answer$ lllill be c1assifi~d 
as. divergent~ Guilford (.1967) defined divergent production 
(thinking). as ••·the generation of information from given information 
where the emphas~s is. upon variety and quantity of output from 
the same source" (p. 214.). 
10. Convergent thinking: A creative behavior ~asured by the TTCT, 
figural form A and verba 1 form A. If a student's answers to the 
test it.ems are r~stricted to a few categories of drawing and 
writing .as se:t by Torrance (1972, 1974a), his answers will be 
classified as convergent. 
' 
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Cui lford (1967) defined convergent prod1.1cdon (thinking) as "the 
generation of information from given information, whe:re emphasis is 
an a single .response in .terms of coiTDOOnly accepted criteria'' 
(p. 214·L 
ll. Conformity: A t-endency of a student tested to answer as other 
students do. It is a disposition o.f 11ttying to live according to 
what was meaningful to othe-r peoph!" (Rogers, 1961, P ~ 169). 
12." Culture: Symbolic patterning of attitude and behavior as rnani-
l3 
fested in the 'ilay the Vietnamese, F.ilipino, and Anglo:-American college 
undergraduate students, in particular, and people in general, . . respond 
to stimuii. Culture is basically a form or pattern or way of life .. 
even a culture trait is an abstraction (White, 1972). 
·vn. Research Hypothese 
The statemerrt of the ptob lem related earlier to this chapter is now 
·restated in the form .oJ research hypotheses tested in this study. The 
hypotheses listed below are rest~ted i'('l chapter IV in the null form·. 
H1 : There will be a diffe.rence in creat:ivity between Anglo-American 
college undergraduate students and Vie.tnamese an<:l Filipino college under-
graduate students as measured by the Torrance test of Thinking Creatively 
with Pictures (TCW:P) . 
H : There 'ilill be a dHference in creativity between Anglo-Arn~rkan 
2 
college undergraduate students and Vietnamese and Filipino college under-
graduate students a,s measured by the Torrance test: of Thinking Creatively 
with Words ('I'CWW), 
H
3
: There will be ,a difference in creativity between males and 
fetnales lOTithin the three groups of students tested. 
·~ ... ....: ... , 
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H4 : '(here will be a correlat-ion between the 'rC'W'P scores and the TCWW 
sct)r~s in ail the th:t;'ee group~ of students tested. 
VIII. £utnl1\ary 
This chapter in.cludes an introdt;1ctory st.atemen.t to th.e. dissertation, 
states the problem, sp.ecifies the significance of the research, ()utlines 
the assumptions and limitations o.£ the study, and defines those te.rms 
deemed important to the hypotheses deveioped . 
Four additional chapters are included in the study. Chapter Il 
reviews the literature related to this study. This chapter includes the 
con~ept of creativi~y. the impact, if any, of culture on creative thinking, 
the relationship between sexes and creative thinking, and measurements of 
creativity. 
Chapter III describes the design and the selectiqn of t;:he samples, 
selection and administration of the instruments, description ,of the instru-
ments, the research methodology and the statisticalprocedures. Chapter 
IV describes the find.i,ngs of the study regarding the degree of creativity 
in the three grQup$ of students and in the two sexes in eac·h group. This 
chapter also describes the correlation between the ·TcWP and the TCWW 
scores in the three sub--groups. Chapter V c~ntains the conclusions based 
upon the investigation ahd .reco'l'limertdations for further study. 
: ... ....... . 
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Chapter II 
Review .of the Liter~ture Related tl) this Study 
The literature r e viewed for this study is organized under four main 
headings: (a) the concept of creativity, (b) culture and creative 
thinking, (c} sex and c reative thinking, and (d) measurement o f creatL-
vity. There is a dearth of research, however. in areas regarding cross-
cultural creative think.ing-, the relationship betwe~n creative thinldng 
and. sex, and also in the area of creativity measurement. 
I. The Concept of Creativity 
lJnder this heading the three following points will be pre sented : 
development and definitions of crea tivity; creathrity in regard to some 
other intellectual capac itie$·; and finally, the creative personality. 
Development and Definitio.ns of Creativity 
Ove~ the tenturies, hundreds of articles and bQoks have been written 
about crea tive peo'plEr,. their personalities' their Wo.rks, and thei r lives . 
.Sot>h()cles ,;,rith Oedipus, Homer with The Iliad, Roussea u wi th Emile. and 
numerous other a1.1thors a re worthy of being classified creative because of 
the origin~ Hty and uniqueness 9£ their wq:rJts . As early as 1869, Galton, 
in his He reditary Genius. comp.le.ted r e search regard~ng the freque ncy of 
emin~nce among nearly 1 , 000 British men who had liyed .be tween 17~6 and 1868 . 
Hi s subject,s included st;atesmen, soldiers, writers., poets, artists, scien ... 
tists, and ministers. Based upon his s.tudy, he conclude d tha t intf:'-Uec-
tual or creative abilities were largely inherited. 
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In 1891, Lo~roso, an It-aUan scienrist; published The ~~an of the 
Genius; in lihich he con~luded that g~nius is an aberratio'n from r:h~ nQrmal 
and similar to other menta 1 aberr atio~s ~ His work nas h.iid the on lucky 
effect of perpetuatfng the belief that .giftedness and creativity are 
imlica·tions of emotional instability (Ma rtindale, l-971; Lichtenstein, 
19.71). Despite evidence to the contrary, ·this concept: of the unusually 
bright or creative person being aberrant remains ~idespre~d. 
In 1926. Cox- and her colleagues, using developmental norms as a 
guide , estimated the IQs of famous men such as Washington (IQ: #t35), 
Mozart (#lSS),. Voltaire (1180), Liebnitz {Ul90), orGoethe (#200). She 
also developed a series of chara·c ter ratings . Statistical analyses of 
char.acter ratings for 300 geniuses yielded a trait profile char.acteristic 
of you,thful -geniuses who achieved eminence ~ They wet:e of po~itiveJy 
valued trait$, including sense. of humor, self- esteem, trustworthiness, 
impulsive-tdndnes~, and unconven·t .ionality. Maslow (197.0) identified many 
of these same traits with creative people in his later -studies . 
In regard to the identification of gifted children, Te:rman (1925) 
undertook a ma.ss.ive. st\ldY of more than 1,500 gifted children selected 
from a tO:tal school population of about 250,000 southern California 
children . Thes.e children were s.tudied from many per~>pectives . In addi-
tion to ex.tensive psychometric testing, anthropometric measurements were 
taken as well as me.4ical; family, and educational histories. Subjects- of 
the original s-tudy have been followed throughout their lives. Bas.ed upon 
Terman•s findings, Suran and Rizzo (i979) confirmed that identification 
should include some combinatl..on of {a) group and individual intelligence 
test.ing, (b) educational achievement; (C) family history, and (d) obser-
vation of physical, social and personality characteristics. What was 
............... 
r 
dis'covered by Terman. though not direc~ly dealing with creativity. m3Y 
be regarded as a major contribution in investigating talented people 
whose creative works are highly evidenced in many instances. 
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Additional important research dealing with the indentification of 
creative children was represented by the wor~ of Getzels and Jackson 
(1962). 'The two investigators devised a number of techniques for ident'i-
fy:i.fig creativity and based their research program on these techniques. 
They asked chil,dren .to give as many definitions as. possible for common 
words such as ''bolt" or "bark." Creative ability was inferred from the 
number of assac:t~tions and the number of . categories into which defl.nitions 
could be grouped. They a1s.o used Guilford's tes.ts and requi.red chil~ren 
to think of as many uses as po~sib le for an object, such as. uses for a 
toothpick or a brick.. Those who produced many and unusual uses for these 
objects r,.,ere viewed as crea~ive. 
Guilford (1956) can be credhed with beirrg the .earliest progr;lTnrMtic 
inYestigator of creativity. Thro.ugh. elaborate experimental procedures, 
he devised a model of intellectual functioni'tig iri which differ.ent abili-
ties were identified and re!luced to specific components. Guilford proposed 
that intellectual ability could be unde:r~tood in terms of dist:inct intel-
lectual operations. These include convergent' and divergent production. 
"Convergent production is in the a .rea of logical deductions or at least 
th:e area of compelling inferences" (Cuilford, 1967, P- 171) · Dive.rgent 
production, on theother hand, is a type of thinking· in which considerable 
searching about is done, and a number of answers (oliU do (Guilford, 1959) . 
Meeker (1974) e,q>lairted Guilford's structul;e of intellect a:nd 
d d th. ·· . ·t· ·p· ro· due don is the genera don of information from cont.en e at convergen . · . . . . . · · · · 
·- . ..._.__,__ 
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. given information, where ,achieving conventionally best answers is empha.-
sized. In addition to this, convergent thinking involves thinking toward 
one right answer, or toward a relatively uniquely de·te:rmined ans,...er 
(Guilford, 1959). The term "convergent thinking" deriv.es. from .the fact 
that intellectual operations converge on a: predetermined cilrrect answer, 
such as arriving <Lt the s·olution of ari arithmetic problem, completing 
a iogical syllogism, or discoyed.ng c()mponents of a chemieal solution. 
In contra.st to convergent production, divergent production is the 
generation of information. where a vad.ety and qualitY of the answers are 
emphasized. Divergent production s:holLlc:l show flue~cy , fl~xibility, and 
originality, as well as quality, relevance, and d.isdpline (Jio.!eek~r, 1974). 
Divergent thinking does riot le~d . to a single , corre.ct solution; rather, 
it opens up n.ovel ways of c onc·eiving the world, identifies new prQblems" 
and leads in. directions that could not be predicted prior to. the tklnking 
i t-self. 
If Guil.ford has been seen as the foupding architect of •rdivergent 
production" in the field of cre·ativity, Maslol.r 0970) could be credited 
as the fir·st ''mental health theoretician,. of creativity .• beca~se Maslow 
viewed creativity as ~n out~ome of good mental health crnd progress toward 
self~aetualization. :According to him, the creativeness of the self-
actualized pe-rson seems to be similar t.o the n~ive and universal creati ve-
ness of uri:spoiled children . Masle>wian creativeness, as an expression of 
he~lthy personality, is projected out upon the worl<i or t()uches whatever 
activity the person is et)gaged in. In this sense, there can be creative 
c let:'ks, or shoemak~rs, pr c.arpenterS:. Creative work ,. according to Mas low's. 
is that in which the creative .P~rson reveals his direct Wl;lY of lo()~ing at 
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life, his freshness and "naivete'~• in contacting the world. He d-escribes 
freshness in appreciation 'by emphasizi~g the fact t ·ha.t the self-actualizing 
per*on rej~cta being rubricized, so that the unjque aspe~t$ Qf his atten-
tion) perception, learning, and thinking are most prominent. 
Torran.ee (1965); one of the leading researchers in ct:"eativi ty, 
reviewed .and further investigated the pr-oblem of cre~t l,.vity. He ha·s 
collected valuable d.ata abou.t creativl?. potent.ialities of .the youngster and 
abi:llit the factors in the scholastic system that hinder cre3tivity; and he 
has l!lCl<ie valuable suggestions about promoting whateve.r c .reative tendencies 
the young student happeru; to have (Torrance, 1962, 196S , 1969; Torrance 
& Myers, 1972). He has a'ls<> devised what are. c_a lled the. Tort'ance Tests 
of Creative Thinking. The test scores a testee receives an~ rela-ted to 
Guilfoz-:d's factors of Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and ~laboration. ~ 
T(,).rx;~nc:e (1965) r~ la ted F luen.cy to the pro due tion and .:tssi:l~ i a tion 
of many ideas in a given pe·x-iod of time. Flexibility in thinking was 
defined as enabiing a p.erson to keep out of ruts by jumping readily from 
one train <> ·f thought to another _in think,ing of new uses for devices or 
products . Originality was defined as the . production of clever or unto~ 
mon r esponses to speci£ic situations while Elaboration reflected the 
testee's ability to develop, embroider, carry out, or otheniise ela-borate 
ideas . 
With rega-rd to the relationship b.etween creativity .a-nd fantasy, 
Torrance (I-965) stated tha t ·such a r e l a tionship ha~ become the main objec-
tive of .psychological inves tigation, and empirical evidence supporting 
the intt,d:tive insight o f .poets and artists is increasing .considera·b ly. 
since the tests of c·reativity call for un.conventiona.l ot unique responses, 
rather than "right" ans~ers, it would appear that t he pe·rson who has a 
............ 
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rich fantasy life would be at an advant.:tge. As a ~Uer of fact, fantas-y 
life may exist everywhere in every people; creativity, (:herefor.e, can be 
SP.en as a ubiquitous charact:e·ristic of hum.:1n beings, though with differ-
ent degrees in different people. According to Wing ( 196 7), "c reativit:y 
knows no social, ethnic, religious, or geog-raphic.ll boundaries" (p. la:n ~ 
To conclude his study regat"ding self-actualizing people, Maslow 097'0) 
wrote that creativeness is "a universal cha-racteristic of all the people 
studied or observed. There is no exception. Each qne shot.~s in one w-ay 
or another a st~ecial ldnd of creativeness Qr originality or inventive-
ness that ha.s certain peculiar characteristics .. (p. 17()). Re viewing 
Maslow's study) Gallagher 0975) reached the same conclusion when he state{! 
that· Maslow's $tudy ••must be the basis for a more universal sc i~nc~? of 
psychology" (p. 244). Arieti (1976) contended that creativity may occur 
at anywhere and at any age of life; "We must remember that creativity is 
recommemled for all ages" (p ~ 379). In the same line of thought, Guilford 
(1967) stated that uthe range of creative performances in daily life is 
very grea tu (p. 162). 
In summary, creativity appeared in the history o f human evolutiort 
thousands of years ago. A programmatic investigat;ion o.f creativ ity, 
however, is still in its- infancy though creative ability factor can be 
seen as knowing "no soc:ial, ethnic~ relig ious, or geogra.phical boundat"ies''. 
Defin_~tion of Creativity 
the thinking· process called creativity is a As previously presented. 
1 Because. 0· f 1·t-s compl_exity, creati,ity has been defined and comp.ex one. 
redefined hundreds of times from many diffe-rent viewpoints. It might be 
· of .ere_ .a··t 1·v,; ty·_ · se ems im. possible for the pno:sent said tha t: t:he defining ~ 
time {Callahan, 1978). In 196(), sm.ith described creativity as "sinking 
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down taps into our past experiences a'nd putting these selected exper--
iences tog~ther into new patterns, new ideas or new products" (p. 4). 
McKinnon (1963) elaborated on this definition arid stated that creativity 
involves ,a response t;~at is nov~l or, at least statistically infrequent . 
But novelty or originali~y of tho~Jght and action is not sufficient. If 
a response is to lay claim to being a part of the creative process , it 
must be adaptive to reality; that is. it llltJSt, serve to solve a problem, 
or fit a situation. True creativity .involves an evaluation and elabora_, 
tion of the origi nal insight. a sustaining and developing of it to the 
fuil. 
With respect to Guilford's Structure of the Intellect Model (Guilford 
& Merrifield, 1960), it might be expected that all operations of the int~l-
lect art\ involved to some degree in creative thinking_. Divergent thit1king 
and the ability to effect transformations of information are dominant 
aspects of creative think i ng with the ability of fluency, fle)Cibility, 
elaborat:ion$ redefinition ,and evaluation playing an important role .• 
Maiksberry's (1963) classification of creativity included producing 
unique C0111D1Uni~ation; solving problems, and deriving sets of abstract 
relations. .Her classification indicated that creative p-roducts may 
ref!~lt through the· conscious use of most areas of the school curriculum, 
that i~, she defined creativity in terms of school setting. 
Rogers 0959) an<;l Barron (i 969) defined creative proc.ess in t~.rms of 
its novelty.. Novelty, however, does not: mean making something out of 
nothing , To be creative, th.e-,:-efore, is to be able to bring something 
new into existence by the reshaping of something oM. Moreover , these 
two authors st;:ated that social value should be excJuded fr:om the judgement 
of a creat:i.ve product because such a yalue is frequently ~ubject to 
'r·-.. 
modific~tion and fluctuation. 
in contrast to Rogers arid ·Uarron who insisted on the product aspect 
of a creative activity, \~-allach and Kogan (1965} str.essed the cognitive 
an£.le .. · in a creative process.. In th ·· th h · ~ .· . e~r oug ts. creat1:vity is ''the 
.ability to genera-te many cognitive associates and many that are unique" 
(p. 64).. They also saw cr;:eativi ty as "a unitary and pervasive dimension 
of individual diffel:;ences in its own right" (p. 65 }. 
Wifllas (192~) was ·the first author who elaborated on the four basic 
l:Jteps. in the creative process" Later, these steps were reexamined. and 
refornn.ilated by Guilford (1957), Taylor (1959), and Marksbert<y (1963). 
Tl;ley are (a) a period of preparation, (b) a period of incubation, (c) a 
period of inspiration, insight, o.r illumination, and (d) a period of 
ver·ification, elaboration, perfecting and evaluation. 
Torrance 0974b) defined creativity as: 
~ proce$s of becoming sensitive to problems, defici~ncies, gaps 
in kno~ledge~ missin$ elements, disharmonies• and so on; id~nti-
fying the diffiCulty_; searching for solutions; making guesses" 
or fo't"niUlating hypotheses a-bout deficiencies : testing and 
retesting these hypotheses and possibly modifyirtg and retest-
ing them; and finally communicating the results (p. 8), 
Torrance contended that this definition described a natural human 
process. At each stage of the ?rocess, strong human needs are irivolved . 
People ai':e UilCPntfortable when tension is aroused because of some dishar-
mony or ~nc9MPletenesst and they want to reliev~ the tension. S.ince 
inadequacy exists in conventional b~haviors, peopl~ try to avoid the 
commonplace and incorrect solutions by inves·tigating and making guesses. 
They are still uncomfortable ·until the hyp·otheses or gues·ses have been 
.............. ' 
tested, modified; and retested. p · 1 ·· eop e w1ll n () t f e ('l q.uit.•• c ,)l':li0rt::J!:>l ·· 
un·tii they can tell S9t11ebody of their disco".~ry . 
advantage of describ1ng the h 1 · · · · · · · 
.. ·· .. ·· · .. · · w o e creat1ve f>rocP.ss, but it i:; sof:lt•wh;,t 
complicated. 
Through the above definitions of cre:ativi ty, some spt~ci.fic cot:lpon.•nts 
may be identified as follows .• u·n 1.·q· u· ·e· n·es·s · · · 1 · · 1 
·. or or1g1na :~.ty; t l<! out.como• nf 
a Creative WOrk is S'Onie.thing new; this newn~~!!S takes its r mlt in tht• p :1st 
or old ex}'eriences; and the c.reative process is individu.'\Hz .. d but the1 
result of the creativity is subjected to social tendencies. ~'lOe of which 
is that of c:ommuni~ating what; (las been c.reated to other p•·nwns , 
Creativity in Re~ard to Some other Intellectual Capacitil·~ 
Irt this section creativity is compared to other inte-lle ctual c.1paci-
ties such as intelligence, problem solv.ing. nnd critical thinking. 
Creativity . and intelligence. The relationship betw~en creativity :md 
i ntelligence has been investigated by a number of researchers . Gui lfn rd 
(1967, p~ 167) ccoll.ected some of these investig~tl.ons and pu t them 
together in a table which is reproduced in Table 1. After presenting his 
.reflections with rega:rd to the table, Guilford concluded tha t althou~h 
high IQ is not a sufficient condition for high divergent production (JP) 
ability , it. is almost a necessary condition . 
G.eh:els and Jackson (1962J pp. 52-51) show~d a contrast bP. tween th<' 
high•IQ and the creative student's performances in s·rory-te 11 ing abiiity. 
For exalllPle, the stud.ents. wer.e shown a picture O·f a man s 1t ting in an 
airplane as if he were returning home from some trip. and w~ r e asi<ed ·to 
make up a story about the picture~ Some examples of their answers were 
as follow$~ 
The high-IQ subject. Mr. smith is on his way hope frof:l a successfui. 
...... -, 
........_ .... 
J 
. ·. · . . . . . ~-. 
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table 1 
Somn Representative Correladons between Traditional Intelligence-test 
Scores and Assessments of Creative Potential and Performance 
Investigator 
Torrartce (1962.) 
Yamamoto (1.964) 
torrance (1962:t>) 
Torr a nee 0962b) 
D. W, Taylor (19·60) 
MacKinnon (1961) 
Ripple a11d May ( 1962) 
Razik 0963) 
Type of Subjecta lnt:elligerice Test 
Elementary grades Sta11ford~Binet 
Otis 
Kuhlman-Ander son 
Ca Hfornia ·'l'MM 
liigh School Lorge ... Thorndikc 
Graduate st;udents .Miller Analogies 
Graduate students Ohio State PE 
Engineers Terman Concept Mastery 
Architects Terman Concept Mastery 
Scientists 
Seventh grade Otis 
College Ohio State PE 
Guilfe>rd <1nd Hoepfner (1966) Nit'1th Grade California TMM 
C-.z Verbal Comprehension 
* DP stand~ for divcr~brit production. 
Creative Assessment Correlations 
DP-test composite* .16,.17 
DP-test: composite 
OP-t;est cpmposite 
DP-t~st cdmposite 
Ratings 
Ratings 
~~tings 
DP-test scores 
DP-test scores 
45 CP~te~t ~~ores 
. 32 
.26 
.24 
; 30 
-.02,.11 
.10 
. 20, .07 
-.08 
- . 07 
. 11-.73 
-.04-.37 
~.04-.70 (M•.32) 
- .15-~52 {~· ~21) N 
"'  
~ . . . " . . .. .. . "j 
~-J 
business trip. He is very hap· ·py · ·d h. · • . 
. an • e l.~ til i~kin~ .,~ ,•ut !; is . 
wonderful family and how glad he will bi> t<> S ••<> t'th'!:l :a_..: .li :l . !!.· 
can picture itJ about an hou."" f 
L ['0riJ nO"w : hi~ plant~ l:m,fino..: :1t t!.: t• 
airport_ and "Mrs. Sm1' t. ·h a d. th · · 
. . . . n . e1r ch1.ldrPn all th•'rt' w.•lc(lmi n .. 
. . • .~. 
h.im home again. 
The high creative subject. 
whe:re he J'ust won a divorce· ·f ·r ·o· m· · h·t.···s ·-•1· .. f,··-.. Ill' co•tldn.'t ,;t~tnd 
to live with her anynibre, he told· the judg•". b~C3lH~•' sh.· IJt)T"I' 
so much cold cream on her face at night that her h ... ,.J w{>tal ,f 
skid across the pillow and hit him in tlw lwad. ll·· i s ri.Jw 
cqnternplating ~ new ~ki:d:-proof .face cre:lm. 
Note that the high-IQ subject seems to be morf~ cautious wid l•' tlw h i;.h -
c:r:ea~tive subject is- freer in his int:erpreta.tion and prf'~~nts .... rn.; r•' 
unusual story which d .ea.ls with a more contr~versial arid trnf."lvor..l~l,. thi•:-:1•• : 
divorce., in addition to adding some irordc humor f o r good . rn•· ~1 s tlr ,.,. 
Gallagher (1975) reviewed Getz:els and Jackson' s firid in;;:s ;1nd C• 'r.:r.::••!1t•· ·! 
that the high-!Q student revealed a very close relation~ hi;> b.-t'-'•' "t't tl:·· 
values he wants for himself and those that tP.a cbers i.io\11~ li i< r> . In 
contrast. the bigh-c·reative. student saw lit·de re btion~hi? ~,..t-;.;•.'• ' :1 l:i« 
own values and the values that he thought so.c iety and his t <>" .1c h t> t ~-r .., ;'·· r · 
The study by Getzels and Jackson create d .:1 gr~a t d•~.11 <~f i:'1t•·· rp<!. 
and tnany similar studies soon followed. One of the ::!OTr> i :-:: :::- -~ ~C.J~t ':;,';1 ~ 
carried. o.ut by Wallach and Kogan <1965), who com?ared thf' ;:-.,ri -' :':-7-'1:-:.: •· · ~ 
151 fifth-"gradets, the entire school population of a stJbt.l r:~a:'l :o:-:i .:: ~ 1·• -
class school on measures of creativity and intelli ;;enc f> . ::-:ei:" ti• !'<>.H :;~; 
reveate.d the following! 
. . . h ·1'nte·.tligence: these students c ·;m e.xl'r-
Hl.gh creativity - ht.g -
bo. ·ch ·co.ntr.ol and freedo~, bo th adplt~ cise within themselves 
J 
like and childlike kinds of behavior. They are popular. 
confident, able to concentrate well on ~hat they a.re 
doing. and show great insight. 
High creativit:y - low intelligence: they are -in angry conflict 
with themselves and their school envir.onment. They have low 
opinions of thems·elves and are harassed by feelings of unworthi-
ness and deficiency~ They work best, however, when they see 
no stress put on them. 
Low creativity - high intelligence: . these children a:re oriented 
to school achievement; to conformity • School failures are 
perceived as catastrophic, so that tpey must always striv~ for 
good grades in orde.r to avoid possibh :pain. physical as well 
as psychological. 
I.ow creativity - low· intell.igence: Basically befuddled. these 
children ~nga.ge ih numerous defensive measu't'~s, ranging from 
u::~ef:ul adaptations such as intensive socia 1 activities to 
regress.ion ,uch a,s passivity or the develo.pment of psychoso-
ma tic symptoms • 
In suiran.ary. as Getzds and Jackson (1962) sug.gested~ there is only a 
slight overl.a.p of intelligence and creativity: (a} the in.telli gence 
quotient and creativity are uncorrelated at higher levels of i:ntelli-
gence; (b) high-creativity students are less known and liked by their 
teachers than higb-IQ students; (c) high-creativity students are 
soc ially non'-conforming and more independent than high•lQ studen ts; 
(d) highly creative students .ire also less success-oriented tha·n hi~h,.. 
IQ students. 
Creativity, .,2roblem solving, and critical thinking . ln 1 910 ; Dewey 
1:6 
' 
f 
~ 
proposed a process in problem solving_, including five st..:~ges: (a) a 
difficU:lty arises, (b) the difficult.Y is clearly stated and. defined, (c) 
various solutions are su·ggested, (d) consequ~nces are "'eighed, and (e l a 
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solution is acc~pted. In somew}1at the same vein of thought, Wallas 0926) 
proposed four steps in origi~ating creative production. These w.'!re: 
(a) preparation, in which necessary information is gathered; (b) incub;•-
tion ·which is characterized by unconscious ,.,orks of the mind; (c) illum-
ination, that is, some "inspired11 solution flashes and gives a cue to .the 
whole situation; and (d) vet'ification, by which situations are examined 
and elaborated. ~ossman (1931) proposed seven ste<ps :in c:r.eat ive produc ... 
tion which included: (a) difficulty or need felt :; (})) problem formulated; 
(c) information gathered·; (d) possible solutions statea; (e) solutions 
sc.rutinized and selecte.d; (f) new ideas shape.rl; (g) new idE?as tested and 
approved. These concepts elabo:rated above by the three authors are 
sunimarized in Table 2. 
Though many sim.ilarities exist in problem solving and in creativity., 
the main difference seems to be tha.t creativity requires some originality 
w}lile problem solvin~ does not. In the problem solving., someone, th~ 
textbook, or the teacher, or the inventor knows the dght answe):" tor the 
problem. In ct;eativitY. on the contrary, a new and t.mique combination 
of existing elements will produce a product that is .not wholly predict-
ib le by either teacher o.r $ tudeht whe.n the process beg ins (Gallagher, 
1975). 
To conclude, one can agree w;i. th Hilgard P959) that prob lem-solvirtg. 
belongs to the cognitive approach, while creative thinking belongs to the 
pet'sonality approach. The first approach tends to emphasize learning in 
which a higher-order product emerges. al.though not necessarily a highly-
"t_ 
. ··~ - .. 
'l'<1ble 2 
Steps in Crea·tive Production and in the Solution of a Pr-oblem .as 
Seen by Wallas• Rossmant and Dewey, Showing Differences and Similarities 
Wallas 
P.reparation, by gathering 
information . . . 
lncubat.ion, by working 
unconsciously 
llll.lll\ination, by seeing 
PCISsible · solutions 
Verification, by examining 
and elaborating on sol~tions 
Ros~man 
Difficulty o·f need fe 1t 
Problem f<.>:rmulated 
lrtforriration gathered 
Solutions stated 
Solutions scr\lti'nized 
and se.lec ted. 
New ideas shaped 
New ideas ·tested and approved 
Dewey 
Difficulty arises 
Difficulty s,tat:ed and 
defined 
·Soludons suggested 
Consequences weighed 
Solution accepted 
. \ 
. It ::J 
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original one. The second approach tends to stress elements of uniqueness, 
novelty, and creative imagination. 
As for the relationship between creative thinking and critical 
thinking • Russ-ell (1956) stated that critical th.inking involves reactions 
to others 1 ideas or to one's own ideas, l¥hereas creative thinking involves 
producing ·new ideas. Creative thinking tends to achieve something which 
d·oes not coincide with previously determined conditions. 
To demonstrate slight differences betWeen creative thinking and 
critical thinking, Smith 0966; pp. 54-57) used an illl.lstraticm which may 
be sullmlarized as follows: A junior high school class was about. to make 
plans for the Junior Prom; but they had only $25 to use for decorations. 
The art teacher promis-ed to provide two rolls of wide, white mural paper 
and a l.arge supply of purple construction paper.. The faculty advisor 
held a brain-storming meeting and posed the problem: with these ma;ter--
ials, what original ideas do you have that you could use to come up with 
a theme and some exciting de.coratons for our Junior Prom? Soon the 
ideas began to come; students proposed a variety of uses of materials 
available in deco:t:"ating and in fan-tasizing a theme fa.r the prom. Differ-
ent theme.s called £or different decorations: Dances Around the World 
requir.ed pictures of Australia. Spain or Vietnam; Japanese .Cherry Blossoms 
required trees and blossoms; and It 1 s Raini:ng Violets required bouquets 
of violets and _pictures of Spring. 
In this illustration, imagina-tion, originality, flexibility and 
Uuency of· thinking, relatedness of ideas, and uniquesness of planning 
are evidence of creat..i:ve· thinking~ But once the ideas are listed, the 
evaluation of each idea involved critical thinking , In this phase, 
facts must be weighed, judgments passed, and decisions made. 
; · 
i 
! 
I 
In summary., though creative thinking sh - . . . 
. ar.e~ t:1:my tr~its ~o~ith ;-· r -· ~>1· · ~"'!-
solving and with critical th i nking it has · 
· · ., . un 1 qu.e e ·t<-rnt.•n t s· th ;l t .i i ! . ! .,, r -
entiat~;! i.t from eit.her. 0 · ne may conclude "'ith Smith 09t~f>) th;&t "cr.-.1-
tivity is a type of problem-solving stretched along a conti-nllun fr i'm ._-,•n· 
simple thinking and learning to ver.y comp·t ·ex t'.lot•.o_'lt 1 .,.,, pr"c•.·s·s t•s"· ·(I'·· 'ii) . 
Creati ve Personali~t 
Two approaches have been taken t. o t.he· s ·tt1 ·'y ·o .f. · .th··· · u. _ c ·rt~ ;l: t t·Y···· j) f•:r~ t n~-
ality·. One is holistic or the study of the creoative pt•r:.on's p••r!'lnil.dtt :• 
in its totality; the second app.roach is the st;lldy of thi• sp.•c i fic tr .• i t :o~ 
of the crea-tive person's p~rsonality . 
The holistic approach. Maslow is recognized as th.l"' mnst r,• p r •·-
sent:ative researcher advoca,ting this approach 0959, 197!), 1972). 
According to Maslow, creative .p~opl~ are self-actualizin ~~ p,.r.sons .. ; tlH•.;·· 
pet::li!OnS WhO live through "peak eXperie-riC:e-s.'' Tilese ~~ )(p t•ri••nC<'S .uo• 
invasive moments in which the p~rs0n feels his whole 1 i .f t~ toully c-h . 11ll'4'd 
and he lives more profoundly "in the re:alin of Being; poP.try, ~sttwt ics, 
symbols, transcendence, 'religion' of the mystical, pP.t'!'>(>nal , no n i ns t i -
tutional sort" (Maslow, 1970, p . 165); his life changt•s mostly i.n th•· 
r -ealm of love (Maslow, 1970, .pp . 161-'202). B~catHi e of his/h.er .. :-ri.:i-
q.ality, a .pers.on who wants to become creative thrcHl S?;h an ._> .'lsy r out•· i~ 
similar: to one 101ho is n looking for some secret button t o P11sh, t ii<.f' 
swit.ching a light on and offn (Maslow, 1972, P· 291) . 
• w-as one who h~'ld t .-; !:>•· 
Mas low thought that the creat~ve person 
considered holistically rather than atornisdcally, functionally r•Hh"r 
than taxonomically, dynamically rather than statically· 
. 1 .. · . . . . . f. or .. t. he· pu· rs.u.l.·.t· of creativeness, in 
s.1.ng e- prescrt.pt1on 
there i.s no single way to. eliminate prejudice. As an i llu~ tra t:io~, 
, 
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Maslow described b:i.s co.lleague, Jones (1960) who conducted a gro~p 
therapy course ,.,ith high school students in an attempt to dt>al with 
i racial discrimination and ethnic prejudice . Although Jones did not 
l ! mention racial discrimination or prejudic·e during the ent: ire acade-
[ 
1 mic year, the students showed mutual understanding and cqoperation at 
I . 
.t 
I 
' 
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the end of the class . In the same way, Maslow felt that cr~~ativity sh(.>uld 
be dealt with in a roundabout fashion; that is, a student do€'s not becon (' 
creative because he/she is· ·told, uBe creative! .. , Rather, h~/she needs 
a whol.e dynamic atmosphere ill which creativity is funct:.ion.llly fo.stt~ r~d. 
In 1968 in Toward, ~ P.sychology of Being, Mas low summarized his 
thoughts regarding self-actualizing creativeness. He asserted that 
such creativeness "stressed first the personality r-ather than it;s 
achievetnerits" {p. 145). It stressed characterological qualities lik~ 
sponta.neity, i{\teg-ration, self~a.cceptance, boldness, and cnurag~. 
Maslo-w's position that there i~ no special "button" for creativity and 
that the c.reative person tQt.1S~ be considered holistically and dynami¢ally 
is an appealing one; however, it raise-s problems when one wants to apply 
it ~n real life because it does not offer any practical direction, 
particularly in educational pursuits. 
Th ···£· • · • · · · h ""'-e second appr .. o.a.c. h.·. , as mentiOned e specl. 1.c tra1ts approac . w 
earlier, is the study of th.e specific ttaits of creatiye personality· 
According to Hirsh 0931), the creative pe·tson stands out because of six 
special personality traits ; he is (a} bashful, (b) oversen~itiye, (c) 
sincere, (d) mel<mcho ly, (e) fond of solitude, and (f.) vdues frie:nds!)ip · 
Torrance (1962) surveyed a large number of studies and compiled a 
list of characteristics that aitned at differentia tin~ highly creativ~ 
persons. 
· t mos· t of r.hem positive, bu~ a His list irtc luded many tru: s, · 
' ,. 
I 
few negative as well. Nega.tive traitS., Jor exampLe, <tre lack in~ 
business ability, m<1king- mistakes, regressing oc<;asiona liy , kei"pin~ 
unusual hours, bashfl.ll outwardly, oddit i es of habits, and a fault-
find·er; positive traits can be s-een as courageous-, never b 1ned, 
persistent, resolute, sincere, introversive. win irrg to t<lkt;> risks, 
attempting difficult· jobs; ha-ving deep conviction a·nd strong a.ff \.'c-
tion, defying coiwentions of health, and feeling whole p.uad t! "to bt~ 
out of step. Some other traits are similar or related ~o intelli~··nt 
capacities such as speculative, self.-starter, thorough,. n.liv<:.> or-
unsophist.ica.ted, unwilling to attempt anything on mere say so, not 
interes:ted in smaU details, differentiating v.:llue-hie.r.u:chy, a t wayR 
baffled by something, and at·tracted :to the mysteriou~. S()cially, 
Torrance .i'ncltided in his list many traits which may be se:cn as rel,'lt~<i 
to oth~rs. Some of these are altruistic, discontented, constructiVP. 
1n c~iticism, no.t no~tile or negativistic, receptive to ideas of o th..rs, 
defying CQnventions of c()urtesy, not fearing to be thought "dif!ercnt. '' 
shunning power, spirited in disagreemel.lt> desiring to excel, and primi-
ti'lle or uncultured. 
'rorrance (1962) ·believes that: creativity required unconvention.1l 
He thinking and considered creativity an:tl.theti<;al to conformity· 
differentiated betw'een a . talented conformist who may becomP. .1 t>rill i<lnt 
enhancer or manipulator of the ideas of others, aJ1d an eq\t.Hly ral c:-rtC'd 
non-conformist wbo may make imaginative breakthroughs to n_ew know led~~· 
equally important tQ a creative pl"r-
Sensitivity and independence were 
son, while the former wa.s se.eri in Western culture as a feminine virt~.J~, 
the latter. a masculine·. 
Thus; Torrance believed that the creative boy 
--,.-,. 
l : 
may appea~ mo.-r:e effeminate than his peers and the creative girl more 
masculine than other girls. He also fpund that the highly creative 
stpdent .is often. psychologically e-stranged fronr others because be is 
accused of having wild and silly ideas. In addition to traits by 
Torrance, Smidt fl966J adde.d that the e~ea.tive student i:s able to 
summon up a great deal of humor and playfulness. He tends to work in 
isolation and is often uncoo_pe'rative,- at times greedy and ego""centered. 
Taylbr (1961) fourid that creative people are more independent in 
judg-ement, st~ble, self-accepting, r.adieal, emotionally sensitive but 
bold, introverted, a:utonomous, domit:tant and self ... asse.rtive, open to the 
irrationa 1 ~ interested in unconventional careers~ unconformist, feminine 
in characteristics, complex as a person, an.d adventuro.us. 
In g;eneral, Taylor's attributes sub.stantiated and supported 
Torrance's ea:dier research. Additional research also sup}>orts their 
theories. MacKinnon 0962 , 1967) concluded from his studies that 
highly creative persons have self-images quite diff~rent from those of 
less creative persons. He p.ointed out that highly creativ~ architects 
described themselves as individiJaiisti.c, determined , industrious, 
enthusiastic, and inventive. In contrast, rebtively less creative 
arc.hitect.lil often saw themselves as dependable, sincere, r.es.ponsible, 
clear thinking, tolerant, and understanding. To say it .in other terms, 
-Creative architects stress their individuality • industry, determination, 
enthusiasm, and inventiveness • whiie less creative architects emphash:e 
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their virtue. gopd characte-r, and their ratl:onality and concern for others • 
The most s·triking trait of the creative person, however, according 
to MacKinnon (1967), is his courage. ncourage~' de·fined by Mac.Kint:u?ri was 
similar ·to ·~he same trait foun<J in '1-faslow' s (1964, 1968) self...:actualizing 
·; 
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-people: It is personal courage, the courage to be onese 1f in the 
fullest sense~ to develop one's abilities, to grow as much a.s a person 
can t:o actualize all one's potentialities. The creative person cam1ot 
be seen as either a conformist or a nonconformist because he. does not 
c;;are wha.t others say about him; he is genuinely independent. Because 
of th:i.s, he may be accused of being socially irresponsible , 
In brief, a creative person may .show a variety of positive personal 
tra i t.s such as altruism, courage, and adventurousness; he ·may also have 
a number of negative traits such as making mistakes, being a fault-
finder., showing oddities of habits and rebellious-ll.ke behAvior. 
Summary from the Concept of Creativity 
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tn summary, over the centuries. hundreds of scholars have invest..i.gated 
one o .f the highest human potentialities: creativity. The development 
and de.finition of creativity has been scrutinized. Resear.chet:s have been 
div~rgent in their definitio~s of creativity, Guilford can be identi-
fied as the eaxliE!st programmatic investigator of creadvity with his 
concept of divergent and convergent thinking. G~tzels and Jackson are 
noteworthy for their development of elabora~te techniques in studying 
creativity. Torrance can be considered one of the leading researchers 
i:n the field because of his t"(!l:)earch regarding the creative po.tentiali ties 
of young people and regard·in.g the influence in the scnola.stic system that 
hinders their cr;eativit:.y.; he has made valuable suggestions abou:t promoting 
whatever ere at i ve tendencies the young student happens to haVP.. 
Creativity is qe£i.ned aS· a proce·SS' a complex one. Though .scholars 
do not unanimously agree upon a definitl.-on of creativity, the majority 
include components such as Qriginality. Flexibility, fluency. and E labor--
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With regard to the relationship b.etween creativity and. intelli-
gence, Getz-els and Jackson sugges.ted that there is only a slight over-
lap of these two intellectual factors. As for the matter of probl~m-
solv ing and creative thinking, Hilgard .stated that the -former tends :to 
e~phasize learning in which a higher-order product. eme-rges, while the 
latter stresses elem~nts ·of uniqueness~ novelty and creative imagination, 
The difference between critical thinking and creative thinking lies in 
the fact . that the former involves. reactions to one.' S ' own ideas or to 
ideas of others while the la:ttet; does not . 
The c:::reathre personaiity appears to be positive as we 11 as negative. 
Whe ther negative or positive, personal traits or creativ~ pP-op,le tenq 
to be more o-x:iginal, more estranged from those of conun<m people. nlis 
study wi.ll investigat.e the degree of creative thinking of male and 
female Vietnamese, Filipinq, an<l. AnglQ-Amedcan colle'ge under:gradua~e 
st ud-ents; it will investigate the t:raits- of Fluency . Fle xibility, 
Originality, and Elaboration, and detertllit'le ~ny dHfe"rerices in these 
traits that 1MY be attributed to their differtmt cultures. 
1! . Culture and Creative Thinking 
ln this sec::t:ion, three the.mes will be studied.: developme~t and 
definitions of cult..ux:e; culture and creative thinking; and creat..ive 
thinking with regard to the Vietnamese, Filipino:. and Ang lo-An!e rican 
culture. 
Development and Definitions of Culture 
With the exception of human beillgs, what a member of a speci~s 
learn$ iS lost when it dies. If 11 female magpie, for example, le:arns 
how to say "Hi, friend!'', it is not appa-rent that she will be able t o 
• ~-
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t:each her offspring to repeat that same greeting. This phenomenon is 
not true of the human b~· l.·ng._. As Murdo k ( '196. 5). d. 
· · c .. · .. · ... st~te • most of man's 
behavior acquired by any individual has previousl:y been learned and 
found ,adaptive by other persons in his society and then he, in turn, 
transmits. wh.at he learns and discovers to the next generation. The 
interaction between society and its members produced wha.t is far bey.ond 
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the capacities of each member if counted separately . "The term 'culturo!' 
is applied to such systems of acquired and transmitted behavior" 
(Murdock, 1965, p. 6}. 
Since ~uman beings are endowed with freedom while culture is t:h(! 
product of man himself, it may be appropriate to say that culture 
changes with the varying. and cumulative exJ>erience of the .individual in 
his social group. To ter.m it di~ferently., culture is in evolution. 
Like other kinds of progress, social progress is divergent .. Each 
differentiated product results in a nell set o.f pr~ducts. Culture, in a 
way, provi<{e$ the tect\nology for appropriating nature's en:e-rgy and 
putting i .t t9 ~ervi,ce; it also provides the social anc;l ideological means 
of implementing the process . Generally, a culture adjusts itself to 
other cu.ltures of its environment. Thus perc:eived..- culture undergoes 
adaptive ~ phylogenetic development (Gamst & Norbeck, 1976) • 
Murdock (1965) also v;iewed culture as the proc;l~ct of learning, 
incl\.lding the factor of .h~redi.ty. The dif·f.erences, l)bservable amo ng 
different cultures, we-re the cumuiative product o£ mass learning. under 
diver-se geographic and socia~l conditions. Fear, hunger, security 
and other basic drives, as well as acquired motivations; pushed hun.:ln 
beings to behave and work . With repeated success in act.ion. respon$es 
i n a particular way became habits and gradually adapted to appropriate 
situatiOns·. Persons of the same age group or sex, mel!lbers of the same 
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social class, tribe or occupational group usually resembled one ariother 
in their social habits~ though diverging behaviorally from persons in 
other categories. 
Social habits, also in. Mur4ock • s view, fall into two major classes 
which may be termed customs and coll~tive ideas. C~,Jstoms were comprised 
of modes of behavior suc·h as cerem~nies, ~-tiquefte, and the techniques 
of manipulating material objects. Thus perceived, customs were obs.erv-
able. Collective ideas were in·ferred from their . expression in la-ng.uage 
and included such things as practical knowledge, social val1,1es, and reli-
giot,1s beliefs. They were not directly observable'. Collective ideas also 
includ.ed a sei: of mutual expectations such .as anticipations of how others 
would respond to one's own ~ehavior; mostly they included a body of the 
sanctions, for example., soci~l punishments and rewards that could be 
expec.ted from deviation and c-onformity . 
·'I'hough the person who followed the custom \las not o~,iginal in his 
thought or habit, the one who introduced the c-ustom or .the c\lltural 
changes was original because this cultural change began ·with the process 
of innovation, the formation of: a . new habit by ·a single indiyidual; this 
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habit was subsequently learned or accepted by other membe.rs of his society. 
Because innovat i on and invention take. place in most cultural change 
processes, at le:~st some degree of creativeness is always present in such 
a process (Murdock, 19~5}. 
The Whitings (1975) studied children of six cultures which were 
located in Taira, Japari; Tarong, Philippines; Khalapur, India; Nyansong, 
Kenya; Juxtlabuaca, Mex~co; and Orchard Town·, USA. After long and elab-
orate research, they c.oncluded that differences in learning environments 
produce differences in soeia 1 behavior. The children of each culture were 
indistinguishable in some respects but unique in others. 
Regarding creativity in the process of cultural change, it is 
app:ropriate t.o review the opinions of Yacorzynski (1954). In his 
thought ''the evid-ence for the beli-ef that creativity - the desire for 
self.:...expression - is the .all-prevalent urge for man's behavior :is liniit-
less in scope" (p. 1.81). According to Yarcorzynski, the des ire for self-
expression is present in all l:luman acts. The human being is capable of 
adjustiitg himself to any environment; in some environments the human 
rnay pro.gress toward his full development. Though man must integrate 
himself t_o his environment, this integration is necessary only -so that 
he wili ertjoy more fr~edom to express his creative urge. This urge is 
evident in the way childr_en express themse.lves : i:t is this desire which 
motivates themto unaerstan<) their ~nvironment and to develop language 
because . words sound good to them. 
Though people who introduced cust.om and c.ulture may be considered 
original in their thoughts as previou~ly noted, tho.se who retain these 
customs and culture are usually considered culture-bou~d (Rogers. 1961) . 
Once a person become-s enculturated, set in certain attitudes a:nd 
b _.,._ • and · -tain ... ., ~,... o·f ll"fc ho•·• C"". h. e··l . ·. "'h·e· become ~nors,. . . · 1.11 e""... · ..... y~ . · · · ~ .. ....... <:¥ 
unique or quite different from other,s? This is .seetningiy the reason whY 
·Maslow's 0970) self-actualhing people resisted enculturad.on; they 
always tended to transcend their particular culture. 
. . . 
Iri .summary, the process of development of culture is a slow and CUI1Ju-
lative one. Culture can be said to be original in its initial stages 
but soon it is regarded as becoming old-fashioned and routine. This 
leads to anpther que~tion: What is culture? 
38 
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Definition of Culture. 
As early as 1871, Tylor defined culture as being 11 that complex whole. 
which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom~ and any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society" (cited 
in White; 1972, p. 38). Actually, during the past century, anthropolo-
gists have formulated hundreds of definitions of culture. Kroe.ber and 
Kluckhohn (1952) observed that most of these definitions are similar a·nd· 
that they may be re<lu~ed to a few categories; Gamst and Norbeck (1976) 
cited the blO mos.t outstanding categories which may be called idealistic 
and realistic . 
In the idealistic category, culture is s~e.n as an organization of 
norms of behavior that exist in the minds of people who live in a 
certain cul.tur~, and who transmit these norms to future generations. 
Thus conceptualized, cultures are couched in terms of configurations of 
behavioral rules or "laws'' which are not observable. Because culture in 
this category is considered as unobser:val>le ()r abst::rS,ct, it is viewed 
also as unreal. 
In the realistic category, cultti.re is defined in t~rms of natiJral 
phenomena which are observable and amenable to scientific $tudy. 
Conceived as such, culture is as "concrete" as magazines, mathemati cs, 
or even as a cow. According to· this point o£ vie:w; culture m:ay be 
.. 
regarded as existing distinctly and independt;!ntly from knowledge of <1ll ; l 
these observable phenomena. 
From a functional view_point 1 culture is identifi ed as man1 s ·way of 
maintaining life. To maintain life, man has created symbols (Cassirer , 
1976). To say ft differentlyt culture is seen as depending upon the 
unique ab i lity of a human being to creat:e symbols. Symbols keep the 
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human be·ing in some ~onformity but they are also.) the $i~n ~> f the c r.·~t.tiv.· 
mind of man h:i.mselL 
Better to understand culture, Linton (1954) distingui:>lwd it from . 
social systems though some people consider these two terms int~~rchan~t·­
able. According to Linton, a society is an organized aggn~~ate uf 
individuals. A social system, according to long-established usag.-, 1:-o a 
collection of roles arid .Status in terms Of which all memb('t"S l>f. 3 Sm:it•ty 
a:re organi~ed together. ~ Thus viewed. a soc,ial system is rw.t id,~ntic:ll 
to culture; rather, it is one component of a total culture, h••caust• a 
culture is the accumulation of learned behavior 1o1hicb includ~..·d .1ll 
organized ideas, habits, and conditioned ernotiona 1 r ·esponses, includ in~ 
creativity. A'll these elements. in turn, are transmitt~:~ ci to and imph•-
me'n.ted by the future members of a particular society . 
In summary, culture changes from society to society. there for •' , 
creativity as one of mai)'S unique abilities, shol;lld ~lso m.1nifest 
differently in each particular society and culture. Acc()rdingly. 
creativity should also change from culture co culture. It i~ the 
purpose of this study to determi~e whether this assumption is true 1n 
terms of Vietnames~; Filipino, and Anglo-American co ll~ge tindeq;r:1duat•· 
students. 
Culture and. Creative Thinking 
h Co.ncerning. cultur e and creativ~ There is a: paucity of researc 
thinking. Because of the r~dationship between cJ:'e ativity and in t~ 11 i-
rese
·arch ...-e_o .. •rd 1"ng culture anc! iryte1ligent e ...-i 11 gence, opinions· and ... ~.a 
r 
. . e lationshj.p between c1,1l ture and crea tivP 
be pres-ented, .first:, then the 
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thinking will b~ reviewed. 
C 1 · · · · 11·· · · Ro.sen·tha.l and J"cobs-en 0968) studied u ture and 1.nte . xgence. .. 
self...., futfilling prpphecies in the classroom. According to the theory 
of s elf-fulfi lli.ng prophecy, once the teacher knows the IQ score of a 
.$tud.e_nt, he/she will. adjust his/her teaching to this IQ level. In so 
-doing, the teacher fulfills the prophecy. Rosenthal at\d Jacobsen t .o .ld 
some teachers in a California elementary school at ~he beginning -of the 
schoo 1 year that certain students in their classes bad shown at\ outs tand;.. 
ing potential for intellectual growth. Actually, these students were 
randomly selec t:ed. Yet these students, at the end of the school year~ 
made remarkable gains on IQ tes.ts and their scores were much higher than 
tho.se of other students in the s.ame class. Based on the results of this 
study, many educa.tors came to .believe that expectancies influence the way 
t .eachers, parents, and peers interact with children. Different culture-s 
give different expectancies, therefore, culture may be se~n as being 
among the factors which contribute to the deve~opment of intelligence -in 
a person. 
In 1.958, Strodbeck presented. a most provocative study of cul6.u::al 
values by comparing family arid cultural values of 79 Jewish families 
arid 43 Italian families in ari eastern city in the United States • The 
Italian fami lies did not il)crease the number of their members in the 
upper-middle and professional classes from one ge:ne:ration to .another 
whereas the J~wish famii.ies doubled their incidence in these classes in 
just one generation . Certain value"" were ·h1.' ·h'~· · 
.. · g L-Y stressed in Jewish 
families, such as~ 
An individual can improve himself through education and one. should not 
readily submit to fate. 
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An individual should receive c .redit. f.or comp· let_.l.'ng assi~ned work rather 
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than the collective group. 
An individual should he willil)g to leave home t:o .make one's fut.ureJ 
tO "find One IS Own W8J in life • 
The f.ither and the mother shared equal power in managing the family 
and i .n educ.:l ting children. 
As- for Italian families, values and philos·ophies of life tended to 
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An individual's being successful did not depend on one's own striving; 
ra.ther chance and luck played the major role in most situations. 
The family rather than the individual should receive credit for achiev-
ing short-tei:m and life-term goaJ~. 
Chi ld_ren were fami ly-eentered; they were ins true ted to stay clos-e to 
their pare~ts as lt\Uth as possible. 
There was a greater tendency to b-elieve in the dominance_ of the father; 
the m<>ther played .a second.CI.rY role in all respects of family life. 
To conclude, Strodbeck .stated that cultures which foster great oppor-
tunity for developing. individual intelligence and capacities can produce 
more achievers than culture-s which insist qn the impor.tance of family-
ceo tered 1 ife. 
Gallagher (1975) described a ten~year longitudina 1 study and 
cone luded that, accor:d ing to the result of the study, some children 
apparently increased their IQ s.cores as they grew older, whi.le other 
children consistently seemed to decrease their IQ -scores. Because -of 
the differences, th-ese two groups of children were c-arefully examined to 
.find out wh.at elements differentiated them. Though many factors were 
examined, motiyation in e'Very<:lay life .was regarded a.s: the mos-t important 
one. Childr:en in families ot schools in which they were- highly motivated 
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systematically gained increasingly higher IQ scores.; that is, different 
social environments or different .cultvres provided different degrees of 
motivation which in turn encouraged children either to develop .h:is/her 
intelligence or to simply maintain it at the same leveL 
Lesser., Fifer, and Clark (1965) studied the influence of culture 
upon the mental abil·ities of children. They administered four inteUi-
gence tests to _320 Chinese, Jewish, Puerto Rican, and Black children from 
New York City. The results (>f their study showed that (a) the Chinese 
children scored higher in reasoning, number, and space, but lower on the 
ver-bal part of the tests.; (b) the Jewish children scored higher on the 
verbal part, lower on reasoning, rtumber, and space; (c) the Puerto Rican 
children scored higher ori reasoning, number and space, but lower on the 
verbal part; .and (d) the Black children scot"·ed higher on the verbal, and 
lower in reasoning, number, and space. In short, this study seems to 
indicate that a person's culture .does influenc-e his mental abilities. 
Frierson (1965) studied the same traits in four groups of children: 
two average samples, one of upp_er socio-economic status ana the other of 
lower socio-economic status; and two gifted samples. Various tests of 
inte·re$t and persoriality were administered to these samples and infor-
mation about ~heir family life was also collected. Some· of the study 
results suggested that the lower-status gifted children were more likely 
to aspire to higher-status occupati<ms, to read the news sections of the 
newspaper, to play musical instruments. and to be more interested 1n 
action, while the upper.,...status gifted spent more time and showed more 
interest in reading. 
In summary. intelligence is different from culture.. It is also 
different from creativity •. as shown by Cetzels and Jacksonts (1962) :study 
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and previously presented in this chapter. As with many other personal~ty 
intellectual traits, however .. int·elligence is influenced to some deg.t:ee 
by the cultural environment in ~o~hich it is de.veloped . 
Culture and creative thinkin~. Though culture may foster creative 
thinking as previously noted, it may abo hinder the process of such 
thinking {Rogers, 1961) • To put this deduction in other words, creative 
thinking is m't independent of .the culture in which it is developed. It 
is known that intelligence is influenced by culture; similarly, creative 
thinking, to a certain degree, is· a product of culture . Because of the 
close relationship between culture and. creativity, if people want to be 
inventive~ advanced,: or original, to be abreast of the many changes in 
this world, they must make new and original adaptations to . . their environ-
mertt .. A generally "culture-bound people cannot cope with the uniltiplyin.g 
is.sues and prof,lem" (Rogers, 196'1, p. J48) that are fac.ing civilization 
today. To be cr~ati:ve, a person nee.ds t .o be in a creative cul.tlire, a 
culture which does not urge people towar<i stereotyp_ing, t;oward conform-
i ty. "Conformity" in this ~u.l ture-bound sense is different from comfor.m-
ity in Kluckhohn 1 s sense. This author wrote: 
Today's kind of "conformity" may actually be a step toward .more 
genuine individuality in the Un:i,.ted States. "Conformity" is less 
of a personal and psychological problem, less tinged with 
anxiety and guilt .... If one accepts outwardly the conventions 
of one ·' s group, one may have gr·ea ter psychic energy to deve lot> 
and fulfill one• s private potentialities as a unique person. 
I have encountered no substantial evidence that this "conform-
ity." is thoroughgoingly ''inward'' (cited in Lipse·t & Lowenthal, 
1962, P~ 71). 
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Conformi.ty, as seen b':y Kluckhohn, Jr\4Y bt?- c'>ns i-4 .. •rt-<! .i.s iJ~nti..: .ll t··' 
social and linguistic conventions whi~h h .elp p.:.>oplt> ~·· ttt•r t,. :i•1lv.- th..ir 
Ordinary and daily problems so th,a.t they c.3n cqncen"tr.3t .. · th..:.· ir r:~i.n.is .tn <l 
energy on more important works. for .example, conf¢rrniti .. s in l~m~tw;t.•, . 
in signs of traffic regl).lation, and i ,n the 'w(ay peopl~ ~rt~· · t ··ach \lth•7r 
may b~ r .e.gar:ded as fostering human activities and think if,..:. Con(.:>rr..i t y. 
however., a~ defined in the earlier chapter. may al.so bt> s··••n as idn.l·· r-
ing genuine individuality because it J:estricts a person's activit~•·s .ulrl 
toinkin$. Understood as .such, conformity $ecms n_ot to h~~t\•.r cr(•,1t iv_ •.
thinking and is rejected by American educat:ion. In Li.ps('t•s word~: 
Daniel Bell has argued that the growth in educ3t ion (in 
the United States), among other factors, has r.cduc(•d 
c~nformlty. He comments that "one would be hard put to 
find today the "conformity~' Main . Stt.eP.t exacted of Carol 
Kennicott thirty years ago, With rising educational 
1 1 mo·re ind ,;:vidua ls a.r_e abl.a to indulge in a widc>r eve s , . A. 
variety of interest,'' such as ser ~ous music. good b~)ok!'i, 
high level FM radio, and the l"i~e (Lipset, 1962, P· 171L 
For Smith ( 1966), "Conf-o·rmity is necessary to ~ot:le de i:ree ln 
· con~o_ rmit_ y arid res%r{cted for a society to exist, but excesslve_ 
enemi:.e.s_. to creative development" (p. 3~). to le<)r:ning are· true 
Ann. Arbor studies o:.un~:i in~ ten, 1~58) l!oundation for }iu'inan Research in 
k •nds of cortforr:lity in ?4?0pl~ an<! t :~.at researchers have found different .. 
conform leSS than non-creative pe ():ple t~Vt!:i 
creative people tended to 
under soc:ial. and cultural pressure· 
f 11• f .e_ .. of_ a. people influences the way In .short, the way o 
a relationship ~et'J•~en cv lt ~H't' .1!1:i 
In other words, there is thinking. 
~reative thinking arid this relationship is usua.lly -cegatded as depreeb-
tive. After strongly affirming that creativity is a univ~rsal char.ae.ter-
istic of all the people studied. or observed for their self•aetualiza-
tion. Maslow 0970) contended tha.t self-actualizing peo~:le are en4owed 
with resistance to enculturation. They may a·ccept cultu:te in numji!rous 
ways, but. uin a certain pl'ofound and meaningful sense they rests~ 
enc~lturation and maintain a certain inner detachment frO#l the culture 
in which they are illlllersed" (Maslow. 1970, p. 192). ~e relad .. onship 
b.etween self.;..a:ctualizing, creati-ve people and their much ~eu healthy 
culture iS depicted by Maslow as follows: these people .-.re willing to 
acce,pt apparent convention.alit'Y in the clothe$ they wear, the languase 
they speak, the food t~ey take ·; but they are not t"eally conventional, 
.certainly not smart or fashionable. nley tend to accept tDQs:t states of 
a:ff.ain they · do not consider of primary conce:r:n to thelll as ind:ividu.alfl. 
Hardly any of MaSlow' a self..,..actualizing ·s1,1bje~ts can be called authority 
rebels in th~ conventional sense. 'nlqugb they often show bursts of 
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indignation with injustice, they do ·nqt frequently show active impatience 
or chronic discontent with the culture. 
An inner feeling of deta~hment from the culture is displayed by 
almost a:ll subjects studied by Maslow. particularly when they were. in 
discussions of the American culture as a whole, in various comparisons 
with othe:r cultures. 1.'hey very frequently seemed to be able to &·tand off 
from their own culture as if they did not belong to- it. This detachnaettt 
was proven in the fact that they could select fi"ota .American culture what 
is good by their choices and reject what they thought to be bad. In brief, 
" · b • · · t..;.·s ·t·e 1" t, and then make their own dec is:ion,. they we1g 1t; assay 1t, .. 
(Maslow, 1970, p. 113). 
·.I 
To conClude, M-3:slow, in an attempt to answer th~ question of 
whether it is possible to be a good or healthy man, bence a creativ-e 
man, in .an iiiiPerfeet: eulture based his argut~~ents on his o"" obser-
vations. He stated that it is po.saible for healthy people to develop 
i~ American culture as long as this cultuJ:'e remains tolerant of their 
inner autonomy and their outer acceptance, that is, of deta.ched witl\hold-
ing f.,:om complete cultural identi.ficat.ion. 
Torra-nce and Sato ( 1979) s·tud·i ed the nature of creative thinking of 
the Japanese on the -Occasion of- the "recent emergence .of Japan as 
'Number One' in many areas of crea-tive achievements .. (p. 216). The two 
authors stated that the Japanese lead all other countries in the number 
of inven.tions and patents each year and emphasized the breakthrough 
natur.e of. many of their scienti fic contributions, and their business and 
i ndustrial innovations. The . . subjects of Torrance and Sato's study were 
200 education majors enrolled in departments of education in eight 
universities in Japan and 200 education majors enrolled •t the University 
of Georgia and the Sta te tmive rsity College at Po:t sdam (New York) . The 
instrumen.t u~ed in ttais study was t h.e figural portion of the Torrance 
Tests of· Crea t .ive Thinkin& · Based on this study, the two authors 
c6.nc:luded that the United States sample excelled the Japanese sample 
only on the creative ability factor of Fluency. The Japanese stQdents 
scores significantly higher than the ir United States counterparts on all 
o£ the other variables such as Flexibility irt proc-euing ,. Flexibility in 
co.ntent., Originality, and Elaboration. Torrance and Sato called the 
Japanese ''eiaborators" (p. 220). It shoul d be noted that Japanese tradi-
tional culture stresses the importance o·f free time and space which are 
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perceived as the valid interval or meaningful pause {Lee;. 1964), 
A~cording to Lee, .. Such percep.tion is basic to all experience, and 
specificaU,y to wttat constitute-s creativity and freedoa in the frame-
work of Japane&e culturen {p. 56). 
It should _also be- noted that the Japanese · have adopted a democra.tic 
system subsequent to World War II. 11The fact that the Japanese people 
have eagerly and readily welcomed Western civiliza-tion .since the Meiji 
period is an indicatl.on of the value they place o.n the fre.e ·play of 
initiative'' {Doi, 1.969, p. 339). 'lhus, differences between the way the 
Japanese and the American students respondec:l to the tests of creativity 
might re_sult from differences between the ttio cultures arid from the fact 
.that the Japanese have "eagerly welcomed Western civili~ation since the 
Mai.ji period." 
In summary, culture plays an important role in the process of 
development of intelligence and creative thinking. To be creative, a 
person should be in a creative culture, that is, a culture which fosters-
the development of psychic energy to fulfill one's potentialities as a 
unique. person . This study proposes to determine if Vietnamese~ Filipino, 
and Anglo-American cultures differently fostered - creative thinking in 
)Jndergraduate students currently enrolled in colleges and universities 
in .the United State-s. 
Creative Thinking with regard to Vietnamese, Filipino, and Ang to-American 
Cultures 
Creative thinking with regard to Vietnamese· culture~. Creative 
thinking as part of Vietname-se culture has no.t been studied much and is 
not well understood. Geographically, the climate in Vietnam determines 
vegetation and anima·l life, the seasonal changes of economic. activity., 
the state of people's health, the clothes they wear, the food they eat .• 
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Up-permo-st among these f.actprs is the fact that, because of it._ geoguph• 
ic,al location, Vietnam has been exposed to the _Chinese c:_ultu.r.e. Ano'ther 
important geographical_ component o.f Vietrialll ia her 1 .• 4_00 11ile coauline. 
This adds considerably to the food supply of the c·ountry and make• uny 
Vietnamese expert sailor:s. Howeve-r, it is- also a hazardoua route by whb:h 
much of the country is exposed to d-eva-stating typhoons off ~he South 
China. Se-a, and. pirates and sea-faring traders who were frequently the 
advance guard of conquerors:. During the eighth century, for eumple. the 
Jav-anese atte18pted to inv-ade Vietnam three times by naval attack• and 
caused be:r severe damage. In the fourteenth century, t:be Hongoh ueed 
the east coast in an: :effort to dominate the whole Indochinese peninau.la; 
and in the ninetee_nth century~ the French began their exploitation of 
the Indochinese peninsula 'by way of naval attacks along the coaat of 
Vietnam. As a matter of fact. geographical aspects of a e.ountry 
profoundly affect its people • s way of life. This very way of life 
crea~es its own c~stoms and culture . Culture, in its turn, perfor''IU 
considerable i~fluence on creative thinking. 
The. Vietnamese are suspicious of other.s. especially foreisnett, and 
tend to f~el comfortable only in their large familY circle; ne'vettttelu•,., 
· • · · · · bl a·n·;. are uncomfortable with. physical lonH-
the V1etnamese are soc1a e .u · · · · · 
A traditiona·l rural society was usually restricted to .the vilhge 
ness. 
surrounded by a thick living bamboo hedgerow . Reg·ional difference-
were great due to lack of .co~nidttion becw-een self-sufficient and hQ-
la ted villages (Ki-ck~ 1971) • 
r .egard_ ed as having its roou in Vietnamese civilization has been 
d to be overly a1Zibitiout 
. . ·~e. North"". _rn. e.r is repute 
the North of Vietnartl. .u.. ... 
and aggressive in all his pursuits-
He is proud of his intellectual 
superior-ity and is contemptuous of those from other regions, especially 
the Southerners who are viewed as exc·essively easygoing. Confucian 
tradition and the cultural heritage are best maintained in central Viet-
nam. I .t was in this part of .the country that the imperial court held 
sway, and there the emperors' tombs are still revered. Hen in central 
Vietnam make po.or businessmen but r.e·spect intellectual pursuits. Life 
is austere and Western waya are slow ·to take hold. However, men from the 
centra.l area are proud of their land~ and even a peasant woman wears her. 
Sunday ~ dai to sell half-hatched duck eggs at the market. The 
Southerner lives in a land which has been continuously and successfully 
conquered by Vietnamese pioneers in a "march Southu th.at is still going 
on even today. Because of the strong French economic and cultural it\flu-
ence in this ·region, the .Southerner is recognized as be-ing more open to 
Western ideas, less rigid and. inhibited by traditional ways of doing 
things (Kirk, 1971). 
Putting aside these differenc:es, for tho.usarids of years. the Vie:tna-
mese have been greatly inflll.enced by Confucianism. which s~resses close 
relationships with one another. A male is instructed to keep the 'l'hree 
Relations of a Man's DUty (King and Subject; Father and Son; Husband and 
Wife) and the Five .Cotnlll()n .Rules {Benevolence, Righteousnes.s. Civility, 
Knowledg.e, and Loyalty). A female has her own patterns of attitudes 
and behaviors which are the Three FollOw-s (to follow the advice of 
one's. parents while a maiden; that of one's busband while a wife~ and 
that of one's children when a widow),and the Four Virtues (Proper Employ-
men t, Proper Detneanor ~ Proper Speech.~ and· Proper Behavior) • These 
teachings, though still remaining as ideal, have suffered many changes 
and young people do not consider them as seriously .a.s their parents did 
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(Duong, 1975). 
The customS and the lives of the Vietnamese have been tremendously 
changed under the impa<::t of a long war and the. subsequent socio-economic 
upheavals~ Traditionally, soldiers and merchants were low on the social 
scale; the peasants ranked higher, the 111andar-ins and schol4rs were the 
most respected class. French colonial policy., however. has overturned 
many of th-ese ancient values and beliefs. Enormous power is entrusted 
to military mandarins. A new .and growing class of Vietnamese petty 
bourgeois appeared under the Fr-ench rule. The whole .culture and value 
systems were disrupted (Buttinger. 1972; HuynhJ 1979). 
With regard to the Vietnamese educational system. it might be seen 
as fostering rote learning. Duong 0975), in an attempt of helping 
American teache-rs better understand their newly arrived students, wr.ote: 
Sinc.e Vietnamese students are accustomed to having their 
teachers deciding everything for them, including telling 
them what they should do in class 2 they ma:y naturally expect 
their Americ·an teachers to do likewise.. To be on one's own, 
to be allowed to take certain initiative in one's studies. 
however exciting this may be, may also be confusing and 
even threatening to someone .,mo has not been trained to 
enjoy such freedom. To assist the Vietna•ese students to make 
a smooth transition from their own school system to a cQmpletely 
new one, it is ad-visable that their new teachers initially 
assume an au.thoritative role to guide the students and to acquain~ 
them with the ne'fl classroom procedures until they feel more 
at home with their new environment (p. 4). 
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In the field of llterature and history researches, though :many Viet-
nanJese are proud of their four thousand years of civilization, the first 
V:.ietnamese aut.bors who used the scientific ~thod in investig.;ting Viet-
_namese litera_ture and history appeared only 'in the 193o•s. Dubhg-
It '• . Quang-Him (1979), the. most famous . Vietname_se literature researcher said 
in 1941 'that: 
Ai cung bitt r~ng hi~n nay (1941] khSng co quy~n .sach nio chep 
ve" va~-h~c, l~ch-s:t ntidc. t:a {~t each khoa h9c), khong ncH g{ 
nhuttg sach tham 'kh.io tinh ~ttchlg cho cae h~ gicl dung, ngay ~en 
nhtrttg sach tom tat cac d~i eddng eho bc;>e. sinh dung curtg khSng 
c6 (p. iii). 
Everybody know.s that presently [1941) there are not any books 
recording (scientifically] Vietnamese literature _and history; 
no profound reference books for scholars. even no summaries 
and outJines for studen-ts in their daily learning (translated 
by the investigator). 
In the 1930 1 s, Tr~n-Tr~ng-Kim, tlle first Vietnamese his tor iari who 
used scientific methods in his inyestigat<m, "'rote: 
s:r c&a minh da khSng hay, · ai ngU'<Si cua miilh t!li kb'ong may n&Udi 
bi~t s~ • ••• Bat ky ldn nhl,, he .. ai cfp quy~ri saeh di hoc thi chi 
• 
' -- t* ·;..· • ....... · '-: ~ h?c slf T~u, c.hu" khong h9e su> nutfc nha. Roi tho" phu van chttdng 
gt c~ng 1~; di~~ tich d s:t Tau, chtf ehuy~n nttdc minh thi nh~t 
• 
thi~t kbong noi tr~ri (1978. p. viii). 
[Vietnamese] history is not bright and very few Vietnamese 
know tbeir history.;; •• Whether young .or adult, anyone who 
g.oes to school learns only Chinese, not Vietnamese, history. 
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Moreover, po-ems and prose are inspired by Chinege all us ions 
and history while- Vietnamese literary and historic events 
are totally ignored (translated by the investigator) . 
In summary-, above is a sketch of factors which have contributed to 
and influenced Vietnamese culture. Geography. ·history. climate. and 
education have played an important role in establishin~ that culture \ihich 
tends to foster loyalty, family cooperation, social c::onfo·rmity, and rote 
learning rather than adventurous performances, individual couq>etition and 
diversity in thinking.. As presented eal"lier, there is a relationship 
between culture and creative thinking; if Vietnamese culture is diffe-rent 
from American culture., it is probable that differenc-es will also be 
found in creative thinking b.et:veen the students of these two cultures. 
Creative thinking with regard to Filip in~ culture. On a tnap, the 
Philippines .appear as part of an island chain extending southward fr011l 
the eastern part of Asia and forming a guardian line protecting Asia's 
eastern shore. The whole country consists of more than 7,000 islands whh 
a total area. .of 114,400 square miles. The fam<>us Portugue~~ navigator. 
·Ferdinand Magellan, had discovered that land in 1521 and brought .it under 
the Spanish government • s supervision .. 
Prior to the European discovery, the N~grito culture was widely 
diffused in this archipelago. The Negritoe.s ,. however, were driven into 
the wilder portions of the Is.lands by. Malay invaders, and less than 
twenty-five thousand presently exis-t in the Archipelago ~Catapusan, 
1940). tn the ninth century, the Indonesians penetrated Sulu; in about. 
d Du.ring the early part of the 1375 the Javanes·e c.ame to the Islan s. 
Occ.upied most parts of the south . fourteen·th century, the Moros 
next invaders were the Chinese. The Chines·e traders and merchants, 
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however., ;came to the Philippines beginning w.ith the tenth century and 
continuing on for centuries. The white men t s invasion composed the fifth 
and sixth invasions, being made c:hieny by the Spaniards and the Ameri-
cans, respectively. According to Catapusan, the Spanish had tremendous 
influence ".in civ:ili,%ing the pri1ritive Filipin()s, and also in shaping 
the destiny Qf the Filipino nation." (p .. 7). As for the ~ricans, 
Catapusan cpnsidered them, fQr almost three 4ecades, as .the greatest 
guides, supervisors, and directors in numerous Philippine national 
affairs. 
The population of the Islands is s.ubdivided into at least 4.7 
ethnographic: groups, speaking 87 different dialects.. Your of them, 
however, are princ ip·al dialects which ar~ Visayan, Ilocano, Bikolano, 
and Tagalog. The Tagalog is mostly found in· Manila and in the provinces 
surrounding it. Because of the lack of transportation and communication 
in their early history. the people in the Islands not only spoke many 
dialects, but t:hey also segregated themselves from each. other and 
sometimes were widely isolated. Living in such a dissoeiated manner· .. 
people tended to develop localized feelings. 
The majority of the inhabitants of the Archipelago are .of Malayan 
extraction, though they have been modified through infiltrations with 
other people such as Negritoes. Indonesians, Chinese, and. to a limited 
extent, Spaniards and other Europeans. A Filipino today may be 
t>~onsidered as an intermediate hybrid of the Mongoloid,. Negroid, and 
Cauc.asoid race (Catapusan, 1940). He is fundament.dlyMalay in race, 
Animistic in religion, family centered in sociology, pate·rnalistically. 
de-spotic in political tendency, and hunting, or agricultural in economics 
(Bu latao., 1969). 
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In matters .of customs the F . 1 . . .. ' .. .1 1p1nos. are 
· .. · re·R,.srded. •• • iactle. 
docile~ peacefult patient, industrious 
; 1•~-abiding. and ~b~4i•nt t~ 
authorities (Catap\lsan, 1950; caudi 11 & CataP"-'••n 
repeatedly emphasized tll.e sill1plicit.Y of the Filipino•. S<~chl lih ln 
the X$l<ilnds is personal, 'tloTarm, and intimate. Ethnocentri•• gf the 
Filipino increases their loyalty to tl.;.-•= group and bind• the• tor•th•r 
solidly. The Filipino•s self-esteem is extremely hsport.ant to h'•· 
and for him there is a cons tan.t risk· ::n· ·g· 0· f ·1• t • · • ... 1.n u.tuation• that. ~lJ 
...- aoc le·t lee S•chr••t. l.,t>-.). be regarded as trbtial or impersona'l 1·n· oth-r · · ( 
s·echrest concluded that interpersonal relations in the hhnd• "ar• 
cbaracteritted by a s-uperficial aura of good will •nd •n und•1'lyina 
strain and lack of openness .. (p. 313). 
Bulatao (1965) observed that it is very important to • Filipino to 
keep his personal modesty and a proper sense of hi.va. Thi• t~r• ch~"oh• 
a sense of valuing a:n individual•·s recognition of his p1'op~r po•·iti.en 
with respect to others and of his capacity to e:A:peri~Pn<~ •h•.., vtlfln tl• 
disregards that position. He should not be boastful~ •n4 not .au • .,.t to 
rise above his peers in any way. Lynch (196S) noted t~at lf • Filipino 
rises dlscriminately above others. he will find h i•elf the obj•ct of 
• to ... u·· .t b·1· .... b""ck ·to. h·l.· .. proper posi.tion .and 1•••1. 
serl.ous attempts .. ••. .,. ~ 
Suppression of individuality is evident in th~ Filipino cul tur• 
. 1966) Mn•t. P.•rt!nt• t:.aY• t!- .. 
(Bulatat:r, 1963; Hollnsteiner, 1963; Gut:hr1e • · · · · 
. h t 1 all ·a. sp· e· c· t·s of their children • s b~havi<>r. 
r1.g t o contra 
usually expected to 
behave a.s everyone ~he hi• u• .4041'•. to think artd 
Cuthri• (l~<'il) 
• .a· nd act· ion are severely c<>nd~J110ed. 
Deviations 1.n t:bought 
·• d. . . f Ame. rican and Fi lipirto c:oll~<~P ~~. 
studied interpersonal attl.tu es 0 
. ed less- frequentlY to itf:DS lik• .. l 
and found that Filipino women agre 
like to b$ve people watch me do the things. whic-h r do well"; and ''I 
argue with zest for IllY point of view against others··."· -. ~uey, on the 
contrary, relatively 100re of ten endorsed such ite111s as "t feel lonely 
and homesick when t am in a strange placeu; ••r often seek the advice 
of older persons and foil. ow.· it": and "I pre· ·f ·e· r t · · · t · • o accep suggestl.ons 
rather than insist: on working things ou.t my own way11 (Guthrie, 1961, 
p . 167). 
As for the need of belongingness., Sechrest (1969) found. tha.t the 
Filipino sees his identity in his family connections rather than in 
his own right as an individual. Bulat<ao (1964) also observed that the 
h i ya system makes a Filipi no sometimes excessively eager to please 
authority figures, mostly fam-ily figures. Hiya is seen by Bulatao as a 
painful emotion a person experiences when he has to dea.l with an 
authority figure or with soci ety inhibiting self-assertion in a situa-tion 
he perceives as dangerous to his own ego . 
Regar~Hng the educational system in the Philippi nes, Bulatao (1969) 
obsel"ved that the system wa s based mainly on rote learning. Filipino 
students tended to give back by ro.te, 11ithout· analysis, what had been 
taught ~ To i llus-erate his vieWpoint, Bulatao- stated that the Filipino 
high sch()o·l s .tudent$ usual ly do much more poorly than 'the American in 
reasoning while better in spelling. 
In summary , some inconsistencies exist in the Filipino culture 
because of the many differences attributable to their historical and 
geographical background. This culture motivates loyalty to one's own 
group, family-bound relationship, suppression of individuality, and 
rote lear.n i ng. nte -Filipino cultur.e, viewed as such, shar.es many cultural 
traits with the Vietnames e culture and differs from the American cultu-re . 
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Because of tllis difference, it may be expected that the Filipino 
College undergraduate students should also differ from the Anglo-Ame.dcan 
college undergraduate students in . their creative thinking process. 
Cre.ative thinking with regard to Anglo-American culture. Wagner 
(1?75) asserted ,that American aultur.e. is "its · sc:.ienee. art. and 
technology, the sum of achievement» inventions, and discoveries that 
define our idea of 'civilization' .... the productiveness or creativity 
of our culture is defined by· the application, manipulation. reenactment. 
or extention of these techniques and discoverie-su (p. 22). This culture 
and its trends were viewed by Rogera {1961) in terms of a dearth of crea-
tivity. He stated that Amer.ican .schools· educate students to be conform-
ists or stereotypes; they are taught how to ucompleteu their education 
rather than how. to .become freely creative and o-riginal in their thinking. 
In the sattle vein of thought, Jacob (1956) stated that the college exper-
ience is uto sociali:2:e the individual. to refine, to P<)lish, or 'shape-
up' his values so *"hat he can fit comfortably into the ranks of Amedcan 
college alumni" (..Ja·cob, 1956, p. 6) . According to Ba-l't%ell (.1962), 
mid.dle-class values in the 11nited States have permeated .the whole social 
struc.ture. "We are now witnessing. as never before, the democratization 
of plutocracy on America" (p. 271). Thus, he saw democracy as being 
antl:te.tical to divergent thinking o.r creativity. In agreement whl:t 
Balt:zell~ Rieaman ( 1967) ·studied changes in American society and 
concluded that Atuerican people have learned to look like those others 
with whom they have been brought up, with who11t they have learned 
.. cooperation, tolerance, and restraint of temper" (p. 328). 
Othe.r investigations seemed to be in disagreement with what was 
stated by the above authors. As tin ( 196'8) , in extensive research done 
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when he "as the director of the Office of Research o-f the ~riean 
o t e o lowing c.onelus·ion ... Although ve Coun.cil on Education. came t: h f 1 
- e re evant .environmenta-l diff:ere"c•• • tho•• have not docuSDented all of th 1 
1 ·entl. Y e'lllphasi~e the great quantiutiv• that. we have been able to · · d • f 
and qualitative diver:si.ty of environmental stimuli that can .c¢nfront the 
entering college $tudertt" <?· 142; emphasis added). ro uy it in other 
terms, what was found by Astin in college studen.t life vas not c.()mfor.-
ist or stereotype. The American college alumni \~(ere not •uigned ''to 
soc.ializeu the individual;rather. students in this country are 
challenged by ''the great quantitative and q~,J41itative diversity of 
envir<mmental stimuli." 
In 1973, Boucha-rd eonduc:t:ed a study on the impae~. of t:be intro• 
ductory year program at the College of the Pac·ific on •tudent• • inte.l-
lectual orienta-tion. After a whole yeat: of investigation; he coneluded 
that "fre~J}lllen repo-rted at the end of their· school yea.r that they 
found _,-re than they expected in diversity, ,_,at'111th, and fr,iendlineu of 
student-s. 'lhey also .founc:l tnOre tolerance fo-r di~erger\t vievs and acceu 
to cultural offerings than tb.ey expect:ed.,(p. 151>. 
If Bouchard studied students • inte llec t:u•l orientation in one 
university, Parsons (1971) analyz~d the c!ent-ral problem of modern 
societies. Aftet: tnaking a number of comparisons with students in the 
-n- s.t _at·e-_. d t.hat ip the C'nite-d Statu 
past and in other count-ries~ l:'ar.son~ 
the pToportion of youth rece.i"ing higher eduCation has been ~gin& • .,.. .. 4. 
·. d ti nal system hss inc:re .. ed 
11The creative-innovative aspect of the e _ uca 
0 
· 
'' ( ) tM._e work of the A.m(!rican school is thus not 
its motnenttim p. 61 •. .~. .. 
Of 
·a s-inole value system but .a clarification 
reg.arded as the impo·sition t:F 
of alternatives. 
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The Preamble of the Constitution of the United States (1787) s.a.ys "We 
the people of the United States, in order to form a more- perfect union, ••• 
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain 
and ·establish this Constitl.ltion for the United States of American. Thus, 
liberty or freedom--hence diversity in thoughts and actions--bas been empha-
sized in this country for more than 200 years. 
Taking :root in democracy, that is, in liberty and freedom. American cul-
ture insisted on a creative-innovative aspect of educat:ion, mObility, and 
change at a time when the Vietnamese and the Filipino cultures stres.sed f-araily 
relationships. As described earlier in this chapter, the American culture 
welcomes the thoughts _presented by people such as Galton (1969) and Lombroso 
0891) .- This culture has motivat.ed researchers who devoted their time and 
energy to the. study of intelligence and creativity such as Terman (1925), Cox 
and her colleagues (1926)_, and Torrance (1974b). As early as 1941, moreover, 
Mearns had already presented thoughts regarding "D; scovering the Child as 
Artist," an,d· "Learning, Discipline and the Free Sp.i:rit. u Mearns insisted not 
only on individual creativity, but also on the way the· parent: contributes 
his/her part in fostering a cre-ative environment in the home. Later, Guilford 
(1956) was- credited with the earliest · progra1TU!l8tic investigation of creativity. 
Divergent thinking and convergent thinki~g are. two major components of the 
intellect in Guilford's model, and thes.e concepts ·have played an important part 
in promoting creative thinking in this country. With Getzels and Jackson (1962), 
Torranc.e (1965), and a variety of othe~ authors, American society and culture 
may be seen as leading in the area of nouri-shing creative process. This study 
will attempt to determine the differen·tial effect5 of these three cultures on 
college age students as measured by creativity tests cleveloped in the United States 
To Sullllllarize1 the Vietnarne;Se culture may be seen as sharing many 
cult\lral characteristics with :the Filipino culture. These two cultures, 
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ho"ever ~· both diffErr fr01n the American culture· lf creative thinking is 
1::. ve. differences may be expected influenced by cultures in which people ~ , 
• . . •. F"lip· 1"no and Vietnamese college 
to ex1st 1n the way the Anglo-Amer1can, 1 ~ 
.t·o the . To ....... ance Tests of creative undergraduate students respond .. ,.. 
Th • k • • · £ tht'· . .. c~xa· pter w1' ll r. eview literature 1.n 1.ng. Th.e next sect1.on o "' ll 
regarding creative thinking in different sexes. 
III. Sex and CJ:oeative '11iinking 
Two topics will be reviewed in this section, fir.st, the notl.on of 
sex. differences and, second, the relationship between sex and creative 
thinking. 
The Notion of Se-,c Differences 
Sex differences haVe been investigated by many authors, including 
biologists, s~ial scientists. psychologists , and hu:u&4nists . Such 
differences are evident in the coaposition of the evolution of specific 
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sex-determining chromosomes. Shav (cited in· Yussen .& Santrock, 1978) diagramed 
the differences and poi nted out that every person inherits 23 chromo-
some pairs. Twenty-two o£ these pait:s are nonsexual chromosomes;. the 
twenty-t:hird pair ·determines the person's sex. This last pair, the 
s·o-called sex ~hromosome consists of an .X and .a Y chromosome. The female 
bas two large X chromosomes, that is, genetic constitution x:x. The male 
has only one X chromosome and one male-determining y chromosome which is 
much smaller than the X, t:hat is, the male has genetic constitution ·xv. 
When searching medical literature , particularly the John Hopkins Hospi-
tal case records covering the peri od from 1930 to 196l, Washburn 
. . . . t 
Medearis. an d Childs 0965) found s.ex differences · Ul $useeptibility to 
infections • One might expect greater resistenc:e to infe t • d. 
. . c 1ous l.seases 
in fe'litale.S while male·s are more susc-eptible. Biologi cal.· s·ex dt'·ff .... 
.. rences 
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lead to func.tional sex differences and may result in sex. difference-s in 
behavior. 
Recently~ Money and the H~unpsons (Money, 1961; Hampson, & Hampson. 
1961; Hamp.son, 1955) made extensive studies regarding gender role. On 
the basis of clinical ob.servat.ions and psychological evaluations of 
pseudohermaphrod:itic patients, these authors hypothesized that the gender 
role is entirely the result of a learning process which is independent 
of gonadal, chromosomal, o:r horl'l10nal sex.. To say it diffet"ently, gender 
role is created by environmental .conditions du:ring ea:rly childhood. 
Their methods of study consisted of SpOntaneous topics of discussion, 
reports on erotic practices, replies to directand ind-irect inquiry, play 
preferen(:es. ~nd recrea·tional interests. demeanor and deportment. inter-
views, and projective tests (Hamp-son, 1955; Money & Ramps·on.. 1955). 
C..omprehensive clinical impression was used as the basiS for determining 
whether responses were either feminine or masculine. Mos.t of the patients 
in these studies conformed to their assigned sex role, tha.t is, a person 
with male h~rmones who had been raised as a girl would frequently engage 
in activities t.hat were connon to girls, want to dress like a girt, and 
marry a man. In another stu,dy, Hampson and Hampson (196.1) found that: 
some children who were reared in a sex contradicting their predominarit 
external genital appearance established a gender role entirely in 
agreement with assi~ed sex. In short, based on thl!ir studie·s. Money and 
the Hampsons· believed that the human being is neutral at birth, psycho-
Such a c~ncept lias been criticized. Diamond (1965) investigated 
experimental as well as clinical cases d·ealing wit:h anatomic, genetic, 
endocrine, and behavioral factors and concluded that humans are predis-
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posed at birth to a female or male getlder orientation. According to 
Diamond, sexual behavior and. the gender of .an individual are not. neutral 
at birth. He, however. added immediately that sexual predisposition is 
only a potentiality setting limits to a pattern upon which ontogenetic 
experiences exercise great impacts. Environment. society and culture 
formulate and establish some gender role to which an individual tends to 
adjust and confo:nn bb/her flexible sexual disposition. 
ln agreement with Diamond. Beach 0965) contended that sex differ-
ences are conveivabl.e at least in the functional characteristics of the 
fema-le and male brain. Such differences are evident at birth and exert 
influence upon the acquisiton of &ocial behaviot,' tendencies, including 
the gender role. 
One of Freud's (1949) basic assumptions -was that human behavior is 
relat:ed to sexual or reproductive processes. Though female and male may 
equally develop themselves through the five stages. namely the oral stage 
(from birth to one year of age), anal stage (from two to three), phallic 
stage (from four to six)., latency stage (from. seYen to twelve), and 
genital stage (from thirteen to nineteen)~ their sex differences are 
clearly distinguishable beginningwith stage three, the phallic stage. 
It is during this. per.iod,1 Freud (1962) thought, that girls and boys 
become strongly aware of their sexual d-ifferences. Even their psycholo-
gical complexes are different:: Oedipus comp-lex in boys and Electra 
cotnp lex in girls. 
In line w.ith Freud's thoughts, Erikson (1968) divided human develop-
ment in eight stages. Each stage involved conflicts that the person 
may resolve- with one of two emotional outcomes which are either positive 
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and healthy or pessimistic and unhealthy. These stages with their 
conflicts may l>e summarized as follows·. or .. l s so v s t · b · ~ en ~r . age! as1c 
trust vs. mistrust; mascular-anal at.age: au-tonomy vs shame, doubt; loco'"" 
motor-genital stage: initiative vs. guilt; latency stage: industry vs. 
inferiority; puberty and adolescent stage: identity vs. role confu-
sion; young adulthood sta-ge: intimacy vs. isolation; adulthood stage: 
generativity vs. stagnation; and finally, maturity stage: ego 
identity vs. despair. In analysing_ these developmental stages, Erikson 
claimed that sexually psychological differences take rQot from anatomi-
cal differences between females and males. In mst of cases. females 
show . themselves more passive and inclusive- while males moTe 
ag;gress.ive and intrusive. To support his arguments, Erikson obs·erved 
children in play and noticed that. girl-s tended to construct low buildings 
with fences around them while boys built tall edifices without fences 
(Erikson, cited in Maccoby~ 1966; Yussen & Santrock. 1978l. 
It has been said that sex differences can be real and unreal a·a well. 
The problem raised is tha·t of how to detach the real from the unreal, or 
fact from myth. Maccoby (1966), and Maccoby and .Jacklin (1974) examined 
thousands of research articles, which compared the performance o-f females 
and males to detertnine whether differences do elCist. Their findings can 
be grouped in three categories and smmnarized as follows: 
Unreal or mythical differences between sexes: 
Girls are more suggestible than boys are. 
Girls. are more auditory. boys more vi s1.1a 1. 
Girls are more influenced by heredity. boys by -environment. 
Girls are more social .than boys are. 
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verbal and fantasy aggression. 
The United Church of Christ, in a book published in 1977, distin-
guished the traditional from the new theory of sex roles and stated 
that, according to Bem•s study, there was considerable evidence that 
traditional sex typing is unhealthy. For example, the traditional 
theory said that if persons are high on masculinity, then they mus.t be 
low on femininity and on anxiety; .Bem (1975) found that high masculinity, 
may also correlate with hi$h anxiety in adult life and low-acceptanc:e. 
Based on the findings of Money, Bem, Maccoby and Jacklin research, P.leck 
(1976} con~lu:ded that the new and the old psychology of s-ex roles agree. 
that men and women differ on certain psychology traits; the new 
psychology, however, found these differences smaller, less biologically 
based, and less socially different from the ol.d understanding. 
In ~umma.ry, though sex differences are frequently biased, many of 
these differences can be seen as real, including biological 1 physical, 
psychological~ and intellectual differences. How these differences 
affe~t creative thinking in male and female Vie.tnamese, Filipino. and 
Anglo-American college undergraduate students is one purpose of this 
study. 
Sex and Creative Thinking 
If creativity is defined as the individual"' s ability to •'break set" 
or restructure a given problem, especially a perceptual one, there is a 
t-endency for males. including boys and men to be superior (Maccoby, 
1966). "Breaking set" is understood as tasks used to measure analytic 
ability. This term is employed to refer to the ability to respond to a 
stimulus sitllation <withc)Ut being drastically influenced by the background 
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or th.e fidd i-n which it is p~esented. Thus conceived, this analytic 
ability is identical to Witkin'-s "fiel:d independence ... The results of 
tests such as the Rod and Frame Iest .and the Embedded Fisures test show 
girls score substantially and consistently lower· than boys· {Witkin, 
Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962). 
If creativity is understood aa divergent thinking, as apart fro• 
convergent thinking (Guilford, 19S6), the findings appear also to favor 
boys. Whe~ asked to think of way-s for improving .toys to make thea more 
interesting, by the thil::d grade, boys are superioi to girls. On the 
c:ontrary, according to Treambly (1964), and Klausmeier and Wiersma (1964), 
girls and women receive bet.ter scores on a battery of divergen.t t:asks 
which are used to meas.ure the variety of ideas produced to solve proble•s 
pre-sented orally to all test-takers. 
With regard to achievement, Maccoby (1966) -pointed out that girls 
receive better gra<Jes than boys throughout the schoo.l years. But after 
graduation from school, women achieve substantially less than men in most 
aspects of intellectual activity such as scientific achievement, number 
of articles and books published, and artistic productivity . A folloW-up 
study .of gifted children d·emons·trated that ·while gifted girls did not 
tend to realize their potential in the-ir creative output and occ.upa-
tions, gifted boys notoriously did. It should be noted that t:he·se 
differences between males and females might be due to the patriar:chial 
culture and the sexism of American culture -as well as of V.ietnan~ese 
and Filipino cultures- in general. With women's liberationJ tnings are 
cha.ng;ing rapidly (Callagher1 1975). 
Helson (1916) studied creativity in 44 women mathematicians who had 
obtain~d the Ph .D. in mathematics bet;ween 1950 and 1960. .Her elaborate 
research allowed her to cone lude that the traits mc>s.t characteristic of 
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creat;.ive vomen would seem to be these: (a) flexibility both in Jllathema-
tical work and in general attitude~; (b) rebellious independence, 
narcis'Si'Sm, introversion, and a t:ejec·tion o·f outside influence; 
(c) strong sY:mboiic interests and a marked ability to find self-
expression and self--gratification in direc.ted ·research .activity. 
Though many of these traits might be ascribed to a creative person, 
regardless of sex, they appeared more clearly in creative women mathema-
ticians t~Cin they did in creative men mathe'll!oiiticians (Helson & 
Crutchfield, 1970). In c.reative men mathematicians~ conventional 
attitude. and behavior we;re essential while in creative wo~n matbema-
ticians the · most obvious traits were their. flexibility and their marked 
ability to. -find self~expression. These women also attained to a COl\Sid-
erable degree, a simplification and int.egratiort of life. 
Commenting on Kelson's findings, Rothenberg and Hausman (1976) 
contended that .many traits are common to both creative women and creative 
men. There a-rei. howe-ver, some difference-s; while creative men "Were 
cons·idered as having high scores on mea.sures of feminine interest and 
orientation, Helson's creative women subjects were not characterized by 
nigh scores on measures of masculine interest and orientation. 
In suJIB08ry, it is difficult to determine the· degree. of difference 
in creat.i.vity between males and females. According to some -researchers 
cited, however, girls have been found to be inferior to boys in some 
creative aspects but also superior in .some others. They are lower than 
boys in "field independel'lce.," in their ability to break set or restrtJc-
ture a given problem, in improving toys, in a variety of intellectual 
activities in adulthood, in realizing their creative output and in 
their occupations. On the contrary, .girls are super tor to· ·boys in 
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performi~g divergent tasks, and in getting better grades throughout the 
school years. Creative women mathe~ticians sholled more simplificatio'!l 
and integration in life than ~reative men mathematicians did. This 
study proposes to find out. if any dif.£erences in creative thinking exist 
m male and female Vietnamese, Filipino. and Anglo-Ame:rican college under..; 
graduate students. 
IV. Measurement of Creativity 
The measurement of creativity or creative thinking abilities is 
still in a very primitive stage of development. ·Moreover 1 creativity is 
a nebulous concept which leads to d·ifficulty it\ determining ·whether or 
not a person is creative. 
Most of the standardized creativity tests have incorporated the 
notions of creativity C)u~l~ned by Guilford, that is .- they assess student 
divergent thinking products (~allahat1, 1978). These products include 
th:e completion of tasks such as Alternate Uses., Plot Titles, Consequences, 
and the Utility Tests developed by Chri'stens.en, Guilford, and Wilson 
(1958). As previously noted, beeause of· its primitive stage of develop-
ment, the JDeasure of creativity may have many critical points. For 
example, when Vernon 0978) reviewed the Schaefer's Creativity Attitude 
Survey (CAS), he stated that though this survey may be useful for evalua.t-
ing the effectiveness of school programs devised to enhance· creativity 
in groups of children, the survey has weak repeat reliability and no 
research has been reported on the effects of the tester ,. school climate, 
or children's interpretation of what the tester wants on scores. Ya~­
tnoto (1978), after carefully l"eviewing the reliability an<f the validity 
of the survey, concluded that "the CAS remains highly preliminary in 
nature and re.q_ui.res much mote refinement, both conceptually and 
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empiriC:all)''' (p. 363). Another exa~le is the critique of French (1978). 
After reviewing the Creativity Tests for Children, develo.ped by Guilford, 
Gardne-r, Merrifield, Hershon, Wilson, and Christenson, this author' 
concluded that creativity is not easy to validate intelligibly because 
there exists no clear definition of ~at i.s meant by creativity. 
According to French, creatiyity varies not only with regard to contents, 
figural, verbal, or semantic, for which creativity is in que,stion, but 
also varies with respect to the opera tiona, evaluation, cognition, or 
divergent production and the products, classes, units, or relations. 
In lirie with French's though.t, Torrance U974b) saw difficulty in 
constructing adequate validity for his tests of creativity. Re conai-
dered this difficulty as natu-ral and understandable because, according 
to him, creativity is a . process and a person can behave creatively in 
many d.if.ferent ways. With this uprocessn approach,. a person can think 
in terms of abilities needed for the successful operation of the 
process in different situations, or .for the production of various kinds 
of products .• or of the· qualities of the p.roducts resulting from the 
process. ·Torrance-'s concept of the validity of tests of· creativity will 
be fully depicted in the next chapter. 
Taylor (1958) found· that school grades, in -general, have .been shown 
to have lo.w validity in predicting creative performance. Based on his 
research, he concluded. that the.re is a low or negative correlation of 
academic grades with on-the-job performance, at least on research work. 
Taylor .(1958) reported that at the 1957 University of U.tah Research 
Conference on the tdentif-l.cation of Ct>eative Scientific Talent. the 
Word Association Test, scored for remote association, yielded conflicting 
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results, including z~ro validities and instances :where a common-associa-
tion score predicted bett:er than did a more~remote-association score .. 
In ~eneral, Taylor (1962) was not successful in his attempt at finding a 
clear validity .for tests of creativity. Because of its nebulous 
nature, creativity is not easy to be measured and its measurement is 
open to much criticism. To illustrate, some measurements of creativity 
are summariz.ed in the following pages: 
The Torrance Test-s of Creative· Thinking (TTCT). According to Baird 
(1972), these tests are designed to measU,re four aspects of creative 
thinking which are Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboration. 
Two scores for each aspect are provided, verbal and figural. Test-
retest reliabilities rang.e from .30 to .93 over one to t:we-1!oleek periods, 
and from .35 to . 73 .over three-year periods (Buras, 1972). More than. 
50 studies suggested that the tests measure behaviors consistent with 
the literature on creative behavior {Torrance, 1974b). 'l1lis test ha.s 
been used most freq:uent:ly in studies of creativity, and has been chosen 
for use in this study because of its reliability and validity, and also 
because of its easiness in. administration. The characteristics of the 
test itself will be more fully described in the following chapter. 
Guilford's Divergent Production Test.s. including. Utility Test, 
Consequences, and Expressional Fluency. According to Richards (1976), 
t:hese tests were developed to measure abilities central to the creative 
process, that is, Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboration. 
'!'he tests 11ha~e been administered to a variety of samples" (Richards, 
1976, p. 153). '11le~e tests relate to Guilford's .multifactorial 
Structure-of-Intellect Model. Twenty- four di!J.tinct divergent production 
abilities are hypothesi~ed; fif~een of these have been identified in .at 
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least two .samples and hav~· been shown to be independent o.f other 
stnu::ture-Q·f,...intellee.t abilities and of each o:ther. lHchards s .tated 
that the Guilford ·tests are not too reliabl.e if compared with the 
Wallach-Kogan creativity tests and more data needs to be provided 
regatd:Lng the validity of these tes.u. According to Taylor and Holland 
0962), however, Guilford 1 s most relevant· study was a factor analysis of 
a large battery of creativity tests (Guilford, Wilson., & Christensen, 
1952). Such an analy~Jis fo"t"Dled a necessary basis for his statement that 
some components of cognition, memory, evaluation, convergent production, 
and especially clivergen·t product;ion are involved in creativity work. To 
what extend these COJDPonents at"e validated in creativity tests has not 
been shown. 
Burgart Symbol Test of Originalitz. Burgart 0976) developed this 
visual-written test to measure originality as a component of general 
creativity. 'Ibis test was seen as a si'fDI)le one and vas easily admin-
is:tered. lts scores were used for ranking individuals in a given group. 
The test :r-eliability and validity were similar to that found in teats 
developed by Taylor, Tort;ance, or Welsch (Johnson, 1976). 
Drar.ling Completion Tas1t. Davidson and Greenberg {1976) developed a 
test to. measure creativity and divergent production in figural 11'taterials 
in children from eight :years of age to adults. The test consists of 
eigh.t simple incomplete, ambiguous line drawings and instructs the test-
taker to complete thern in: any way he/ she wishes. Regarding the test 
r~liability and validity, using a sample of 40 children, the percentage 
of agreement between scorers for four of the incomplete drawings, ranged 
from . 68 to . 90 for the seven dimen!dons (Johnson, .1.976). 
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Scale for Rating Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students .. 
(SRBCSS) . This rating scale was constructed by joint author.s, Renzulli 
and Hart~n {1976) to measure learning, motivation~ leadership, and 
creativity in children from elementary to high school age . There are 
thirty-seven items in the rating scale ~ E~ch item was rated from 
H 11if you have seldom or never obser:ved ~his eharacteristicn) to 4 ("if 
you have observed this charac·te.ristic al1110st all the ~"). Below is. 
an example regarding the creativity cbaracteristic: 
Displays a great deal of curiosity about :many things; is constantlY 
asking questions about anything and everything (Johnson, 1976, vol. 1, 
p. 373). 
'nte reliability of this test ranged ft"om . 67 to . 91. The scales 
also significantly discriminated betWeen known groups of gifted and 
avet"age students (JohnQon, 1976) . 
Draw-A-Scene Test. This creative test. was constructed by Lowenfeld 
(1971) for the children ft"om the age two to' seventeen to measure grawth, 
including intellectual, emotional, ·social, physical, aesthetic, and crea-
tive growth •· Lowenfeld provided a framework that can be used to evaluate 
the spontaneous drawing of students to obtain measures of growth in the 
areas mentioned above. However.~ no data have been pr.ovided ·regarding the 
reliability and validity of this test. 
In summary, creativity tests are still in a pt:imitive stage of 
dev.elopme11t. 'Many forms of creative tests have been developed such as 
rating sca.les, verbal e~ressions~ and non-verbal or .figural tests; but 
in most in~tances the relial:dli.ty and validity of these fonns are not 
satisfac.torily substantiated. Though the measurement of creativity needs 
tll()re refinetnetlt, tests with adequate reliability and validity have been 
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de-veloped for use in research studies such as this. 
V. SulJIIDitry and Cc>nclusions from Reviewed l.i.t.erature 
This r .eview of r~lated literature has included the concept: of 
creativity, the influence of culture on creative thinking• the relation-
ship between sexes and C'reative thinking~ and measurement of creativity. 
Jl'rom these studies reviewed, the investigator concluded that there is 
sufficient evidence to supp.9rt tile hypothesis .that. different: cultures. 
foster different degrees of ct:eat:ivity. and that the sexes will also 
show different degrees of creativity~ 
This review of related literature bas also shown that nothing has 
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been done .in the field of creativity which is comparable .to this reseal:'cb 
in which a comparison o.f creativity betveen the male and female Vietna-
mese, Filipino, and Anglo-American college undergraduate students will 
be made. 1\lerefore, t:he investigator has concluded that such a .study is 
valid. The research design and the .procedures which were used in this 
study will be presented in chapter III. 
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Chapter III 
Description of the Design and Procedure of the Study 
The purpose of this study was: to it1v~.stigate and c:ompue the d•&l'f!• 
of creative thinking of Vietnamese, Fi.lipino .• and Angto-~ric:an coll~af! 
undergraduate students .as measured by the Torrance teats of 'thinking 
Cr:eativelz with Pictures (TCWP}. form/\, apd Thinking Creatively vith 
Words (TcwW), fortllA; to examine the differeo~e, if any. ~f c:reativ~ 
thinking scores between males and females in the three groups. .of ltudenu 
tested; and to detet'1Iline the difference, if a-oy, of the TCWP scores and 
the TCW scores among the Vietna~se, Filipif\o; •nd Anglo-AaMrican 
college undergraduate students tested •. 
In tbis chapter, a d'escription of the design and the procedure uud 
in the developtnent and iJDPlementation of th.is inves.tigation are presented 
in detail. Five main .he.t~,dings are discussed: (a) population and U111Ple 
of the stUdy, (}J) ~election and administration of the instrumenu. (c) 
descr iption of the instruments, (d) research methodology ,. <eJ •tatisticd 
procedure, . and a summary. 
I. Population a.rtd Sample of the StudY, 
The paren-t population of this study consisted of all presently 
d
. • .1. . nd Anglo-American co.Uege undergr,aduate 
at.ten 1.ng V1etname$e~ F1. 11n:no 1 a . · 
The target population c:onsist~d 
students throughou-t the United States· 
and 
A-glo. -American college undergr~dua~~ 
of aU Vi etnamese. Filipino, .ru• 
at
, t·b· e u.niversity of the Pacific: and San 
students presE!ntl y attending . 
l.
·.n Stockton, Califor~ia, a& well u 
Joaquin Delta Community College 
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Modesto. CoJI'lDlUnity College. Modestot California. 
In this study, Vietnamese college undergraduate students were defined 
as those who were actively involved and cun:ently enrolled in a :Bachelor's 
degree program in a university or college in the United States, who were 
born in Vietnam; now living in the United States, and were still speaking 
their roother languaga at home. Filipino college undergraduate students 
were those who were actively involved and curcently enrolled in a 
Bachelor's degree program in a university or college in the United States, 
who .were .born in the Philippines; now living in the United States, and 
were still speaking their mother language at home. Anglo-American 
college undergraduate students were those who were actively and currently 
enro lied in a ~ache lor's degree program in a university or college in 
the United s·cates, and who were white. or non-Spanish descent., and born 
in the United States. In addition, English was their mother language • 
and was spoken in the home. 
The University of the Pacific is an accredited four year ins·titution 
located in Stockton, California. The total enrollment in the Spring 
Semester of 1980 for t!ndergraduate. study was 3,512 students. Among 
these, 23 t.~ere Vietnamese, and 19 were Filipino. The San .Joaquin Delta 
Community College~ also located in Stockton, California, is a two year 
community funded institution. The total enrollment in the Spring Semes-
ter of 1980 was 16,796 students. Among these. 214 were Vietnamese, an4 
283 were Filipino. The Modesto Community College, located in Modesto, 
California, is also a community funded two year institution.. :The total 
enrollment in the Spring Seme.ster of 1980 was 14,590 students. Among 
these, 197 were Vietnamese. and· 32 were Filipino . 
Students selected f()r this .study were not ranked .:nto 
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groups 'by either age or level of years .1n .the undergraduate program. In 
each group~ in order to obtain fifteen male .and fifteen female students 
who agreed to take the Torrance Tests of Cre.ative Thinking (TTCTl, .the 
.following procedures were undertaken: 
Selection and randomization of the Vietnamese and the Filipino group. 
The researcher asked the Deans of Students in all the three institutions 
to allow him to investigate the bilingual files to determin·e the number 
of male and female students in the Vietnamese and Filipino files. He 
then arranged the names of these students in each group in two list·s in 
alphabetical o.rder, one for male, one for female. Each student in each 
group was also assigned a number ranging from one to the lut number of 
the last student in each gt;oup. In order to obtain fifteen males and 
fifteen females in each group. the researcher randomly selected twenty-
five males and twenty-five females by use of a. table of random number.s .. 
The selection of ten ex.tra students in each sub-group was instituted· 
because of the inevitable attrition involved in a sking people to volun-
teer for a study. After making random selection~ each student was asked 
whether he/she was born in his/her fatherland, still speaking his/her 
mother language in the home~ and willing to take the tests. 
Se leetion arid randomization of the Anglo-American group. Because of 
the large number of Anglo-American students in each institution, the 
s e lection and r .andomization procedures were· different from those performed 
with the Vietnamese and Filipino groups. First, the researcher asked 
the cotnputer office of each institution to provide a list· of all male and 
female students. Each male and female of each institu'tion wa s then 
ass i gned a number ranging from orie to the last number for the last male 
or female. Using a table of random numbers, he selected fifteen males and · 
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fifteen females in each institutio.n. In the next step, he ar.ranged the 
names of the 45 male and· 45 female students pt"eviously selected from the 
thre~ institutions into two lists in alphabe-tical order, one for male 
and one for female. Each student in each group was also assigned a 
number ranging fro1!l on.e to forty-five. In order to obtain fifteen males 
and fifteen fe•les without distinction in these three institutions, he 
randomly selected twenty-·five males and twenty-five. 'females by use of 
the table of random numbers. The ten extra studen.ts in eacb sub-group 
were selected for the reasons c i.ted above. Before telephoni~g to each 
student iri each ethnic group, the investiga.tor sent to hi111/her a 
reques--t letter as reprinted in appendix A. Table 3 iUus·trate$ the 
dist:r .ib1.1tion of students in each institution ultimately involved in the 
study . 
Table .3 
Distribution of Studen.ts in :Each ln·stitu_tion 
Ultimateiy Involved .in the Study 
Vietnamese Filipino Anglo-American 
S~x U* D* M*· u D M u 1> M Total 
M 2 9 4 0 13 2 6 6 3 45 
F 1 7 7 2 11 2 4 5 6 45 
Total 3 16 11 2. 24 4 10 11 9 90 
*** U~D, and M stand for the University of the Pac-ific, San .Joaquin Delta 
•col lese, and ·MOdesto Communi ty College respectively. 
II. Selecti(jn and Ad minis trgtion of the Ins tru.men ts 
Th~ mai11 premise o-f this study was that .there were culturally related 
differen~es ~n creativity< among Anglo-American. Vietnamese. and Filipino 
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college undergraduate students. The study involved the c<;>mparison of the 
creativity of male and female Vietname-se, Filipino, and Anglo-American 
college undergraduate student~. as measured by the "TTCT. A discussion 
concerning .the selection and administration of these te$ts included in 
this study· is listed below: 
These tests were designed by E. Paul Torrance in 1966 and were a 
revision of his 1963 edition of the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking . 
There ar-e two different .ty.pes., one is figural, n.inking Creatively whh 
Pictures ('l'CWP), another is verbal, Thinking Creatively with Words 
freww>. In each type, there are two ver·aions, Figural Form A, Figural 
Form :8, and Verbal Form A, Verbal Form B. The Figural Form A and the 
Verbal Fom A version of the test·s were used in this s .tudy. Instructions 
for the adml.nistration of the two types of tests were no·t the same. The 
figural and the verbal :form mus.t be administered separately. 
All Torrance tests use write-in booklets that can be scored only by 
hand. Raw scores and T-scores are entered on scorirtg lilorksheets . 
Torrance (1972, 1974a) s·tated that his creativity tests can be used from 
kindergarten through gradua.te schooL He also related that these tests 
were used by the Runners (1965) in testing minority group members. 
Torrance U974b) also described how he had supplied his. tests to. students 
with diffet<ent cultura.l backgrounds. 
The Vietnamese and Filipino college undergraduate students were 
administered the test of TCWP and of TCWW in English and in their native 
language,. that is in Vietnamese or Tagalog. The Vietnamese students have 
Vietnamese as their native l.Emguage while the Filipino may have English 
as their- native language. A~cording to Catapus-an (1940), the Philippine 
Cons-titutional Convention of 1.9·35 decided to adopt English as the Islands' 
.. 
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national langUage and English has been .used as a medium of expression in 
the Islands' public schools. In any case~ if a student needed a transla-
tion of the test to his/her own language, this translation was provided. 
The researcher translated the TCWP and the TCWW into Vietnamese. A 
Filipin-o translated thea~ two tests .into Tagalog. These two translations 
were back-translated into -English by a different Vietnam~se and a 
d·ifferent Fiiipino who know English well but did not know the original of 
these tWo tests, These back-trans·latio.ns Wet'e then submitted tO three 
American professors who served as judges. When at least two of them 
agreed on the correctness of the meaning of the back-translations, they 
were acce_pted .. The Anglo-Amer-ican college und:ergraduate students of 
this study were administered the test of TCWP and TCW only in English~ 
An .~glo- and a Filipino-American were trained in administet'ing' the 
TCWP and the. TC:W. The researcher a<lministered the tests to the Vietna-
mese students. If a testee answer~d any test(s) or a part of. these tests 
in his/her na.tive language~ his/her tester would translate that answ(:!r 
inter English. The translation would then be submitted to three Filipino 
or three Vi~tnainese who served -as judges and understood English well. 
When at least two judge-s of each group (Filipino or Vietnamese} agreed on 
the t.ransla~ion(s), it was then considered acceptable. The tests were 
administered between March 27 and April 11, 1980, at S~n Joaquin Delta 
College for all the three grou-ps. Each student was tested with both 
instruments, the ·TCW'P and the TCW at the same time. All students took 
the TCWP first and the TCWW' second, with a break of 15 minutes betwee.n 
the two· tests. 
Regarding the proble1!1 of scoring the Torrance tests of creativity, 
based on the results of his own experiments, Tor-rance (l974a) cleat'l)' 
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stated that "it: was not ne~essary to have special trainif18 in scoring 
these tests to assure 'l!'eliable results" (p. 10). He added immedia.tely, 
however, that "what does appear to be necessary is that the sco.rer read 
and follow the guide as a basis for judgment'; (p . . 10). Keeping the above 
instructions inmind, the researcher, a Vietnamese 1 diligently studied 
t}le two scoring· guides, one for Verbal Test Booklet A, and one for Figural 
Test Booklet A, He faithfully followed these guides and he scored· the 
tests himr;;elf , To test the reliability of hi_s scoring, he scored six 
verbal tests and six fig'l2ral tests. One -week and two weeks later, he 
re-scored the.se same· tests. The correlat1ons. between the three times of 
scoring were shown in Table 4. He also asked an Anglo-American eletnentary 
teacher. a .37 year old married wt;;man, to study carefully _the scoring 
guides of the two forms, Verbal Tes.ts Booklet A, and Figural Test Booklet 
!_, that is the same scoring guides he had studied himself. After seeing 
herself as mastering the scoring method and te,chniques, she scored the 
same six verbal tests and six figural tes_ts as he did before. Inter-
rater reliability and cross-cultural validity betwe-en the ~wo scorers were 
shown in Table 5. The T-scores were used in the data analyses. 
III. Description of the Instruments 
The Torrance's test of TCWP and that of TCW were used as measures of 
creative thinking in this study. Tbe TCWP consists of three activi-
ties. In ~ctivity one, the testee is instruc.ted to draw whatever he/she 
wants to, with the proviso that a curved shape provided in the text 
booklet be used a$ a part of the c<;,.nplete picture. The student was told 
nto think of a picture that no one else will think o~f11 (p. 2·). When he/ 
she had completed the picture, he/she was. told to provide a name or a 
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Table. 4 
The Correlation between the Three Times 
of Scoring, .Given o~.e :Week 0 Wk) and 'l'wo Week~ (2 Wka) Apart 
Verbal Figural 
Fluency Flexibility Or~ginality F1uetl-CY Flexibility ·. Originality I Elaboradon 
l "'k I ·2 ~ks 1 wk 2 wks 1 wk i ~ks 1 wk 2 wks 1 wk 2 wks 1 wk 2wks 1 wk 2· wke 
.9.8 I .96 .97 .98 .95 .91 .98 .98 .98 .95 .92 .90 .94 .92 
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Verbal 
Fluency Flexibility 
.98 .96 
Table 5 
Inter-rater Reliability and Cross-cultural 
Validity between the Two Scorers 
Figural 
Originality Fluency Flexibility Originality 
.92 .98 . 95 .90 
Elaboration 
.92 
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title for it. This activity yielded scores on Originality and Elll-bora·-
tion. In activity two, the student was· supplied with ten incomplet-e 
figures, then aske:d to add .lin:es to .thetn to sketch 11Some interesting 
objects or .pictures" (p. 4). This activity and the next activity 
yielded scot-es on Fluency. Flexibilhyj Originality, and Eiaboration. 
In activity three, 30 pairs of lines were arranged in ten rows, three 
pairs to each row. The test:ee was asked to draw as marty objects or 
pictures including 30 pairs of Hnes ·within a ten-minute time span 
as he could. 
The 'TCWW c.onsists of se"Ven activities which are (a) Asking (the 
testee looks at the test picture, then .. ask all of the que~tions you 
would need to ask to know for sure 'What is happening."); (b) Gueuing 
Cau&es ("'List ·as many possible causes as. you can of the action" sho.wn 
in the picture); (c) Guessing Consequences ("List: as many possibilities 
as you can of what might: happen as a result of what is taking place•• in 
the test picture); (d) Product I111provement (changing a toy to be more 
interesting); (e) Unusualllses (with cardboard boxes.); (f) Unusual 
Questions ("You are to think of as many questions as you can about 
cardboarc;l b:oxes."); and finally; (g) Just Suppose ("Just suppose clouds 
had strings attached to them which hang. down. to earth, what would 
happen?n). What is most e111phasized in the TCWW is that, in any ac.tivity, 
the testee is urged to write whatever he/she ·considers 
vitally unt,lsual, original, or unique_ '11le TCWW yield scores on Fluency.t, 
Flexibility) and Originality. 
A review of s.tuciies of the reliability and validity of Torranee•s 
tests on creativity indicates that the consistency of scoring and agree-
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ment between scorers on these testa is quite. high (Callanan, 1978). 
Regarding the TCWP and the TCWW, Wallach (1~)70) •. in his review. stated 
that the parts of the tests likely to evaluate creativity apart from 
intelligence are ideational fluency and fluency~related fonns of origi ... 
nality. Torrance 0974b) pointed out that mean reliability coefficients 
for the figural tests range from .88 for originality to .96 for fluency. 
Mean reliability for the verbal tests range from .94 for originality to 
.99 for fluency. He also related that So1XU1lers (1961) tested and reteste<l 
two different s4ntples of college students with an elapsed time between 
testings of ten weeks·. Sommers reported reliabilities of . 97 and .80 
for his: .two samples. 
Regarding the validity of these tests~ Torrance S"tated thAt since a 
person can. behave creatively in an almost infinite number of ways, it is 
impossible to provide all researchers and potential users of tests of 
creative thinking satisfactory evidence of validity. "The concept of an 
o-verall validity coefficient for tests of erea.tive thinking ability is 
grossly inappropriate" 0974b, p. 21). He considered creativity u a 
process. With this approach, one can think in teTUls of the kinds o·f 
abilities necessary for the successful operation of the proce·ss in 
various ·situations, or for .the production of various kinds of. product.s:t 
or of the qualities of the products .resulting from the process.. One can 
also think of the kinds of personality characteris·ticsJ group dynamic 
variables, and other. enviro11mental characteristics that facilitate or 
impede the kind$ of functioning done in the process. This is the 
general approach used by Torrance in developing and validating tests of 
creating thinking. Regarding concurrent va.lidi.ty. for example, Bowers 
(19'66) inve$tigated the degt'e·e to which the abilities measured by 
l ' 
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intelligence tests and tests of creative thinking contribute to school 
achievement. His. subjects were 135 male and· 143 female ninth graders. 
The battery of Torrance Test$ of Creative 'lbinking administered inc;:luded 
the Ask-and-Guess Te5~, Incomplete Figures, Quick Associations. Make-Up 
Problems, Product ImpJ:ovement,. and Unusual Uses. Intelligence was. 
measured ·by the Otis Quick-Scoring Te§t: of Mental Ability. 11\e achieve-
ment criteria used were the teacher grades and the score·s on the Iowa 
. . -·-
Test of Educational Developmen.t. Bowers reduced the number of cre-ativity 
scores, through factor analysis, to ten and then computed both zero 
order correlations and multiple correlations of intelligence scores and 
the te.n creative thit1king sc~res separately for fel!iales, males and the 
total sample. Torranc·e (1974bt p. 42) organized the results of the 
B.owers' study in a table and it was reproduc~d in Ta.ble 6. In this table. 
it was noted that the more sophisticated measure developed by Bowers 
yielded better prediction thart raw scores. MQreover, Bowers did ~ot 
include measures· of elaboration which are considered rather achievement 
rela:ted; also some of the measures of originality had not been developed 
at the time .Bowers analyzed his data (Torrance, 1974b). 
When the manual of the TTCT was republished in 1974, five li>ng...,range 
prediction studies had been reported . Torrance (1974b, p. 45) sunmarized 
the results of these studies in a table and that table was reproduced in 
Table .7. The -fiTst long-range prediction study was in 1958 with 325 e.le.-
ment~ry education majors at the University of Minnesota as the subjects. 
Eight years later • follow-up data were obtained h'om 114 of the subjects 
still in elementary education (Torrance, Tan & Allman, 1970) . A compo-
site index of .creative teaching behavior was· devised and found to corre-
late . 62 with the originality score and .S7 with the total creativity 
J I 
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-Table 6 
Zero Order and Multiple Correlations of ::tnte.t tigence Tu.t Scores 
~nd 'ten . Creative Thin.king Sco}:'es fQr Males, :Females, , artd To'tal Sample 
. . 
Predictor 
Iowa Tes.ts of Educadonai Development Criterion.: 
Intelligence Test Score Alone 
Cr.ea tlve 1.'h inking Alo.ne 
In·tetligence Test Score and Creative Thinking 
Grad~ Point Average Criterion: 
InteUigenc.e Test Score . Atone 
Cre•t.ive Thinking -~Jone 
Intelligence Test Score. and Creative Thinking 
Male if 
N . .a '135 
•72 
.65 
.18 
.42 
. 52 
,54 
Females 
N • 143 
.81 
.77 
.86 
. 67 
.65 
._74 
Both Sexes 
N - ·21a 
----·· 
.71 
.72 
.82 
.57 
.62 
.66 
co. 
0\-
~~-- -~~-c~··•· - .. - I : :: ·:: · • ::· • ., . j .. . 21 • . - • · · ·_ ~ 
•.... .. ···· ·· 
Investigator and 
date 
Tort'ance, Tan. 
& Allman, 1970 
Torrance~ 1969 
Cropley, 1971, 
1972 
Witt, 1971 
Torrance, 197lb 
Summary of Long•range Predictive Validity Studies of the 
Sample 
Junior Elem. 
Ed. Majors 
12th Graders 
7th Graders 
2-4 Graders 
7-12 Graders 
Females 
Males 
Torrance 'l'ests of Creative Thinking 
Length 
Number Study 
114 8 yrs. 
46 7 yrs. 
111 5 yrs. 
16 ·6 yrs. 
236 12 yrs. 
117 12 yrs. 
119 12 yrs. 
Behavior Predicted 
Creative teaching 
Behavior 
Highest Creative Achievement 
Quantity of Creative Achieveme(kt 
Creativeness of Aspiration 
Creative Achievement Out of School 
Achievements in Creative Arts and Science 
r 
.62* 
.57* 
.50* 
.46* 
.51* 
.51* 
Quant. & Qual. of Creative Achievements .51* 
.46* 
.59* 
*Significant at better than the .01 level 
I» 
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score. Teacher trainees identified as highly original in their thinking 
during their 3'unior year appe·ared to be ........ r·e al' · 1 
· ....... l.Ve, more 1.nvo ved in 
their teaching, .and behaved 'lllOre creatively in the classroom than their 
less original counterparts. 
IV. Research Methodology 
This investigation represented an ~· £0St facto type of rese.arch. n 
was classified as~· post facto design because it vas not possible to 
manipulate the independent variable-s, namely, ethnicity and sex; students 
enrolled in the three inst.itutions as they did. not as the researcher 
manipulated. thetn. They came ·to the study w.ith the effects of their 
culture embodied in their o\111 characters as they were. There was.8 
however~ total randomization across the three schools participating in 
the study, as previously described. 
The researchl:!r started with the dependent variable, creative thinking. 
and among the many possible influential independent variables, he 
selected et:hnicity and sex of college undergraduate S-tudents as those 
which would be important to study. No effort was made to manipulate the 
independent variables, ethnicity and sex of college undergraduate student-a. 
The ~ 2ost facto character of this irtvestigation is, therefore, in evi-
dence. The randomization made the selection as representative as pos~i-
ble of these populations, w:ithin the constraints previously noted. It 
might also be pointed- out tba·t the colleges and university selected to 
participate in this study were not s·elected arndng volunteers. 
Even ·though the sampling procedures were not random. every effort was 
made to provide adequate controls for validity, internal and external as 
well. The results of tb.is study should be able to be generali:ted within 
the limitations .stated to the po_pulations of interest· 
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V. Statistical Procedure 
:The following null hypo.theses will be tested by statist:ical tests as 
described below. The level of significance for rejecting the null hypo-
·theses was set at .05. This level of significance equaled out possi-
bilities ot a Type I and Type II error. With such a level of significance, 
it was expec.ted that incorrect decisions could be ainimized in thi!J study. 
The Artalysis of Variance (ANOVA) w.as used to test the null hypotheses, 
due to the particular kind of data collected in this research. The· 
Torrance tests of cr-eativity used in this study were the TcWP and the 
'l'CW. These tests wer-e employed in measuring the variables of Fluency, 
Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboration. 
li1 : There are no differences a~ng the Anglo-American, Vietnamese, 
and Filipino college undergraduate students on (a) Fluency, (b) Fle1tibil• 
ity,, (c) Originality, and (d) Eiabo:r~tion as measured by the TCWP. 
H
2
: There are no differences among the Anglo-Anle rican, Vietnamese, 
and Filipino college · undergraduate students on (a) Fluency, (b) Flexibil-
ity, and (c) Originality as measured by the TCWW. 
H): There are no- differences between males and females across the 
three ethriic groups on (a) Fluency • (b) Flexibility, (c) Ot'iginality, and 
(.d) Elab.oration as measured by the TCWP. 
H
4
: There are no differertces between males and females across the 
three ethnic groups on (a) Fluency, (b) .Flexibility, and (c) Origin~lity 
as measured by the TCWW. 
H5: The TCWP and the TCWW scores do not correlate in the Vietnamese 
group on (a) F luency, (b) Flexibilit y, and (c) Ori ginality. 
H6: 'nle TCWP and the TCWW scores do not c()rrelate in the Filipino 
~ 
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group on {a)· Fluency. (b) Fle:dbility, and (e) Originality. 
H : 7 The ·TCWP ·and the TCWW scores do not correlate in the Anglo-
American group on (aJ Fluency; (b) Flexibility, and (c) Originality. 
Stati$tical techniques used to test the ~bove hypotheses are illus-. 
tra ted in Tab. ie 8 ~ 
Hypotheses 
Table 8 
Statistical Analyses . 
Analyses 
D.ependen t 
variable(s} 
TCWP scores 
TCW Scores 
Correlation TCWW sc·ores 
by Sub-
groups 
VI. Sunnarr. 
Iilde.pendent 
var.iab le (s) 
·Ethnicity 
Sex 
TCWP scores 
C~nt:rol 
variable(&) 
Etbnicity 
ln chapter III the design and procedure of the study have been 
.presented. The five main headings have been discussed : (a) population 
and sai'Dple of the study; (b) selection and administration of the ins·tru-
ments ;· (c) description of. the instruments; (d) research methodology; and 
(eJ statistical procedure. The level o-£ significance for a¢c.epting the 
hypotheses tested was established at .05. A listing of the 
hypotheses investigated in this $tudy was also included. 
Chapter IV offers the findings of the study from the applica.tion <>f 
the instruments· and procedure specified in chapter III. 
l 
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Chapter IV 
Findings <Yf the Study 
It was the purpose of this study to investigate the degree of cre_at~ve 
thinking of Vietnamese, Filipino, and Anglo-American colleg.~ undergraduate. 
students as meaGured by the Torra:nce tests of 'nlinking Creatively with 
Pictures (TC\oll)},. form A, and _Thinking C~eatively with Words (TCWW), form A; 
the degree of creative thinking between ma-les and females in the three 
groups of studen.ts tested i and the difference$, -if any, between the TC:WP 
scores and the ·Tc:WW scores of the Vietnamese. Filipino, and Anglo-American 
college undergraauate students tested. 
This chapt:er presents the fin(;lings of the investiga-tion in four 
sections: (a) those comparbons betlieen male and female Vietnamese, Fili-
pino, and Anglo...;.American college undergraduate _students on the figural sub• 
tests; (b) those comparisons between aaie and female Vie-tnamese, ·Filipino, -and 
Anglo-American college undergradu-ate stud:ents on the verbal_ ~ub-tests; (c) the 
correlation between the TCWP scores .and the TCWW scores for .each. of the eth'riic 
sub-groups-; and . (d) a summary. 
l. Results of the Figural Sub-tests 
Four results of the figural sub-tests or the TCWP will be present;ed in 
this section. They are creative abilities which relate to Fluency, Flexl.bil-
ity, Originality, and Elaboration. 
Figural Fluency .Results 
Two hypotheses wer-e stated in chapter J,II relating t .o the creative ability 
factor of- Fluency as measured by the TCWP. 11lese h.ypotheses were: 
Hla: There at"e· no differen_ces among the Ariglo-Ametican, Vietnamese, and 
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Filipino college und-ergraduate studen~s on Fluen-cy as measured by the TCWP. 
H
3
a: %ere are no differences between males and females ~cross the 
three ethnic groups on .Fluency as measured by the !CWP. 
An examination of Table 9 showed that hypotheses Rla and a38 we're· 
rejected. There was no interaction between these variables . The Tukey 
Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) showed _that the Filipino and 
Vietnamese differed in their responses with the Filipinos having higher 
Fluency scores than the Vietnamese. 'there were no differences between 
either the Vietnamese and the Anglo:-Americans or the Anglo:-Americans and 
the Filipinos. in their- FlueJ\CY responses.. The females across all groups 
shctWed higher scores than males . Thus it appeared- that differences 
existed in Fluency btit' only between two of the ethnic groups. There were 
differences betweert the sex~s- in their re~ponses to this sub-test also. 
Figural Flexibility Results 
'l'Wo hypotheses were state-d in chapter Ill relating to the creative 
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a-bil:ity factor of Flexibility as measur:ed by the. '1;CWP. These hypotheses -were: 
Hlb: There are no differences among the Anglo-~merican, Vietnamese. 
and Filipino co'Uege undergraduate students on Fie;Jd.bil.ity as measured by 
the 'l'CWP. 
a
3
b: There are no differences between males and females across the 
-three ethnic groups on Flexibility as measured by the TC'WP. 
Art excnnination of T.able 10. showed that hypothesis Hlb 11as rejected 
-
while hy-vothesis a
3
b was accepted . 'l'bere was no interaction betweel.l these 
-
variables.. The Tukey HSD showed that the Anglo-Amed.can~ and the FiH-
pinos differed in their re!Jponses on this sub-test with the Anglo-American-s 
haV'ing higher Flexibility scores than the Filipinos. There were no 
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Table 9 
ANOVA of Ethnic Groups. by Sex· liith the 
TCWP Fluency Sub-test 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares df Square F .. 
Ethnic $toup.s 2646.422 2 1323.21! . 7.379 
Sex 154.5.578 1 1545 .. 57.8 8.620 
Et't~11ic X Sex 11 .. 089 2 5.544 0 .031 
Within groups 15063 .. 733 84 179.300 
Total 19267.122 89 216.485 
l{e~ms 
Ethnic Groups 
Sex Vietnamelile Filipino Anglo-~erican 
Male 46.80 59.73 52A7 
Female 55 .33 68.73 ~59 .:so 
Total 5L07 64.23 56 .• 13 
Tuk~y HSD. 
Anglo-Ameri can Filip-ino 
Vietnamese 
* 
'1 1 
93 
Signif. 
of' F 
Q. OOl 
0 .004 
0.970 
Total 
53.00 
61.29 
Table 10 
ANOVA ()f Eth.nic Groups by Sex with th·e 
'l'CWP Flexibility Sub-Test 
Sum o.f ~ean 
•Source Squares· df S~uat'e F 
Ethnic groups 1950.200 2 975.100 4.940 
Sex 364.0U 1 364.0ll t.s:h 
Ethnic X Sex 19.356 2 9.678 0.049 
W.it~:i.n groups 16703.3.33 84 198.849 
Total 19036.900 89 213~898 
Means 
Ethnic Groups 
Sex Vietna~Mse Filipino Artglo-American 
Hale 4$.-93 45.53 57.67 
Female, 45. o() 42.60 52.47 
Total 46.97 s:s.·oT 
Tukey HSD 
Vietnam~se 
Filipino 
Vietnamese 
sigrdf . 
of F 
0.010 
0.180 
0.953 
Total 
50~71 
46.69 
9.t. 
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the Vietna.nese or the Viet-differences· between either the Filipinos and 
d An 1. "'--r1'cans 1'n their Flexibility responses • . namese an· .· g o-- . . . 
'I'hus it 
appe~red that ditferences 
two of the ethnic gr.oups. 
existed Ut Flexibility but only between 
'Ihere were no differences between th'e sexes Of\ 
this variable. 
Figural Originality Results 
l·n ch·a· pter III relating to the creative Two hypotheses were stated 
ability factor of Originality as tneasured by the TCWP. 'These hypotheses 
were: 
H .'l'h· e· re are no difference$ a_,ng the A,nglo-Americart, Vietnamese·, lc: 
and Filipino college undergraduate s-tudents on Odginality as measured 
by the TCWP. 
a3 : There are no differences between males and females across the · c 
three ethnic groups on Originality as measured by the TCWP. 
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An examination of Table 11 showed that hypothesis Hlc: was accepted 
while hypothesis HJC was rejected . There wa, no ini:e:nction between the·!J'e 
variables. Thus it appea:red that differences among these g~oups did not .exist 
in Qrigi~lity. There were diffet'ences~ · however, between the sexes in their 
responses to this sub-test. Male urtdergraduate students sho~ed higher 
O:riginality response·s than females· ip, all three ethnic groups. 
Figural Elaboration Results 
Two hypotheses were st.ated in chapter Ill relating to the creat.ive 
ability factor of Elabore1tion a.s measur~d by the TCWP. These hypotheses 
were: 
Hld: There are ·no differences among the Angl Ame ·•· 
. . . o-.. . . rt.can, Vietnamese • 
and Fil:lpino college undergraduate students on Elabo t •. 
· · · ·. ra l.on as meas.ur.ed by 
tbe TCWP .. 
,....- ·~ I 
I ' 
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Table ll 
ANOVA of Ethnic Croups by Sex with the 
TCWP Originality Sub-test 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares df Square F 
E~hnie - groups 704.356 2 352.178 2.069 
Se~ 6}7 .878 1 677.878 3.982 
Ethnic X Sex 37.956 2 18 . 978 
o.tu 
Within $r:oups 14301.200 84 110.252 
total 15721.389 89 176.645 
Means 
Et~nic Groups 
Sex Vietnamese Filipino 
Anglo-,Aa~erican 
Male 54.27 
Female 49-.27 
4.8.·60 
41.33 
44.97 
51.20 
47.00 
49.10 
Sign if. 
of F 
o.lJl 
0.049 
0.89S 
·Total 
5I..l6 
45 .. 8.1 
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H3d:: '!here are no differences between males and females acrou the 
three ethniC groups on Elaboration a:s measu~ed by th.e TCW'P. 
An examination of Table 12 showed that hypothesis llld was rejected 
while. hypothesis H3d was accepted. There was no inter-action between 
these variables. The Tukey HSD showed that there were differences 
between the Anglo.,..Americans and the Fili_pinos and between the Anglo-
Americans and the Vietnamese in their responses on this sub-test wi.th the 
Anglo-Americans having higher Elaboration scores than the Filipinos and 
the Vie.tnamese.. There were no differences between the Vietnemese and the 
Filipinos in thei.r Elaboration ·responses.. There were also no ditferences 
between the sexes on these variables. 
In summary, results of the figural sub""tests or the TCWP showed that 
diffel:'ences existed in the creative ability factor of Fluency, 
f.'lexibility, and Elaboration between the three ethnic groups tested. No 
differenees were .found in the creative ability of Originality between 
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these groups.. There were differences between the sexes in their re-sp-onses 
to the creative ability factors of Fluency and Originality; but no differ-
ences we:re found in the way the sexes responded on the factors of .Flexi-
bili.ty and Elaboration. No interaction was found between the sexes of the 
three groups of students regarding any of the creative ability factors of 
FluencyJ Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboration as measured by tbe 
II. Results o-f the Verbal Sub-test~ 
Three results of the verbal sub-tests on the Torrance test of TCW 
will be presented in this. section; these sub-tests are creative abiH-
ties which relate to .Fluency, Flexibility, and Originality. 
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Table t2. 
ANOVA of Ethnic Groups by Se;c with the 
TCWP _Elaboration Sub-test 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares df Square F 
Ethnic Croups 5480.867 2 2.740.433 2i.380 
Sex 49.878 1 49.878 0.389 
Ethnic X Sex 205.356 2 102.678 0.801 
Within Groups 107.66.800 84 128.176 
Total 16502.900 89 185.426 
Means 
Ethnic Croups 
Sex Vietnamese Filipirto Ang_lo-American 
Male 49.60 47.53 67 •. 53 
Female 54.80 49.00 .65 •. 33 
Total 5·2.20 48.27 66.43 
Tukey HSD 
Vietnamese 
Filipino * 
Vietnamese * 
98 
Signif. 
of r 
o.ooo 
0.5.34 
0.452 
Total 
54.87 
56 . 38 
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Verbal-Fluency Resul.ts 
Two "hypothes.es were stated in chapter III relating .to the creative 
ability factor of. Fluency as measured by the TCWW.. These hypotheses were: 
H23 : There are no differences among the Anglo-Ame.ric<3n, Vietnamese, 
-
and Filipino college. undergraduate students on Fluency as measured by the 
TCW. 
H
48
: There are. no differences between nudes and females .1;Jcross the 
three ethnic groups on Fluency as measured. by the TCWW. 
An exaJiliilation of Table 13 showed that hypotheses H28and R4awere 
accepted·. There is no interaction between these variables. Thus it 
appeared that differences did not exist in nuency as measured 
by the- TCWW. There were also no differences between the sexes in their 
responses to this sub-test. 
Verbal Flexibility Results 
1\to hypotheses wel:e stated in chapter Ill relating to the creative 
ability factor of Flexibility as measured by the TCWW'. These hypotheses 
were: 
H
2
b: Ther-e are no d"ifferenees among the Angler-American, Vietnamese, 
and Filipino college undergraduate students on Flexibility as measured by 
the TCWW. 
"4b.: There are no differences between males and females across the 
three e·thnic groups on Flexibility as measured by the TCWW. 
An examination of Table 14 showed that hypothesis H2b was rejected 
while bypo-=hesis a
4
b 1ofas accepted. There was no interaction between these 
variables. The Tukey HSD showed that the Anglo-Americans and the Fili-
pinos differed in their responses on th.is sub-test with the Anglo-Americans 
h.9.\Ting higher Flexibility sco-res than the FilipinQs. There were no 
., 
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Table 13 
ANOVA of Ethnic Groups by Sex whh th~ 
~ ·Fluency Sub-tes.t . 
su.m of Mean 
Source Squares df Sq~are F 
Ethnic. Groups 5()0~422 2 250.211 0.582 
Se~ 202.500 1 2()2 ~500 0.471 
Ethnic X Sex 10.867 2 5 .43,). 0.013 
Within Groups 36114 • .533 84 429 .935 
Total. . 3682.8. 322 89 413.8()1 
Means 
Ethnic Groups 
Sex Vietnamese Filipino Anglo-American 
Hale 49:.. ~3 
Female 51..40 
Total 50.37 
54~53 
57.73 
56.13 
51.67 
55 AU 
53 .. 53 
Signif. 
of F 
0.561 
0.494 
0.978 
Total 
51.84 
54.84 
100 
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Table 14 
ANOVA of Ethnic Croups hy Sex _with the 
TCWW Fle'xibilit}' Sub- te$t 
Sum of Mean 
Squares d£ Square F 
Ethnic. Groups 2545.422 2 1272.711 3.494 
Sex 490 .o OQ0 
Ethnic X Sex 96.2'67 
.Within Groups 30597.867 
Total 
Sex 
Female 
Total 
33729.556 
Vietname~e 
44.07 
41.53 
42.80 
1 490.000 1.345 
2 48.133 0.132 
84 364.260 
89 378.984 
·Means-
Ethnic Cl"oups 
Filipino Anglo-American 
44.13. 57.47 
40~13 50.00 
42.13 53.73 
Tukey HSD 
Vietnamese Anglo.-American 
J."ilipino 
Vietmunese 
sign if. 
of F 
0.035 
6.249 
0.876 
Total 
48.56 
43.89 
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differences between either the Anglo-Americans 4nd the Vietnamese or 
the Vietnamese and the Filipinos in the Flexibility responses as measured 
by the. TCWW. Thus it appeared that differences exiSted in 
Flexibility but only between two .of the ethnic groups. Thert! wer~ no 
(:lifferences b(!tween the sexes on the.se variables. 
Verbal Originality Results 
Two hypotheses were stated ln .chapter III relating to the ct'eative 
ability factor of Originality as measured by the TCWW. These hypothe·ses 
were: 
H2 : There are no· <liff¢rences among the Anglo-American, Vietna10ese 1 c 
and Filipino college ·undergraduaee &tudenu on Originality as measured by 
tile TCWW. 
n4 : There are no differences between lllales and females across the c 
three ethnic groups on Originality as measured by the TCWW. 
An examination of ·Table 15 showed that both hypotheses H2 and. H4 c . c 
were accepted. There was . no "interaction between these variables. Thus 
.it appears that cultural differences do not exist in Originality as 
measured by the TCWW. There are also no differences between the &exes in 
their responses to this sub-.tes:t. 
In summary, results- of the verbal s.uh-tests on the TcWw showed that 
diffE!t'ences existed ill the creatiye ability factor of ~Flexibility 
between the three ethnic groups tes:ted.. ·No differences were found· in the 
creative ability factor of Fluency and Orig-inality between these gt'oups. 
There were no differences ·between the sexes in their responses to any of 
the cre~tive ab~i.lfty factors 9f Fluency, Flexibility, and Originality as 
measurecl by the TCWW. 'l'here we.re . no i~teractions among all these var.ia-
bles. 
J 
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table .15 
ANOVA of Ethnic Gt"oups by Sex wit;b .the. 
TCWw · Ot:igina 1 i ty Sub-te.s t 
Sum of Mean 
Sourte Squares df Sctuare F 
ethni,c G.roups 395 . 356 2 197.678 0 .466 
Sex 168_.100 l 168.100 0.397 
Ethnic X Sex 1.·661 2 Q.833 0 . 0.02 
Within Groups 35612 . 533 84 423.959 
Total 36177 . 656 89 40~.491 
Means 
Eth.nie Groups 
sex Vietnamese Fil:ipi11o Anglo-American 
f.fale 58.00 s2 .53. 55~20 
Female 54 . 93 50.13 52.47 
Total 56.47 5"1 .• 33 53.83 
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Si gt!.if. 
of F 
0.629 
0.531. 
0 . 998 
Total 
55.24 
52.51 
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III. Correlation 'Between the TCWP Scores 
and the TCWW Scores for each of Ethnic Sub-groups 
Correlation between the 'l'CWP Scores and the TCW Scores for the Vietna-
mese·Group 
One hypothesis was stated in chapter IU relating· to the correlation 
between the TCWP scores and the TCWW· scores of the Vi;etname-se group. 
This hypothesis was: 
HS": The TCWP and the· TCWW scores do not correlate in the Vietnamese 
group on (a') Flueney, (b) Flexibili.ty, and (c:) Originality. 
Table 16 indicated that for the Vietnamese group tested, there was 
no correlation between the TCwP score and the TCWW scores with respect 
to the creative ability factors of Fluency and Flexibility. Roweve-.:, 
there was a correlation between the scores of these two tests with regard 
104 
to Originality a:s it applied to creative thinking. The Pearson product-
moment correlation data of Table 16 indicated that the null hypotheses HE 
Table 16 
Correlationbetween the TCWP Scores and the TCWW Scores 
of the Vietnamese College Undergraduate Students 
FigFlT FigFlx.T FixOrT 
VerFlT .02777 
. p= .. 069 
VerFlxT . 2325 
p•.l08 
Ver()rT .4824 
p"".OO) 
~ 
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r 
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and H5b werE!: accepted but the null ·hypothe$is HSc was rejected. These 
Originality scores were positively related but only to a moderate degre.e. 
This moderate positive relationship indicated that students who showed 
greater amounts of Originality in response to .a figural stiumlu·s ah.o 
showed greater amounts of Originality in response to a verbal stimulus. 
Correhtion between the TCWP Scores and the tcw Score-s for the Filipino 
Gt;oup 
One hypt>thesis was stated in chapter III relating to the correlation 
between the TCWP scores and the TCWW. scores of the Filipino groups. Th-is 
hypothesis was: 
H6: The TCWP and the TCWW scores· do not ¢orrelate in the Filipino 
gro\lp on (a) Fluency, (b) Flexibility; and (c) Originality. 
T~ble 17 indicated that for the Pilipj.no group te-sted_. there was no 
Table 1_7 
Correlation benreen the TCWP Scores and the •TCWW -scores 
VerFlT 
VerFlxT 
verOrT 
of the Filipino College Undergraduate Students 
FigFlT 
.2823 
p•;.065 
FigFlxT 
.2076 
p•.l35 
FigOrT 
• 4921 
p=.003 
correlation between th.e ·rewp scores and the TCWW sco,:'e~ ~.h:h respect to 
the creative ability factor~ Q£ Fluency and Flexibility. · Ho"'ever, t:here 
was a correlation between the score$ of these two tests with regard to 
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Originality as it .11{)-plied to creative thinking. The Pearson product-
ti!O~nt correlation data of Table 17 indicated that the null hypotheses a68 
and H6b were accepted but the null hy.potheS'is H6c wa-s reJected. These 
Originality scores were positively related but only to a roderate <tegree. 
This 1IJ.().derne positive relationship indicated that students who showed 
greater amounts of Originality in response to a figural stimulus also 
showed greater amounts of Originality in response to a verbal stimulus. 
Correlation between the TCWP Scores and the TCWW Scores for the Anglo• 
American Gt'oup 
On~ hypo_thesis was stated in chapter III relating to t:he correlation 
.between the: TCWP seqres artd t .he tcWW scores of the Anglo-Alllerican group. 
'nlis hypothesis was: 
H7 : 'l'he. TCWP .and the TCW scores do not correlate in .the Ang.lo-
American group on {a) Fluency, (b) Fle~ibility. and (c) Ori~inality. 
·Table 13 indicated that for the Anglo- American group t .est:ed, there 
.Table 18 
Correlation between the TCWP Scores and the TCWW Scores 
VerFlT 
VerFlxT 
VerOrT 
of the Anglo-.A.merican College Undergraduate Students 
FigFlT 
• 2154 
p•.l26 
FigFbT 
.1889 
p=.l59 
FigOrT 
.47.6.8 
p•.004 
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was no correlation between the TCWP scores and the TCWW scores with respect 
to the creative ability factors of Fluency and FlexibiHty. However, 
there was a correlation between the scores of these two tests with regard 
.to Originality as it applied to creative thinking. The P-earson· product-
moment correlation da.ta of Table 18 indicated that the. null hypotheses ·~ 8 
and H7b were accepted but the null hypothesis H7cwas reJected . These· 
Originality scores were positively related to a IDOderate. degree. This 
moderate positive relationship indicated that students who showed 
greater amounts of Originality in response to a figural stimulus also 
showed a greater amount of Originality in response to a verbal stimulus. 
In summary, for the Vietnamese, Filipino. and Anglo-American students 
tested, there was no eorrelation between tlle ·TCWP s.cores and the TCW'W 
scores with respect to Fluency and Flexib.ility as they applied. to c:rea""' 
tive thinking. However, for all three groups tested, a moderate positive 
correlation was found in the creative ability factor of Originality . To 
say .it in other tenns. Vietna~s.e, Filipino. and Anglo-A:meriean. stude1:1ts 
who showed greater ·&mounts of 0,;-igin·ality in response to a figural stimu'-
lus also showed greater aiDO~ts of Or.iginality in response to a verbal 
stimulus. 
IV. Suumary 
Results of the TCWP and the TCWW~ as sutllll8rized in Table 19, showed 
that c.ultural differences eJtis~ed in the creative ability .fac:·tor of 
·Flexibility alllOng the three groups of students tested. The TCWP also 
showed differences a~ng t:bese groups with re.gard to Fluency and Elabora-
tion -while the TCWW did not show any differences with regard to these ·two 
factors. Results of ·the TCWP and the TCW showed that no differences were 
found in the creative ability factor of Originality. 
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Tablel9 
Summary Tabla of Results of the TCWP and the TCWW $cores 
for Hale and Female Vietnamese, FUipino, and An81o-Ameriean COllege 
Undergraduate Students, and of tl'le Cc>rrelatlQn between these Two tesu ScoreiS-
treatj.ve 
J!.bi11ty 
factors 
Fluency 
flexibility 
OrisinaUty 
Elaboration 
TQolP 
Ethnl.city 
r* > v* 
... . (X = 64.23) 
(i;; 51.07) 
A* > F 
<i 11: 55.07) 
(I= 44.07> 
-o-
A > F 
<x• 66.43> 
(i .. 48.;21) 
A ) V 
<i. 52.20) 
Sex 
* > * f ' . l'l 
(i =- 61.29) 
(i • 53.00) 
-o-
Ill > f 
(x • 51.36) 
<i • 45.87) 
....() .. 
_ : .. -.. ~ ...... -..:.~ ... .. .,- ···--
Correlation 
between TOWP 
& TCWW acorea 
-o-
- -- -----~ --·-
TaN 
Etbilieity 
-o-
-0- t A > F 
<i • S.3.73l 
<i • 42.13) 
p = .OOJ(V} I -o-
• .oo:HF) 
= .004(A) 
·sex 
-~ 
-0-
-o-
••• m,f,V,FtA, and X stand for male, feTP&le. 
Vietnamese, Filipino• Ailsl.o::Aiiiert.can, and 
Mean ~espectively. 
-0 
00 
......  -.....  · .·~·-_;.!. -~~ - -~·_..,. ..  '"t..,.......-...._f .. r' ~. *i.. ~~~~·r-:·~ ... ~ ....... ,~:::. ~ - -:-o=- ..... ~ "''~l 
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11le TCWP showed differences between the.sexes ori the creative 
ability factors of Fluency and Originality while the TCWW did ~ot show 
any differences betWeen the sexes on these t.wo factors. There were also 
no differences between the sexes in tl:J.eir responses to the factor of 
Flexibility as measured by the two tests. In ad-dition, the TQJP &.bowed 
no differences between the sexes in their responses to the factor of 
Elab_ori:ltion. ·No interaction was .found bet\teen sex and ethnic group 
with regard to any of the creative .ability factors of Fluency. Fl.exi-
bility, Originality~ and Elaboration. 
Wi.th regard to the correlation between the TCWP s·cores and the 
Tcww· scores across the three ethnic groups tested~ there 1.tas no correla-
tion with respect to t:he be tors of Flue11cy and Flexibilit:y. However , a 
moder~te positive correlation .was (oun.d between the creative ability 
factor of Originality as measured by the 'l'CWP and the TCWW in all ~he 
three groups tested. For the TCWP and ·t;he TCW, Vietnamese, Filipino, 
and Anglo-Ameriean students who showed greater amounts of Originality 
in response to a figUral stimulus ~lso showed greate~ amount& of ~igin-
ality in response to .a verbal stimulus .. 
Chapter V offers a summary of the. study and the investigator's 
discussion of the findings reported in this chapter. Conclusions and 
recommendations for further study are also offered by the investigator· 
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Chapter V 
Summary·, Conclusions and Recommendations 
Different cultures stress different values. Some of these values 
may result in mo~e convergent types of thought and behaviors while 
others %l!ClY result in diverge~t thought and. bC!haviors. Is there a 
relationship be.tween culture and creativity? If so, does it differ in 
its effect on the American culture and the Oriental culture? It was the 
purpose of this study to investigate and compare the degree ()'f creative 
tllinking of Vietnamese; Filipino, and Anglo-American college under-
gradqat:;e students as. measur~d by t;he Torrance tests of 'Thinking Cre:atively 
with Pictures (TCWP) • form A, and Thinking Creatively t.ilith Words. (TCWW), 
fortl'l A; to examine the difference • if any, of creative thinking scores 
between males and females . in all the three groups of students teste<!; 
and to determine the differences, if any, of the TC:WP scores and: .the TCWW 
scor~~ among the Vietnamese, Filipino, an:d Anglo-American coUege under-
graduate s~utiE!nts. the ~ post facto design was used in this study 
because it was not possible to manipulat¢ the independent variables., 
namely, ethnicity arid sex. 'There was, howe"er, total,. randomiu~ion 
a-cros.s the three schools participating {n the study, the 11niversity of 
the Pacific, the San Joaquin Delta College, and the Mod:est.o Community 
College. The level of significance for rejecting the null hypotheses 
was set at .05. Statistical techniques used in thiS study were the 
tvo-~ay ANOVA. and the. Pe-arson product•moment correlation. This chapter 
was organized under four headings :: (a) summary t (b) discussion, 
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(c) conclusions, and (d) recommendations. 
I. Summary 
n\e TCWP and the TCW gave different tesults -with regard to the 
four creative ability factors of Fluency, Flexibility, Originality. and 
Elaboration. Tonance (1974b) .st.ate.d that the Fluency scores reflected 
the testee 's ability to produce a large number of ideas; the Fle-xibility 
scor.es represent:ed a person's ability to produce a variety ()f kinds of 
ideas, to shift from one approach to another, or ft'om one category of 
thought to another; the Originality scor.es reflected the test-taker's 
ability to produce ideas that were away from the banal, commonplace, 
or establi-shed; and the 'Elabo.ration scores represented "the subJect's 
ability to develop, embroider, embellish, cany out, or otherwise 
elaborate ideas" (p. 59). 
Regarding the factor of Fluency, the TCWP sho-wed diffe.rerices between 
the Filipino and the Vie.tnamese students in the way they responded. ·The 
Filipinos ha.d higher Fluency scor-es than the Vietnamese. There were no 
differen~es, however~ between either the Vietnamese and tbe Anglo-Ameri-
cans or the Anglo-Americans and the Filipinos in their Fluency -responses. 
·111e TCWW did not show any differences among the three groups of students 
tested regarding this Fluency f.actor. Thus it appeared that cultural 
d-ifferences existed in the creative abilit.Y factor of Fluency but only 
between two of the .ethnic groups, as measured by the TCWP, and not in the 
direction it was hy.pothesi:ted. That is, the eXpected. differences b.etween 
111 
American and Oriental did .not appear. The TCWP showed differences between 
sexes while the TCW did not show any difference between them with regard 
to the. creative ability factor of Fluency. The females across all the 
! 
! ..
j 
three groups showed higher Fluency scores than males as measured by the 
'l"CWP. 
With respect to the crea·.tive ability factor of Flexibility, results 
of theTCWP and the TCWW showed that the Anglo-Americans and the Filipirioe 
d-iffered in their responses on this sub-test with the Anglo-Americans 
having higher Flexibility scores than the Filipinos. There were no 
differences ei.ther between the Vietnamese and the Filipinos or the Viet-
na111ese and the An-glo-Americans in their Flexibility response·s. Thus, it 
112 
appeared that cultural differences existed i~ Flexibility but only 
between two of the ethnic group.a tested, and in the direction hypOthesized 
as measured by both the TCWP and the TCW~ The two tests did 110.t show 
any differences between the sexes on this Flexibility variable. 
Regarding the Originality vaJ;"_iable, the T.CWP and· the TCWW did not 
show any differences among Vietnamese, Filipino, and Anglo-American 
college undergr..aduate students in the way they responded . Thu·s, it 
appeared that cultural differences did ~ot exist in the creative ability 
factor of Originality. There were di fferences. however, between the 
sexes in their responses to this sub-test . Male college undergraduate 
s .tudents showed higher Originality scores than female college under-
graduate students in all the thre_e ethnic groups tested. 
At the time this study was undertaken. the creative ability factor 
of Elaboration was measured only by the TCWP. The results of .tb.is figural 
test showed that there were differences between the Anglo-Americans and 
the Fi lipinos and also between the Anglo-Americans and the Vietnamese in 
the.ir responses on this sub-test wi th the Anglo-Ainericans having higher 
Elaboration scores than either the Fili:pinos .or the Vietnamese. There 
were no differences,. however. between the Vietnamese and the Filipinos 
j 
factor of Fluency with the Filipinos having higher Fluency scot'es than 
the Vietnamese. This result wa$ not as e)Cpected since it was originally 
hypothes_i~ed that. differences, if any~ would probably be between Anglo-
Americans and either of the Oriental-American groups. The level of 
s.tatistical significance for rejecting the null hypotheses of thi-s study 
was set at . 05. Though this ·tevel of significance could equal out. 
possibilities of a Type I and a Type II error, 1'tbe risk is 5 in 100 
that t:he researcher will incorrectly or erroneously r .eject the- null 
hypothesis" (Sax, 1968, p. 381). Thus,_ one possible explanation .for 
this difference between the -way t}\e. Filipinos and the Vietnamese 
responded on the Fluency factor of the TCWP was that it could have. 
happened by chance. However, there were other factors that could help 
to explain this "difference. 
Filipinos quieter during t-esting. Fir.st of all, this investigator 
ob.s_erved that among the three groups of students tested, the Filipinos 
were quieter and appeared to listen more closely to the tester's 
explanation of how to tak~ the t-est than either the Anglo-Americans or 
the Vietnamese. When the test:er said, "Co- .ahead!", the Filipinos started 
immediately to draw as many pictures as possible. The· Anglo-Americans, 
however, after listening to the tester's explanation, did not start to 
draw right away; some of them were apparently uncooperative, but after 
a while they bec-ame busy with their drawings. For the Vietnamese. 
instead of listening to the tester's in~truetion, many of them oeither 
talked to each other or read the instructions in Vietnamese and in 
English printed in the test-booklets. Apparently, the Vietnamese were 
more curious about the tests than the two other ethnic groups because 
y-· ' 
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they were not sufficiently familia·r with .testing. Such a curiosity may 
have inhibited their production and they completed fewer picturj!s tb.an 
their Oriental counterparts, the Filipinos. 
Filipino culture e_ossibly caufJed differences. Secondly, the Fili-
pino culture could explain higher Fluency scores of the "Filipino colle-ge 
undergraduate students. Bulatao (1964) observed that the hiya sys·tem 
~n the Philippines mad-e a Filipino eager ·to please other people, mostly 
to please authority figures. Because of his/her hiya, a Filipino prefers 
to do whatever a "powerful" person asks him/her to do. lf he/she 
refuses to do so, other Fil,ipinos may consider him/her a:s foolish and 
not accept his/her attitude and ·b.ehaviors. This rejection would then 
result in the painful elll()tion of being· discarded by his/her own people. 
It ¢ould be reasonable, therefore, to say that once a Filipino accepted 
the investigator's request to be involved l:n this study. he/she was 
also eager to please hi'!D by drawing as many pic:tures as poss-ible. 
The third ele.ment which could explain the superiority of the Fili-
pinos on the Fluency scores was their fluency in English. As Ca·tapusan 
(1940) wrote, the Philippine Constitut.ional Convention of 1935 decided 
to adopt English as the Islands' national language and E·nglish has been 
used as a medium ·of expression in the Islands' public schools. ~tually, 
all Filipinos responded to all the test itemS in English; some of them 
seemed uncomfortable even in reading Tagalog. Catapusan ·also wrote that 
American schools had been introduced to the Philippines, American 
teachers had been ~here, and even the American culture had })een llelcomed. 
Living in such an educadonal and societal environment, the F:ilipino 
college undergraduate student.s could be expected to be more familiar 
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J with the kind of tests such aa the TCWP and the, TCWW. 
All of the Vietnamese college undergraduate students) however. 
answered the two tests in Vietname-se. Moreover, many of them had never 
t'aken any te-sts during their high school education in Vietnam. The 
l American educational systel!l was un'((no'Wtl or new to many of them. When 
.1 
, working on .the. second test, the TCW~ the Vietna~~~.ese dec-reased their 
.. 
!.· 
talking and responded to the test itell'lS more quietly. Probably 
because of that fact their Fluency scores on the verbal tests did not 
differ from the Flueney scores of their Oriental counterparts, the Vili-
pinos. 
Female students test higher in Fluency.. Another finding relating 
tCJ the Fluency variable was the fact that fe'ltlale college undergTaduate 
studen.ts had higher Fluency scores than male college undergraduate 
students in all the three e.thnic: groups tested. The investigator 
observed that females in every group started 1n0re quickly than males in 
working· on either the figul"al or the verbal test. The investigator ·had 
a hard time lilith the Vietnamese males; when instructed to nGo ahead!'\ 
instead of looking at their own paper and starting to draw pictures, 
they talked to each other. 
Before -attempting to explain why these differences occurred, the 
investiga.tor recalled what was presented in earlier chapters regarding 
the ·.!.! pos.t facto design; it was the design suitable to the pul'pose of 
this .study. Kerlinger {1964), however, in discussing the limitations of 
~ post facto interpretations, stated .that "compared to experimental 
-research, other th.ings being equal, !! P<)St facto- research lacks c.ontrol; 
. . . . . 
this lack is the basis of • • . the risk of improper interpretauon 
(p. 373). Because of the nat:ure of t::he research methodology used in this 
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study, it was difficult to point out a cause-and-ef.fect reiationship 
between the creative variab-le of Fluency and the sexes tested . The 
investigator., nevertheless, tended to refer to the findings of Shaw-
(cited in Yussen & Santrock, 1978), Diamond (196.5.), and Erikson (1.968) 
for some interpretations. According to Shaw, every person inherits 
23 chromosome pairs. The last pair determines the person's sex• 
consisting of an X and a Y chromosome. The female has two large X 
chromosomes, that ist genetic constituti<>n l(X. The male has only one X 
chromosome, and one male-determining Y chromosome which is- much smaller 
than the X, that is, the male has genetic constitution KY. In line with 
Shaw's findings, Diamond 0965) investigated experimental and clinical 
cases dealing with anatomic, genetic, endocrine, and behavioral factors 
and concluded that humans ·are prediSposed at birth to a female or male 
gend~r orientation.. ThusJ biological sex differences lead to functional 
sex differenc-es and could result in sex difference$ in creative thinking 
c;md creative behavlors. Based on his elabor-ious research, Erikson (1968) 
conclud~ that females were · more passive and inclusive while males 
were .more aggressiv~ and int-rusi-v-e (cited in Yussen and Santroc::k, 1978). 
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The aggressiveness of males was also reaffiremd. by the Maccoby and Jacklin's 
(1974) findings. Based on the results o·f their s-tudy, the b.to authors 
concluded that in all cul.tures in which aggressive behavior has- been 
observed, males weremore aggressive: than _fe~les, physically and verbally 
as well. Probably due to their aggressive and intrus-ive oatur~, males, 
Tll()stly Vietnamese and Filipino males, continued either· t .o talk to each 
other or to laugh alone while females listened mor~ attentively to the 
tester's explanations then started to work more quickly on their papers. 
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This sex difference could be also at-tributable to the Oriental 
culture in which females were assigned a cooperative role while males 
were assigned a dominal.lt role. As noted in t:he previous chapter, a 
Vietnamese male was instructed to kee.p the Three R~lations of a Man • s 
Outy while a Vietnamese female was taught . to keep the Three Follows. A 
· J Filipino female liked to choose test .items like, ''! prefer t-o accept f 
'· 
j 
' 
suggestions rather than insist on working .things out my own w~y" 
(Guthrie, 1961. p. 167). To say it differently t a female in .either 
Vietnamese or Filipino culture should follow the initiative of another 
person~ mostly of a male authority figure. Thus. obedience or conformity 
in this case was "neces.sary to soaae degree .. (Smith 1 1966, p. 36), and 
had helped females complete mor,e pictures than males. The creative 
ability factor of Fluency, however. as discussed later in this .-ection, 
was ortly the first and least important fac-tor among the four. 
Flexibility Sub-test Results 
With respect to the creative ability factor of Flexibility, the 
results of the TcWP and the TCWW wer-e consistent in showing that ·the 
Ariglo-Am~rican and the Filipino college undergraduate students. differed 
in their responses on this sub-test with the Anglo-Americans having 
.higher Flexibility scores than the Filipinos. Though ·the American educa-
tional system was introduced t:o the Philippines, according to Sechrest 
(1969) • for the most part the Philippines has. remained in the Latin 
tl:'adition introduced by the S.p.anish or in "the Philippine custom" 
(p. 3Z4). As noted in .a previous chapter, this custo!!l or tradition 
motivated loyalty to one's own group; ethnocentrism bound Filipino people 
,together solidly and forced them to do llM)Gt thing$ similarly to other 
group members. Their family-bound reJationship ~ept them within narrow 
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bounds and activitie~~ in addition~ the suppression of individuality by 
the Latin tradition and/or "Philippine custom.•• forbade them to do- anything 
"·str.ange" to others. With regard to the Filipino educational system, 
Bulatao (1969) observed that this system \las based mainly on t".ote 
learning. Thus, the Filipino C:ulture could be seen as fostering conver-
gent thinking whieh would result in lower scores on Flexibility since 
higher scores on the factor of Flexibility might be a sign of exhibitin$ 
more div,ergent thinking. 
In comparison with the Filipino a11d the Vietnamese culture, the 
American culture could be seen as leading "in th~ area of nourishing the 
creati"e process because the American culture encouraged i,ndivi~ual 
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dive~sity and divergent thinking (Getzels & Jac·kson, 1962; Torrance, 196·5). 
Moreover, democracy was highly appreciated by the American socie.ty 
(Coleman, et al, 1966; Tanner &. Tanner, 1975). An impor·tant value 
characteristic of a d·emocratic way of life is the use of the method of 
intelligenc~; thus the ~ork of the American schoal was not regarded as 
the imposition of a single value system~ but a clarification of alterna-
tives (Vantil, 1974). 
Though the Filipino college undergraduate students drew more 
p.ictures and wrote more sentences ~han the Vietnamese and the Anglo-
.American college undergraduate students-, many of their pictures and 
sentences were- of the same category of though«:. For the Anglo·-
.Amet-ican college undergraduate students, probably because of the foster-
ing of divergent thinking in their. culturet their drawings and writings 
covere(i mapy diffe-rent categories ~f tttought; therefore, their Flexi-
billty scores were higher than those .o.f the Filipino college under-
graduate students. 
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Originality Sub-tes.t Results 
'lb~ results of the TCWP arid the TCWW did not show any differences 
among the thr.ee e~hrlic gro\lpS tested in the .way they responded on this 
sub-test. 'nle '1'CWP, howe:ver, and only the TCWP • .did show differences 
beb7een the sexes w-ith regard to this Qriginality factor. 
Torrance's explanation of TCWP· an<:l TC'WW scores;. Torrance U974b) 
stated that the figural Fluency score was ''useful primarily in helping 
the user understand .the other figural scores" (p . 58). With r-es.,eet to 
the verbal Flexibility scores •. the author found that in some cases, 
extremely high Flexibility scores in relation to .F'luen<:y may characte.rize 
the pel:' son wbo· "jumps from <me approach to anotbex and (who is 1 unable 
to stick to any one . line of thinking long enough to xealiy develop it" 
(p. 57). 
When writing about the factor of Originality as measured by the 
TCWP as. w-ell as b_y the TCWW, Torrance (l974b) became 'lbQre positi'V'e in his 
argument. According to 'billl., the person who achieved a .higb Originality 
score usually had a great deal of intellectual energy and was "able to 
llJl)ke big ~ntal leaps or 'cut corners' in obtaining solutions" (Torrance~ 
1?74b, p~ 57). While th.e Fluency $core was seen as ''useful to understand 
other scores,'' the Originality score was judged as beittg important for 
distinguishing those peqple who were "able to make big mental leaps or 
'cut corners' in obtain;ing solJ!tions" from those ·whowere not. 
Based on Torrance's. sta.ten1ent, th; s investiglitor concluded that: the 
Originality score was more crucial .than the Fluency and the Flexibility 
sc-ore in_ determining tlle degree -of creative thinking of any person of 
any ethnic group. As W.ing (1967)' stated, "creativity knows no social, 
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ethnic. religious~ qr geographical boundariesn (p .. 183}; that is, it is 
a universal characteristic which may occur anywhere and at a~y age of 
life (Maslow, 1970; Arieti, 1976). l1lus, the Vietnamese. Filipino~ and 
the Anglo-American college undergraduate students. though born in differ-
ent countries in different continents, demonstrated no statistical 
differences in regard to this crucial creative ability factor of 
Originality. However, as previou-sly presented~ the specific culture of 
each nation or each society also plays an important role in determining 
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the degree of ~reativity of people living in that nation or that society, 
as demonstrated in the creative ability factors of Fluency and Flexibility. 
The fact that the correlation between the TCWP and the TCWW scox:es for 
all the three ethnic groups were the same for the ,creative ability factor 
of Originality. as will be discussed in a later section, is also supportive 
of thia po.sition. 
Male students have higher Originality scores. Males had higher 
Originality scores than females across an the three ethnic groups tested 
as measured by the tCWP. However,. the TCWW did· not show any differences 
between the sexes on this sub-test. This difference bett.reen the sexes 
could have occurred due to chance for the same reason cited earlier when 
the creative ability factor of .Fluency vas discussed. 
The difference could also ·be attribut·ed to different characteristics 
between the sexes, however. lf creativity was understood as divergent 
thinking~ the results of Guilford's (1956) research :appeared to favor 
males. If creativity was understood as the individual's ab-ility to break 
set or restructure a given problem., especially a perceptual or visual-
spatia). one, there was also a tendency for males to be superior (Maccoby~ 
1966). The findings of this study also favored male-s. 
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The results of the- verbal test, nevertheleul did not $how signifi-
cant differences betWeen the sexes with reg~rd to this creative -.11\)ility 
factor of (kiginality. 'l'hls fact could b~ explained by referring to 
what was found by Mac~oby and Jacklin (1974) . lfased on the res\llts o~ 
their research. the two authors concluded that females had more verbal 
ahility than males. Probably because of the i r better verbai ab{iiey. 
females in all the three .ethnic groups tested did not significantly 
differ fro~ tnales in their verbal Originality responses. Theil." verbsl 
ability apparently helped them overcome the male superiority in Origi-
nality as measured by the nop-verbal test .. 
Elaboration Sub-test ·result$ 
With regard to the creative abi.l.i.ty factor of Elaboration, the 
TCWP' showed a great difference among the three e.thnic group& tested. 
nte Anglo-American college undergraduat e students had s ignificantly 
higher ~laboration scores than the Filipino and Vietnamese college 
undergraduate students . 
ntough creativity has be~n <;.ons.ider-ed a~ a ubiquitous character-
istic of the hutri.an bein~ (Wirig, 1967) . it has ·been also influenced by 
the cpltu:t~ in which people live (Lipset, 1962; Smith. 1966; Maslow. 
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1970). I n addition, it is a rtebu16us concept atr previously describe.d and 
is measured by different fact9rs , namely Fluency, Flexibility, Original-
ity, and Elaooration. .Because of the infancy of measurement of creativity, 
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the factor of Elaboration, ·up to the tiine this study was undertaken, was 
measured only by the TCWP. not by the TCWW. 
Another factor was that the .!_!post facto design used in this study 
was quasi-experiment~l but also desc·riptive ·because of lack of c:olttrol 
of experimental condition (Sax, 1968). Combining all these elements 
together, this invJa-stigator tended to say that, on one hand, it was 
hard to reach a cause-and-effect conclusion regas:-ding a higher Elabor-
ation score among the Anglo-American college undergraduate students 
tested in <:omparison with a lower Elaboration score among the Vietnamese 
and the Filipinp college undergraduate students tested; on the other 
hand, probab-ly because of its. ubiquitous characteristic. creative 
thinking did not show a statis.ticd difference among the three- groups of 
students tested with regard to one of the imp()rtant creative factors, 
the factor of Originality. However~ · probably because of the influences 
of different cultures, creative thinking showed a statistical difference 
among the three g~oup . .s of students tested with regard to another important 
creative .. factor, the factor of Elaboration . Based ori the studies of 
Torrance (1974b), and Torrance and Sato (1979), this investigator 
condud.ed that Elaboration was .the most important factor among th.e four 
factors of creative thinking. 
Torrance and Sato (1979) studied the nature of creative thinking of 
the Japanese on the occ·asion of the "recent emergence of Javan as· 'Number 
One' in many areas of creative achievements" (p. 216). They found that 
the Japanese students scored significantly higher than their United States 
counterparts on the creative factor of Elaboration and the two authors 
called the Japanese "elab()ratorstt (p. 220). It should be noted that 
Japanese traditional culture stresses the importance of free time and 
space which constitute "ct"eativity and freedom in the framework. of 
r 
' 
Jap.anese culture" (Lee, 1964, p. 56). It should also be no.ted that "the 
Japanese people have eagerly and readily welcomed Western civilization 
since the Meiji p~riod" (Doi, 1969, p. 339). It may be these factors 
that have tnativated the Japanese leadership in the field of creativity. 
It is clear ·that lioe:rty and detnOc:rac;y have been emphasized since 
the time o·f the establishment of the United States in 1787. }lforeover, the 
Amedcan culture has welcomed the thoughts presented by people aucb as 
Galton 0869-) and Lombroso (1891). As early as 19411 Mearns had already 
presented me.tbo<J·s of promoting creative thinking and crea:tive teaching 
in the United States while t:he Vietnamese and Filipino social and edtica""" 
tional :systems urged their people, mostly th.eir $tudent~, to be fa:iriily-
bound and content wit h rate-learning (Duong, B. , 19}5 ; Duong, H., 1979; 
Bulatao, 1965; Sechrest:, 1969).. As lat:e as 1941, in Vietnam, there were 
''not any books recording [scientifically] Vietnamese literat~re and 
.his tory" {Duong, 1979, p. iii) . 
Following the form of Torrance and Sato, it might be said that 
Alnerican culture has· promoted the United States to 11Nulllber One" in 
almost every respect of creative ach i evement if compared with Vietnam 
a nd the Philippines. In this study, American students were able to 
-~ e laborate mo.re than the Vietnamese and the 'Filipino students and showed 
I 
1 i nx>re Flexibility ·than the Filipinos . These differe nces may also be 
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a ttributed to the influe-nce of the Axnerican, Vietnamese, and Fi lipino 
cultures. 
Results of Correlational Studies 
As noted earlier, for the Vietnall!eSe, Filipino, and Anglo-American 
college undergraduate students tested, ther-e was no correlation between 
the TCWP scores and the TCWW scores with res pect to the creative ability 
.f a c tor of Fluency and Flexibility. For all the three groups of students 
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tested, however, a mode:ta.te positi-ve correlation was found in the creative 
ability factor of Originality. 
Torrance 0974b) stated that some early clinical uses of his tests 
of creative thinking brought to his attention na large proportion of 
cases with quite low verbal and quite high figural scores"· (p. 60) · 
Thus, Torrance accepted that discrepancies between the verbal and figural 
performance were evident. This study corroborated his findings except 
in the area of Originality. On this· one sub-test ·there was a consistent 
pattern of low pasitive corr-elations. To say it in other terms, the 
results of the TCWP and the ·TCww appeared to say that Vietnamese, Filipino, 
and Anglo-American college undergraduate students who showed greater 
amounts of Originality in response to a figural stimulus also showed 
greater ali!Ounts of Originality in response to a verbal stimulus. 
The re lationshi:p between the TCWP scores and the TCWW scores on the 
creativi~y ability factor of Originality could be explained by repeating 
the earlier agrument that creativity is a univenal ~haracteristic which 
tnay ·occur at anywhere and at any age of life (Wing, 1967; Maslow, 1970; 
Arieti, 1976). Cr·eative· .people can be :found in every culture. Because 
of its universalness and ne.bulou$ness. creativity may appear at different 
degrees with regard to one factor; it lMY also appear at equal degrees 
with regard to another factor. The moderate positive correlation .between 
the two test scores .in all the three ethnic groups with respect to this 
Originality variable showed that ·whether measured by either the .. figural 
or the verbal test, the creative ability factor of O:dginality did e~ist 
in every person~ across all the three ethnic groups. There were no 
d if fe renee s, however, among the ethnic groups ori this creative ability 
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fac.tor of Originality although males were superior to females on the ·· 
figural sub-test. 
Overview of Discussion 
ln stiJIIDary~ the Filipino college undergraduate students excel.lc!ii 
above the Vietnamese college undergraduate students on the creative 
ability factor of Fluency probably.because of their hiya system, their 
American..:based educational systein, and their fluency i~ English. The 
Anglo-Atnerican college undergraduate students excelled above ·the Filipino 
college 1lndergraduate students. on the creative ability fac.tor of Flexi-· 
bility probably be·cause o.f .their culture which fostered dive-rgent thinking. 
F.or the creative ability factor of originality, no statis.tical differences 
we-r·e found among the thre.e ethn~e groups tested probably because ere~;~..-
! tiv.ity is universal and nebl!lotUh an.d the factor of Originality is a 
crucial variable in mea-suring creativity~ The Anglo-Ameri~a:n college-
undergraduate students excelied above the J!il.ipino and the Vie.i:namese 
college students .on the creative ability factor of Elaboration· probably 
beca~se the American culture was more democratic .than the Vietnamese and 
the Filipino cultures~ Females in .all the three groups of stud~n~s te$ted 
excet'led above the males on .the c.reative ability factor of ~luency 
because they paid more attention to the tester's explanations and 
started to work more quickly on the two tes.ts than the males did. 
Males J however:, excelled over females· on the creative ability fac·tor of 
Originality as ~asured by the figural test probably because of ·their 
superiority in visual-spatial ability. The moderate -positive correlation 
be tween the 'i'cw:P scores and. the TCWW scores in all the three groups 
tested with respect to the creative ability factor of Originality probably 
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resulted frqm the fact tha-t creativity is a universal characteristic and 
a nebulous concept ana it c:an be measured by both figural ana verbal 
tes.ts. 
III. Conclusions 
Based ori the findings of this 't'udy • .the investigator concluded that.: 
the Filipino college undergraduate students scored higher on ligural 
Fluency than. the Vietnamese. college underg;raduate students; 
there ~ere difference$ between thf:!! . sexes in their responses to the 
creative ability factor of Fluency as measured by the figural test~ with 
females having higher:Fluency scores than males; 
theAngl6-American college undergraduate. st:udetttEI scored higher on 
figural Flexibility than the Filipino college urtdergradua·te stuc:lents; 
theJ:'e were differences between the sexes in their re$ponses to the 
crea·tive ability factor of Originality as measured by the figural testJ 
with males having higlu~r Flexibility sc·ore.s than females; 
the Anglo-American college. undergt:"aduate $tuae.-.t.s;a seored higher on 
figural Elaboration thart either the .Filipino or the Vietnamese cotlege 
undergr-aduate . .students; 
- male and female Vietnamese, Filipino, and Anglo.,-Ameriean college 
undergraduate students who showed greater altl()unt$ of Originality in response 
to a figural stilllUlus. also. showed greater amounts of Originality in 
response to a verbal stimuhas. 
IV. Rec.oumendations 
.Based on. the findings of this study, the investigator proposed 
theoretical recommendations as followss 
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ad<iitional studies should be conducted. using samples of other ethnic 
groups such as Chinese, Laotian, Korean~ and Japanese to verify findings 
! in this study and further to examine cultural difference-s and the 
.. 
• ! 
influence of specific cultural traditions; 
an in-depth study, isolatirtg specific cultural elements in the 
Vietnamese, Filipino, and American cultures, should be undertaken to 
i 
1 
determine whic-h trad.Hions, mores, and vall)eS have the greatest 
influence on creativity • 
.. 
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AppendiX .A 
Peter Chu-Quang•Minh 
203 E. Washington Street. 
Stockton, CA. 95202 
Tel• 463-3980, or 957-8596 
March 2, 1980 
·.o~ar" ....  _ • -· .·~ -· - · · ·· · •·: · .•··- · ~·· -· - • ~~ ._ ..... _ ... .. -. ......... -,t ... .......... _ •• ••••• 
I a.m Mr• Peter-Minh Quan& Ch\a, a doctoral candidate c;Jf the Univer-
s.i ~Y of the Pacific, Stock, ton • .and an in.tern-cou.as.elor of the Sa11 Joaquin 
Delta College:. Stockton, Ca.lifomia. X" am writing a ·dissertation regarding 
Creative. Thinking in ~le and Fuale VietnPEUJe, F~lip~n~. -~~- Anf!51o-Aiae-
riean COlle~e Undergraduate Students, as Measured. by the Tottance Tests of 
creativitl· 
I" WoUld like to ask your cooperation ln ay f."esearch by taking the 
two Torrance teats, one i8 Thinking Creatively vith Pictures which needs 
thirty aiAuteil 1;0 COJI!Plet• , and another is Thi.nld.n& Creativ.elr with 
Woi:d.s vhi¢b requires forty fi~ minutes to nita. What you will do when 
taking the tests is to follow the test· instructions and then draw or· WJ:ite 
what·ever. you tbin.k interesting and ol:ig1nal. that is whatever you like. 
the test-taking place will be at Delta College, and the date will be 
on eithe.r .one of the following daysc Thursday, 3/27/l980J or Friday. 
3/28/1980.1 or &A.Y day· eonveni~mt to you. Joined with thia lettel" 1a an 
envelop-e with a stamp· on lt;, I wish t:o ask yo~ to answer .Y request by 
writing and ·senciin& the lower part of this letter back to ae. I also wtah 
to contact you by tel.phone soon. 
Ihan.k you very -..ch for your reading of thts reques:t and I look 
forward to receive your answer and to cantact you. 
·Gratefully yours 
Peter Cbu-Quang-Hi.Jlh 
~--~_.---~~~---------------------~-~---~---------------------------------
I, •••••••••••••••••••••••···~••••••·~··~•·•• 
- ( ) can take the tests of creativity 
- ( ) canno.t take the tests of creativity 
* < > on ThurSday, 3/27/1980 
* ( ) on Friday .II 3/28/1980 
* ( ) on .••••••• , ••• / .... /1980 
Please ma.rkan "X" between pa-r-entheses expressing .your ansver(s) 
f Signature 1 ................................... . 
f 
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AppencU:Jt B 
Raw and T-Scores of Male and female. 
Vietnamese College UndergradU:.te Students 
Figural Te•t . 
Fluency Flexibility Originality tlaboratlon 
t T T T 
Number Score Sco-re Sco-re Score Score. Score Score Scot'e 
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•utobiographieal Statement 
Name 1 Peter Chu-Quang-Mi.a.h 
Birtha April 30. 1940, at Tho-Nlnb, lae-Ninh, North Vietnallt 
Educatio.n.t Elementaey sehQol... Tho-Niritn Junior Hi~h school, Seminary St. 
Anthony, Dao-Ngan (North Vietnam) ;Senior High school, Thu-Due (South 
Vietl'J.allt) J B.A. Pbilosophy, Major Seminary St. Sulpiee_.. Saigon, 19621 
B.A. Theology, Major Seminary St. Joseph. Saigon, 1968a B.A .. Civil 
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Lav, University of Cantho., Viet.naa, 1971; M.A. Governmental Adainis• 
tra.tion Law, University of Saigon, 1973.; M.A. Social Sciences, Univer-
si.t.y of Van-Hanh:.,. Saigon, 1975:J M.A. PsychOlogy of Religio:n .. Univerai.ty 
of the Pacific, Stock.ton·, l978r .Ed. D. F.du.cational and Counseling Psycho-
logy, University of the Pacific .. Stockton, 1980. 
Positions• reacher of ~he Vietnamese literature, Duc-Minh High school, 
Thu~Duc, Vietnam, l959·1960J .Second lieutenant, psychological varfare 
officer in the Vietnamese Infantry Army. 19~2-l%4J Instructor ·of 
lbi.losophy and English,· Senainary Cantho1J Vietnam, 1968-19701 Scoutmaster 
anct Scout chaplain in the Diocese of Cantho, 1968-1970; Principal of 
fh~g-Su High school, Vl~tna•• 197G-1971; Director of Duc-Minh Boarding 
High schOol. Vietnam. l971-1973J .Principal ot Thanh-Minh fiigh school, 
Vietnam, 1973 ... 19751 Chaplain of the Vietnamese Youth in Northern 
California, 1976- J Vice--presid·ent of the Vietnamese religious personnels 
in the Western Region (including ll states), 1976- 1 Ronam. Catholic 
priest ainoe 1968. 
lublicatton1 An-ton-Nlnh.;,..Magazine's editor, 1964-1968, Vietnam; 
Con·seils ec Souvenirs,. translating from French into Vietnamese. print·ed 
in Sa1$on, 19681 Les Conversions du XXe siecle, translatin~ from F.renet\ 
into Vietnamese, printed i,n Saigon, 1969~ !juong-Vi.et Bullettn•s editor., 
19-76-1978. California; 7 articles. in English; trai Tim Due Me Ma'azin.e, 
1977-1.978, u.s.A.J 28 articles in Vietnamese., Trai T~D1.1c Me Magazine.; 
1977-1980, u.s.A •. 
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